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Abstract
Based on dialogical theory and empirical exploration of surgical operations in a 
Swedish hospital, this text contributes to the study of critical work practice. In 
empirical detail, ethnographic investigation and video analysis show that ‘everyday 
interactivity’, i.e. technical development beyond the control of individual partici-
pants, is a ubiquitous phenomenon of surgical work. This research interest can be 
contrasted to models of human-machine interaction, which describe how a given 
technology affords or impedes an intended outcome. Conclusions are that there 
may be fundamentally different ways of describing the regular course of surgery. 
From so-called ‘designer-oriented‘ perspectives, creative or unexpected results 
would be seen as emergent signs of design failure. According to dialogical theory, 
unfolding and multifunctional technical outcomes are necessary in working life. 
The latter is everything but trivial for research and development. As concrete 
products of collective practice, workplace technology cannot support individual 
‘user experiences’ or workflows. Instead, we may recognise already present, paral-
lel, and ongoing design changes. Thus, the thesis problematise the meaning of 
teamwork and technology in everyday practice.

Sammanfattning 
Utifrån dialogisk teori och etnografiska undersökningar av kirurgiska operationer inom olika 
kirurgiska specialiteter, problematiserar avhandlingen betydelsen av vardagliga och kritiska 
verksamheter. I empirisk detalj av några fallstudier, tagna ur ett omfattande material av in-
spelningar och etnografiska data om arbetsplatsen, visar avhandlingens videoanalys att “var-
daglig interkreativitet”, det vill säga teknisk utveckling inom och mellan arbetslag, är ett stän-
digt närvarande fenomen i kirurgisk praktik. Detta ska ses i förhållande till gängse beskriv-
ningar av kritiska verksamheter, vilka i huvudsak handlar om hur givna instruktioner och 
verktyg stödjer, eller inte stödjer, planerade delmål. Slutsatsen är att det är möjligt att ge helt 
olika empiriskt grundade beskrivningar av kirurgi. Utifrån så kallade “designerorienterade” 
ansatser förklaras varje oväntad teknisk användning som tecken på underliggande designpro-
blem. Enligt dialogisk teori framstår istället teknisk pluralism och förändring som nödvändiga 
delar av verksamheten. Det senare är allt annat än självklart inom området verksamhetsut-
veckling. Med föränderliga tekniker och tekniska system som grund, blir det inte längre priori-
terat att undersöka eller stödja situerade “användarupplevelser”. Istället bör redan befintliga 
interkreativa design processer och konkreta samkonstruktioner lyftas fram som tekniska för-
utsättningar för forskning och utveckling. Avhandlingen problematiserar således både hur 
teamarbete kan förstås och hur teknologi gestaltas i vardagen.
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1.Introduction
This thesis has two interrelated aims. The first aim is to explore the notion of ‘everyday 
intercreativity’ between surgical communities of practice. The second aim is to investigate 
how ‘dialogical theory’ may facilitate research and development. The introductory chapter 
starts with a discussion about the potential for everyday workplace creativity. In addition, 
the chapter will outline the dialogical framework applied and some of the reoccurring, but 
largely ignored, methodological dilemmas that emerge from the study of social creativity 
in institutionalised work settings.

General Background and Research Aims
To say that the use and design of social technology has become a popular research 
subject would be an understatement. It is currently being investigated and devel-
oped at an accelerating pace, in experimental areas such as virtual reality and arti-
ficial intelligence, as well as in more low-key areas such as human factors engineer-
ing, information systems design, and human resource management. Besides organ-
ising working life, however, the implementation of new technology has had many 
unforeseen effects. A well-known irony of workplace automation (Bainbridge, 
1983), for example, is that systems designed to facilitate critical workflows tend to 
produce too much data in the wrong form or at the wrong time. Trained engineers 
therefore still monitor overall system performances, although – owing to the same 
automation – they have become separated from underlying production processes.

From empirical observations like the above, several studies have pointed out 
that problems with workplace design can be traced back to a lack of understanding 
of everyday interaction (e.g. Suchman, 2006). In recent years, numerous ‘social’ or 
‘interactive’ approaches to workplace design have been suggested (see Dagman, 
2010; Dubberly, 2009). Yet, the same body of literature also reveals that the over-
whelming majority of empirical examples only concern what is problematic with 
socio-technical use. In other words, apart from studies on extraordinarily creative 
individuals or teams, i.e. designers and artists, or other members of ‘the creative 
class’ (Florida, 2004), workplace literature centres around how to prevent user er-
rors. By comparison, surprisingly few studies have asked questions about what or-
dinary workers add to the form and function of technology. 

This thesis is an attempt to tell a different story about technical development, 
in which the empirical limelight does not focus on individual use of technology, but 
on how workers – as collectives and in their own terms – co-create the workplace 
of the future. In parts, this study is a traditional ethnographical endeavour. As ar-
gued in this introductory chapter, however, everyday workplace creativity is nei-
ther trivial nor a self-evident research focus. The thesis must therefore be divided 
into two interrelated discourses, with one empirical aim and one theoretical aim.
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The Empirical Aim – Unfolding Processes and Outcomes of Surgical Intercreativity

Hospital surgery provides a good example of the ways in which modern technol-
ogy seemingly affords new kinds of workplace practice. To improve medical diag-
nosis and surgical precision, various kinds of visualisation and measuring tech-
niques have been implemented into practice. Technologies such as endoscopy, CT 
scanning, and 3D imaging now help surgeons and anaesthesiologists to detect, 
measure and evaluate data and carry out more precise surgery. So, at the broader 
organisational level, it can be argued that surgical work is about to be integrated 
into ‘e-medicine’, based as much on information sharing as on manual labour.

However, it should not be forgotten that modern surgery still involves a large 
amount of ‘old’ mechanical hardware – everything from hospital architecture to 
surgical instruments and office equipment. From a legal perspective, the surgical 
personnel are also charged with the responsibility of selecting, assemble, test, and 
procuring the technology used. That is, they are constantly faced with technical 
challenges since they must integrate new tools with old ones. In surgical anaesthe-
sia, for example, several researchers (e.g. Guillaume, 2005; Heath et al., 2003; 
Woods, 1995) have pointed out that lack of social consideration in the design of 
anaesthesia alarms has turned them into auditory annoyances to co-located teams. 
Similarly, although intranets and the Internet have been around for over 15 years 
(in countries like Sweden), work schedules and patient charts have not been co-
herently integrated into hospital services. Thus, everyday sharing of information 
often involves face-to-face conversations and use of pen and paper.

The solution required to avoid conflating this mundane combination of tech-
nology with the individual’s personal feelings of ‘flow’ (Csikszentmihalyi, 1996) 
can be referred to as ‘everyday intercreativity’ (cf. Berners-Lee & Fischetti, 1999); i.e., 
that which is created in everyday work (as opposed to extraordinary events) and 
which specifically results from interaction between participants (rather than the 
‘solo-thinking’ of an individual). Specifically, two types of everyday intercreativity 
can be distinguished: that which is discussed and created between co-located par-
ticipants (e.g. Fischer, 2005); and that which is accomplished in the long-term 
among separated communities of practice (e.g. Wenger, 1998). 

The first general aim of this thesis is to describe the key characteristics of every-
day intercreativity within and between surgical communities practice. According 
the preliminary definition of everyday intercreativity above, this aim can be de-
scribed by one situated and one general research question:

I. What are the determinant processes of intercreativity between co-located parties?

II. What kinds of concrete and lasting creations emerge among surgical communities?
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The Theoretical Aim –"Exploring Dialogical Perspectives on Technical Development

Before going into the details of surgical events, it needs to be stressed that new or 
emergent technical accomplishments are not a given focus for workplace research. 
In fact, emergent structures are normally seen as a problem for production. That is, 
while workplace managers may say they want ‘resourceful’ staff, outcome of work 
should not depend on an unknown. Rather, workplace managers must ensure that 
the intended production functions regardless of unforeseen user modifications. 
Concurrently, workers have not been inclined to acknowledge the full extent of 
their own creativity. Of course, they may want to talk about special instances of 
practice, i.e. when they feel a positive flow, but it is less likely that they want to in-
form outsiders about contested creations or when they struggle with instructions.

Equally important for anyone trying to describe regular work is that socio-
technical changes challenge the practical relevance of workplace research. Simply 
put, if technology truly evolves on a daily basis, even the most preliminary report 
would require extensive investigation, which may seem to be good news for the 
workplace ethnographer, since it imposes a need for continual empirical inquiry. 
Yet, for research projects with limited time and resources, i.e. any project, re-
searchers as Button and Dourish (e.g. 1996) and Spinuzzi (2003) have shown that 
such technical tinkering leads to a fundamental research dilemma. That is, if the 
ethnographer insists on the fact that technical work depends on intricate moment-
by-moment procedures, (s)he also implies that the empirical report merely ac-
counts for what has happened with very particular and past processes and struc-
tures. It can therefore be difficult to see what these thick descriptions have to offer 
apart from simply asking the end-users what they want for the future.

That is to say, for workplace designers, practitioners, and ethnographers alike 
there are strong, albeit mostly unspoken, incentives to treat already existing docu-
mentation and tools as the basis for work. This designed structure of information 
and tools is desired if one wants to manage, evaluate, or automate the outcome of 
practice. It may also be seen as a necessity for each individual practitioner, who 
would have to be able to make sense of situated activities. Therefore it is not that 
surprising to see that ‘user innovation’ (von Hippel, 2006) has been viewed as syn-
onymous with ‘creative thinking’ and similar concepts such as aesthetic psychology 
(e.g. Belke et al. 2010), knowledge creation (Engeström, 2008), and distributed 
cognition (Hollan et al., 2000). Just as it is understandable that most workplace 
studies have not focused on concrete accomplishments of collectives, but on how to 
sustain positive user-experiences, co-learning, situation awareness, and so forth 
(see e.g. Lindwall, 2008; Garbis, 2002).
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Especially in descriptions of safety- or time-critical practices, there may be a 
bias towards the prevention of cognitive gaps and hitches over a focus on technical 
accomplishments. In older so-called technology-centred or ‘Tayloristic’ studies, the 
workers have often been blamed for emergent mistakes and human error; they 
have to adapt themselves to ‘lean thinking’ (e.g. Womack & Jones, 2003) or be re-
placed by automatic machinery. The newer concepts of social or ‘human-centred’ 
research, on the other hand, tends to implicate tool designers or workplace admin-
istrators; those who are supposed to be in control of the underlying design should 
know the true needs of the users and ‘set the stage’ for interaction (e.g. Bødker et. 
al., 1991). So, from any of these socio-technical descriptions, unexpected processes 
or structures, which are beside or beyond the defined production, will stand out as 
unnecessary ‘side-activities’. Or, as expressed in an often-cited line from Donald 
Norman (Norman, 1993: p. 237): ’If people have pasted signs on a machine, there 
is something wrong with the design’.

This systemised and clearly ‘designer-oriented’ way of thinking about everyday 
interaction and technology is highly apparent in studies about surgical teamwork. 
One practical way of mapping the surgical workflow is to stipulate a rigid plan 
specified down to minute constituent activities. Strict hospital terminology, precise 
patient records, and user-friendly technical manuals, in particular, are all require-
ments for safe and effective surgery. Or, in situated detail, one may assume that the 
primary surgeon designs the individual case, while nurses and other surgical tech-
nicians implement certain sub-task during the course of operative work. Thus, al-
though a few textbooks on hospital technology, such as Jacobson (1995), mention 
surgical equipment as ‘products of practice’, and even if surgeries are associated 
with low morbidity rate (Howard & Gaba, 1997), few have investigated mundane 
processes such as innovating new tools or formulating new goals during surgery. 
As in general theory, studies on surgical accomplishments typically focus on infor-
mation transfer, teaching, experimental technology, or correction of mistakes. So, 
as emphasised in Cleary et al. (2005) and Lemke and Vannier (2006), theoretical 
and practical experience would tell us that inter-professional practice requires 
transparent hospital terminology and unambiguous technical standards.

But, what if multiple or shifting rationales were to underlie situated acts of 
surgical work; and what if ordinary practitioners too, not just system designers or 
primary surgeons were able to make deliberate, long-term changes to critical tech-
nology? The latter questions about everyday intercreativity cannot be answered 
from the theoretical standpoint that there has to be one overall socio-technical de-
sign, which facilitates or impedes workplace interaction.
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Dialogical theories or dialogism (Linell, 2009) may be an antidote to an excessive 
emphasis on individuals, user settings, and unidirectional flows of information. 
Dialogism is a broad theoretical framework grounded in the fact that human com-
munication and cognition are necessarily based on interaction between people and 
between individuals and their environments. Or, as Linell explains, using the term 
‘dialogical’ instead of multiparty interaction does not simply amount to focusing on 
conversations between two participants. Rather, it is a way to emphasise that 
communication is never entirely about a unidirectional flow of information be-
tween independent individuals, but always includes changing perspectives in both 
solo thinking and overt interaction with others and the environment. The dialogical 
framework also identifies the necessary roles of ‘others’, multimodal communica-
tion, and multiple means of interaction (e.g. Goodwin, 1994).

Then again, there are many interpretations of dialogical interaction – from the 
notion of small talk to systematic interaction between abstract institutions. Actu-
ally, most studies labelled as being about ‘dialogical’ phenomena have had a rather 
conventional focus on talk, discourse, and cognition. So, with the exception of a 
few scattered dialogical-minded studies on concrete technical development, such as 
Berg & Goorman (1999), Randell (2003), Kaptelinin and Nardi (2006), and 
Sorensen and Iedema (2008), and occasional observations by researchers such as 
Garfinkel (2002; 1967), dialogical interaction is primarily discussed as verbal co-
ordination (Koschmann, 2007; Mondada, 2002), meaning making (McCarthy et al. 
2004), or story-lines of appropriation (Jamison & Hård, 2003). That is, although 
the latter ‘post-cognitivist’ (Kaptelinin et. al., 2003) studies, in theory, may go be-
yond a focus on situated meaning making or learning, the empirical examples stud-
ied and discussed do not address the concrete accomplishments of work collectives.

The second theoretical research aim of this thesis is therefore also explorative and 
closely related to the first aim. It is not to determine the most effective or radical 
approach to technology, nor to suggest that dialogism should replace all other ways 
of thinking about interaction or technology. The second aim is to explore the dia-
logical alternative to mainstream theory and to see if workplace technology can be 
studied as concrete and lasting products of dialogical practice. As with the prior 
undertaking, the theoretical aim essentially condenses into one more limited re-
search question, and one more general and long-term question:

III. What makes the dialogical approach different from mainstream ‘monological’ theories on 
everyday surgical interaction?

IV. Can the dialogical approach change the way we view the long-term process of workplace 
development?
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Delimitation and Outline
The current study is based on the notion that many forms of everyday creativity 
are unexplored. One objection to this assumption, of course, is that it is hardly 
unique to suggest some kind of emerging or ‘innovative’ socio-technical process. 
Indeed, the idea of everyday intercreativity touches upon many kinds of work 
practice debated in the last few years, such as crowd sourcing, open source devel-
opment, property management, diffusion of innovation (cf. ‘tragedy of the com-
mons’, ‘the innovator’s dilemma’, Christensen, 2003), worker empowerment, com-
puter hacking, social capitalism, and entrepreneurialism. 

Likewise, in a theoretical sense, this study has been inspired by a multitude of 
frameworks with shifting social, psychological, or technical focuses. Apart from the 
already mentioned studies, we may acknowledge frameworks with labels such as 
Phenomenology, Computer-Supported Co-Operative Work, Interaction and User 
Experience Design, Action-Network Theory, Activity Theory, Systems Engineer-
ing, and Technomethodology. In particular, the dialogical theories discussed are re-
lated to intricate philosophical debates about the relations between constructivism, 
dualism, relativism, dialectics, materialism, and non-cognitive skills – versus their 
reductionist, functionalist, mathematical, or cognitivist opposites (see e.g. Clark & 
Holquist, 1984; Berger & Luckmann 1967).1 Another academic discourse concerns 
methodological issues such as the pros and cons of various research techniques, the 
role of ethnography, and how to gain consent from participants.

As a broad exploratory study addressed to academic scholars and researchers, 
rather than a particular user or designer community, this text cannot explain the 
practice under study down to the level of every possible social and technical detail; 
or from what Nagel (1986) called ‘the view from nowhere’. Nor can it indulge in 
philosophical debates about what could have been accomplished, outline past and 
present writings of the researchers mentioned2, or explain the point of view of each 
participant. So, the reader should keep in mind that for pragmatic rather than 
theoretical reasons I have labelled mainstream socio-technical studies and frame-
works as human-machine interaction (HMI; cf. human-computer interaction, HCI), 
and their empirical focus as situated interaction and technology-in-use. The latter does 
not mean that differences between the frameworks are insignificant, or that the 
dialogical approach excludes other empirical interpretations.
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1  For an overview of more technical methodologies and models see e.g. Dubberly et al. (2009). 
The cognitive sides of dialogism are thoroughly explained in Linell (2009).

2 In the past two-three years, the number of ‘dialogical’ and ‘post-cognitivist’ studies on technical 
creativity have increased, even in medical science (see Volchan, 2010). That said, most studies on 
everyday workplace creativity still focus on situated cognition (user-experience, flow, learning, etc.).



Thesis Outline

Given that this is a broad academic text, not a technical report, the remainder of 
this text unfolds in three main sections. Each section addresses practical and theo-
retical perspectives on surgical intercreativity. In contrast to more technological 
studies, each section starts with general interpersonal issues and then transcends 
into more technical details:

Theoretical Inquiry (chapters 2-4): As a preliminary outline of key concepts, the 
first section discusses the idea of everyday intercreativity and its theoretical rela-
tion to the dialogical framework. Chapter 2 starts with an exploration of the theo-
retical relation between interpersonal communication and technical (mediated) in-
teraction, followed by a discussion of how creativity can be investigated in terms of 
dialogical phenomena. Next, in chapter 3, we will discuss the prerequisites for 
socio-technical creativity in surgical practice. The theoretical overview ends with 
chapter 4, which addresses how recordings and excerpts from surgical work have 
been investigated by applying the dialogical perspective.

Empirical Inquiry (chapters 5 – 8): As a follow-up on the dialogical setting of 
everyday work, the empirical section explores and visualises selected examples of 
surgical work. Four representative varieties of intercreativity are presented. The 
first two chapters (5, 6) focus on unfolding divisions of labour and decision-making 
in a case of ear-surgery – from presurgical workup to post-postoperative care. The 
following two chapters (7, 8) turn to concrete and lasting effects of everyday inter-
action: first with an example of spatial co-ordination in neurosurgery, and then 
with a series of shorter examples of collaborative ‘uses and abuses’ of hospital 
technology.

General Discussion (chapter 9): The concluding chapter will revisit the concept 
of everyday workplace intercreativity and provide an interpretation based on em-
pirical study. This chapter is divided into three parts. Initially, to provide a pre-
liminary answer to the first research aim, there will be a summary of the empirical 
findings. Thereafter, we will return to the theoretical aim of the thesis, and explore 
how the empirical excerpts can be evaluated from either the monological and 
‘designer-oriented’ perspective or from the dialogical and ‘intercreative’ point-of-
view. Finally, as a general conclusion, the chapter will outline how dialogical the-
ory and the processes of everyday intercreativity may affect the future of research 
and development.
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2. Creativity, Dialogue, and Dialogical Research
The concrete and lasting sides of everyday workplace creativity are largely unexplained. 
This chapter explores the theoretical meaning(s) of dialogical interaction and creativity, as 
well as their ramifications for ethnographical research. The chapter starts with a general 
discussion about socio-technical terminology and how it relates to the dialogical frame-
work. The subsequent discussion then focuses to the emerging idea of an overall dialogi-
cal approach to workplace research.

On Social Theories and Technical Creativity
One withstanding effect of the ‘in-betweenness’ of socio-technical theory is that the 
terminology used has parallel and ambiguous connotations. Due to the present-day 
interest in information technology, many terms are directly associated with the use 
of computer software. Some of these terms, however, such as ‘interaction’, ‘creativ-
ity’, and ‘dialogue’, were coined in social or linguistic theory with no or little refer-
ence to modern computing. So, from an overall social perspective, these terms may 
describe more mundane relations between individuals, teams, institutions, or cul-
tures. In social theory, as in standard English, even seemingly specific technical 
terms can be understood as quite generic phenomena: ‘design’ can denote any kind 
of deliberate plan or projection; ‘tool’ can refer to mnemonic devices as well as tan-
gible objects; and ‘technology’ (cf. tekhne; ‘art, skill’) can be used to refer to ex-
periments and argumentation ‘techniques’.

An important exception to this division between general social connotations 
and specific technical usages is the term ‘intercreativity. Although the word itself is 
similar to better known terms, such as ‘intertextuality’’ and ‘intersectionality’, it has 
not been addressed in a broad socio-cultural context. A first mention of creative 
accomplishments as intercreativity could be found in the book ‘Weaving the Web’ 
by Tim Berners-Lee and Mark Fischetti (1999), in which the authors argued that 
Internet users do more than interact with each other. In addition, users would de-
velop new mediated relations and new ways to program computers. That is, the 
Internet itself would be an emergent form of mass creativity. As with many other 
terms found in the engineering literature, however, the social meaning of intercrea-
tivity has remained unexplored. While Berners-Lee and followers have continued 
to talk about intercreativity as computer-mediated collaboration – in direct relation 
to the development of the world-wide-web protocol – no one has elaborated how 
intercreativity manifests beyond the so-called ‘magic’ of computer networks. 

In this chapter I will argue that dialogical theory may function as a framework 
for the investigation of interactivity in everyday socio-technical work – including, 
but also beyond the situated world of computing.
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A Broad Dialogical Ground
In part, due to an ambiguous terminology, it is difficult to get a grip on the central 
phenomena studied in socio-technical research. Not only is it difficult to differenti-
ate technical ‘objects’ from social ‘objectives’, but the literature suggests a causal 
link between the two – which is less of a problem in experimental research, since it 
involves selected and controlled variables and outcomes. In explorative research, 
however, socio-technical modelling can be quite problematic. On the one hand, the 
researcher may want to focus on the flow of information between a few selected 
actors or tools, while excluding less significant side activities. On the other hand, 
theorists such as Dennett (e.g. 1993) and Latour (e.g. 1999) argue that technical 
objects can be treated as social ‘actants’ by themselves. So, if human-machine in-
teraction is to be taken seriously, we may want to include any kind of actant or 
structure in a never-ending list of intertwined feedback loops.

The use of the term everyday intercreativity, rather than e.g. ‘distributed cog-
nition’ (Hutchins, 1996) or ‘joint cognitive systems’ (Hollnagel & Woods, 2005), is 
intended to bypass debate about embedded cognitive structures, to instead focus 
on what is openly and concretely accomplished by collectives; i.e., what constitutes 
decisions and constructions across intentional worlds. However, like the more ge-
neric term ‘creativity’ (cf. ‘innovation’, ‘invention’), intercreativity is not easily de-
fined. Of course, we may all agree that it concerns ‘something’ emergent or emerg-
ing, that it is constructive rather than destructive in nature, and that successful 
creations have to be recognised by others (Sawyer, 2008). To describe a practice or 
object while ’it’ is still being formulated is dilemmatic and perhaps even undoable. 
Certainly, it is much easier to associate creative outcomes with an already defined 
designer or design team working in a recognised ‘creative environment’.

That said, dialogical theories or ‘dialogism’ may serve to ground intercreativ-
ity in something substantial. ‘Dialogue’, in its most abstract sense, is a universal 
communicative phenomenon that can be related to conventional concepts such as 
‘interaction’, ‘cognition’, and ‘design’. However, unlike such terms, dialogue need 
not to be conflated with a particular kind of design thinking or the cumulative his-
tory of HMI. Dialogical theories have rather remained outside of mainstream 
trends in philosophy, psychology, linguistics and sociology. Moreover, in contrast 
to what is discussed in areas such as usability and interaction design, dialogical 
communication has been investigated in many kinds of domains outside the world 
of computers. Limiting ourselves to the twentieth century, dialogical studies in-
clude – along with the Bakhtin circle and its ancestors and followers – scholars like 
Vygotsky, Mead, Dewey, Cassirer, Bühler, Merleau-Ponty, Goffman, Moscovici, 
Sacks, and Bruner (see Linell, 2009).
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Still, there are different opinions about what scholarly approaches should be 
included in the family of dialogical theories. One restricted definition centres on 
the work of Mikhail Bakhtin (e.g. Markova, 2003), i.e. the study of language in so-
cial settings, and perhaps particularly in literature and the arts. However, few 
technically-oriented studied have recognised dialogism as a theoretical foundation. 
The studies that do entail accounts of everyday technology are instead based on 
‘dialectical theories of knowledge and thinking’ (Engeström, 2008: p. 119) or the 
‘psychology of everyday things’ (Norman, 1988). Therefore, to portray technology 
as a product of interpersonal dialogues and creativity, we must rely on a broader 
interpretation of the dialogical framework, which, in the words of Linell (2009), 
would stress the importance of interactional and contextual interdependencies, and 
the role of ‘others’, in any person’s coping with the world. 

Thus, given the complex relations between social and technical terminology, 
let us discuss some of the common senses of dialogical communication, as a theo-
retical ground for the study of everyday workplace intercreativity; and then return 
to the issue of what may constitute an overall dialogical research approach.

‘Monological’ Senses of Workplace Dialogue to be Acknowledged

According to Linell (2009), the word ‘dialogue’ is often used in an empirical or de-
notative sense, roughly that of overt interaction between co-present participants, in 
and through language or some other semiotic means. As such, it is a generic term, 
which can be related to equally broad terms such as discourse and interaction. 

The arguably most common interpretation of the term, however, is more re-
stricted: to see dialogue as a verbal (oral) conversation between two opposing or inter-
acting individuals (e.g. Schiffrin, 1994), as a way to interact that can be contrasted 
with other forms of semiotic or verbal activity, such as monologues, self-talk, ges-
turing, and mass communication. In contrast to older ‘monolithic’ hardware, this 
more common interpretation of dialogue is also used in a metaphorical sense for 
the design and use of ‘digital’ software. According to a kind of ‘sender-receiver model’ 
(cf. the conduit or pipe-line metaphor of communication), information would be 
mediated, in real-time or asynchronously, from one tool user to the next. We see 
this use of ‘dialogue’ in areas such as ‘dialogue systems design’, ‘dialogic engineer-
ing’, and ‘dialogic computing’ (e.g. Leitao & de Souza, 2009).

Such verbal or mediated transfers between senders and receivers of informa-
tion are not necessarily seen or analysed in dialogist framework; i.e., a ‘dialogical’ 
meta-theory in the senses to be adopted in this text. Rather, one might see the un-
derlying and turn-based sender-receiver model as a form of unidirectional and mo-
nological form of communication in which one individual speaker issues an utter-
ance or question (cf. speech act), in front of one individual listener.
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Verbal and mediated techniques to transfer information are not the only ap-
proach to ‘dialogue’. There is also a more normative sense of the term. For many so-
cial theorists, such as Jürgen Habermas (e.g. Habermas, 2002), verbal and non-
verbal dialogues are associated with a more inclusive and prolonged process. For 
these authors, what differentiates dialogue from other forms of communication is 
not so much the exact number of participants, or the ways speakers and listeners 
interact, but that there is an overall deliberative, democratic, or symmetric negotiation 
of meaning (e.g. Gustavsen, 1992). Similarly, media theorists such as Gripsrud 
(2002) talk about spiral forms of ‘dialectical’ decision-making, characterised by se-
ries of thesis and antithesis between participants. That is, as pointed out by Clark 
(1996), talk and interaction would be scripted (orchestrated) in series of feedback 
loops between those who share semiotic resources and common ground.

In the same vein, it is common to argue for ‘democratic’ and normative senses 
of more prolonged human-machine interaction. Verbal dialogue can be seen as the 
ideal for how end-users (or designers) would interact with other ‘co-users’ and the 
technology-in-use – explicitly in expressions as ‘human-computer dialogue’ or 
’human-machine partnership’ (e.g. Pentland, 2005; White, 2003) – but more often 
for how people share the same common pool of information or technical means. 
That is to say, in all parts of an organisation, from management to the workshop 
floor, people would contribute to the same body of cumulative information. So, al-
though participants do not start with the same instructions or knowhow, technical 
networking would lead them to a common understanding of past and present ac-
tivities. Or, as stated by Wenger (1998), work practice is ‘a way of talking about 
the shared historical resources, frameworks, and perspectives that can sustain mu-
tual engagement in action’ (p. 5).

As seen here, the sender-receiver model and the democratic senses of dialogue 
present opposing views of the grounds for workplace interaction. The former fo-
cuses on a system of separate (individual) users and tools, and how they transfer 
information between themselves and thereby uphold division of labour. The latter fo-
cuses on a joint decision-making and how the collective would strive towards or reach 
consensus. However, at the same time, the democratic sense of dialogue also entails 
the notion of an underlying socio-technical system of shared facts (input and out-
put), media (channels, interfaces), and social context (setting, frame, environment, 
etc.). In other words, it too can be described as monological (i.e. mono-
perspectival) and unidirectional in spirit. As in the sender-receiver model, it im-
plies an underlying or normative human-machine system, consisting of a given 
number of human participants (as individual or roles) and technical components, 
which communicate in ‘external’ or ‘situated’ senses.
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More specifically, the sender-receiver model and the democratic senses of 
socio-technical dialogue are monological in two essential ways (see also page 19).

First, if a dialogue has one given and overall direction (i.e. it starts or ends in 
consensus or division), and if there are a number of given communicative roles 
(such as senders and receivers, end-users, co-users, etc.), the media used in the 
process cannot be altered or replaced. That is, although each ‘communication 
channel’ can be described in terms of ‘interactive’ feedback loops, their function as 
media situated in-between the participants persists regardless of information con-
tent or dialogical progression. Of course, it may not be wrong to identify certain 
situated or mediated exchanges. In telesurgery, for example, surgical procedures 
are clearly mediated via a technical system specifically designed for the purpose. 
Yet, as long as there is one socio-technical system to begin with, technology can 
only be used as a means to promote or impede the given flow of information.

Second, the monological character is manifested through the assumed social 
characteristics (persona, role) of those taking part in dialogue. That is, just as the 
technical setting would not change from beginning to end of dialogue, participants 
must be co-users of the same mediating technology, terminology, and work envi-
ronment. During dialogue, of course, the thinking of individuals may fluctuate 
many times between division and consensus (and involve mental matters), but any 
truly emergent social role, technology, or task must either be recognised by all 
members of the community or be completely aside from production (cf. ‘unselfcon-
scious design community’, Louridas, 1999). Or, to borrow terms from Goffman 
(1974), the participants would not only be ‘framed’ by technical limitations and af-
fordances, but also by their perception of the same technology.

This monological notion of ‘situated man-machine interaction’ cannot be a 
theoretical basis for a broad and explorative study of workplace intercreativity. If 
anything new or emerging were to be acknowledged, those in dialogue would have 
to be able to ‘think outside the box’ and then successfully explain their innovation 
to all others concerned. In other words, while not being about completely uni-
formed ‘credulism’, monological models of socio-technical interaction implicates an 
omnipresent and normative ‘defaultism’ (fatalism) in practice. In fact, the more in-
teractive ‘channels’ (loops, flows, causality chains, etc.) that are specified, the less 
likely it would be that participants are able to head in new directions. That is, 
while crude system mappings may give some room for individual action, within 
each ‘box’, more elaborate models entangle the participants in a complex mesh of 
socio-technical relations. Thus, truly emergent artefacts or ideas would not only 
risk becoming ‘creative destruction’, they would also alienate those with ‘creative 
minds’ from the general community.
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Intersubjectivity, Alterity, and Intercreativity

There is a third general sense of socio-technical dialogue, or rather ‘dialogicality’ 
(e.g. Marková, 2003), which includes and goes beyond the upholding of division of 
labour and the sharing of information.

This is ‘dialogical theory’ in a general and empirical sense. As shown in a large 
number of studies, talk and interaction depend on the simultaneous sense-making 
of speakers and listeners (e.g. Schegloff, 2007). People in dialogue are not isolated 
subjects, but ‘intersubjective’ since they affect and anticipate each others’ utterances. 
However, in addition to creating common ground, people must cope with what is 
known as ‘alterity’3. That is, partners in communication inherently have partially 
different or ‘strange’ (unknown) perspectives. These may enrich communication, 
but may also cause misconceptions. Alterity has therefore been described as the 
strains and tensions between individuals, communities, and traditions (Linell, 
2009: p. 82; Marková, 2003). Communication is built on such discrepancies of per-
ception – we even anticipate the responses of others in self talk. In other words, the 
dialogical relation continues beyond a single context or meaning, even if the par-
ticipants do not – and perhaps never will – make a joint decision (cf. ‘polylouge’). 
The course of verbal dialogue and interaction is therefore never characterised by 
information flows or consensus alone, but also by routinised achievements (Sche-
gloff, 2007), creative metaphors, ‘neo-coinages’ (neologism), and a layered mix of 
communicative modalities (talk, gestures, technical mediation).

A large number of broad socio-technical studies, e.g. (Raudaskoski, 2009; 
Hanseth & Lyytinen, 2010; Timmermans & Berg, 2003; and Luff, et al., 2000), 
similarly show that technology must continuously be constructed and communi-
cated between individuals or groupings; i.e., technical design would be products of 
co-ordinated practice (Nardi, 2005). Like processes and products of language and 
interaction, accordingly, technical objects can be described as ‘interobjective’ (Latour, 
1996) and ‘intertextual’ (e.g. Pellizzi, 2006). People in dialogue may also solve 
shared technical problems by a multitude of means, which are afforded by contex-
tual resources of other related artefacts; i.e., any kind of technology and social ac-
complishment, and not only the intended main outcome, would project towards fu-
ture of practice (Bechky, 2006).
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2009: p. 82-3). In fact, many socio-technical terms, which may seem easily defined, can be de-
scribed in terms of either intersubjectivity or alterity. For example, ‘shared’ (Sw. ‘fördelat’, ‘de-
lat’), which may denote something common to all participants, can also be something that is di-
vided (cut) between them. Similarly, ‘joint systems’ may denote a true merger between systems, 
or separate systems that are only connected at specific ‘joints’.



Technology in interpersonal dialogue would also be more than interobjective. 
Just as people anticipate ‘strange’ opinions or reactions (alterity) in verbal com-
munication, they may foresee uncontrolled or hidden creations of others – even in 
sustained passages of solo work. That is, a broad definition of socio-technical dia-
logue implies that shared and divided parts of work are routinised achievements. 
Technical accomplishment can be ‘known to be unknown’ by individual partici-
pants as they unfold in a ‘symmetry of ignorance’ (e.g. Short, 2004) or a ‘mutual 
strangeness’ (Hugo, 2005). Or, in the words of Star (1989), people make ‘boundary 
objects’, which can have different meanings for different work collectives.

These multi-modal and multi-directional processes of socio-technical intersub-
jectivity and alterity will be investigated as a ‘dialogical’ notion of intercreativity. 
First, we no longer assume a single logic, setting, or direction of practice. Rather, 
everything dialogical would be between at least two parties of different opinions. 
Likewise, tools or media used would always be part of interpersonal activity. So, 
dialogue cannot be framed by a single design, and rather than being a bottleneck 
for information transfer, the media of communication exist in creative tension of 
‘resistance and accommodation’ (Engeström 2008; cf. convergence, divergence). 
Second, there is no reason to assume that individuals reify their own persona or 
thinking in one technology. If dialogue always involves difference of opinion, each 
tool or media must be related to more than a single (original, basic, core) intention. 
Or, as emphasised by Berners-Lee and Fischetti (1999), if people are intercreative 
they are facing a technology that is more than interactive.

It is only now, when no specified setting flow is assumed to afford the entire 
course of workplace interaction, that terms such as ‘dialogue’ and ‘intercreativity’ 
imply progression in social and technical senses. Rather than being about situated 
co-users who try to follow or break an obstructing or embedded system, it would 
be a given part of everyday work to openly reflect upon past, ongoing, and forth-
coming decisions and technology. That is to say, workers in dialogue would not just 
‘mess things up’ or ‘jam’ (cf. ‘jazzing’, ‘improvising’) things together though trial-
and-error or in serendipity – nor would they always feel creative or have inspira-
tion (have genius). Foremost, they would be engaged in deliberate and ongoing plan-
ning and decision-making, while trying to orient in or make sense of a runaway world 
(e.g. Ciborra, 2002). Or, as noted by Deacon (1997), the correspondence between 
words and objects is a secondary relationship, subordinate to a ‘web of associative 
relationships of quite different sort, which even allow us to reference to impossible 
things’ (p. 70).4
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Monological and Dialogical Approaches
To summarise the theoretical discussion so far, focusing on dialogical events pro-
vides an alternative to mainstream HMI. Rather than specifying flows of informa-
tion or complete human-machine systems (boxes-and-arrows, tool-ensembles, set-
tings, and so forth), dialogical theory highlights how people continually anticipate 
and adapt to the actions and technology of others, while simultaneously changing 
their own perspectives and technical means. 

The previous discussion did not mention that a dialogical and multi-
perspectival focus includes those who conduct empirical research and, let’s not for-
get, potential readers of empirical reports – they (we) too may anticipate or ac-
tively participate in the regular processes and outcomes of work. Thus, aside from 
the many senses of workplace dialogue, there is ongoing academic discourse about 
what constitutes truly ‘dialogical’ research methodology. One of the most wide-
spread interpretation in mainstream HMI is to treat consensus-making as the norm 
for how to conduct workplace research. That is, rather than being specifically 
about the study of language or socio-technical progression, dialogical research 
would be viewed as studies that are conducted in close co-operation with the prac-
titioners or users under study, to inform outsiders about their situated perspectives 
(e.g. McCarthy, et al., 2004; cf. ‘Participatory Design’. ‘Participatory Innovation’).

In the remainder of this chapter I will argue that only a multi-perspectival re-
search approach that transcends the situated user-perspective can make it possible 
to uncover the truly inter-creative sides of working life. Seemingly related but 
‘designer-oriented’ approaches, on the other hand, will hide rather than reveal the 
general accomplishments of everyday workers.

The Designer-Oriented Perspective

While it is unproblematic for a workplace researcher to state that ‘dialogical’ re-
search is about the nature of talk and interaction, it is much harder to explain how 
it touches upon the core of technical development. Not only would the normal dia-
logical or ethnographic approach exclude technical details, engineering literature 
too often makes an explicit qualitative distinction between functional (i.e. techni-
cal) qualities and emergent non-functional (social, situated) events (cf. functional 
and non-functional design requirements). That is, everything emerging from inter-
personal dialogue could be treated as epiphenomena with no effect on the basic 
structure. Or, as often stated in human-factors engineering (e.g. Frohm et al., 
2003), the mechanical part of the human-machine ensemble would provide system 
stability and precision, while human elements would concern overview and situ-
ated adjustments.
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Yet, although it has been customary to make a theoretical distinction between 
social and technical processes, or to say that humans and machines complement 
each other, empirical studies seldom elaborate on this fundamental division. And 
for good reasons. First, the talk and interaction observed must be about concrete  
objects at some point in time. So, although it may seem theoretically sound to dis-
regard technical structures in studies about communication, at least something of 
substance has to emerge from interaction – whether by accident, serendipity, or 
design. Otherwise we would not need to investigate practice in the first place. 

Moreover, a fundamental problem with strict a priori division between techni-
cal and socio-linguistic components is that language is functional across technical 
settings. Language is inherently trans-situational and a prerequisite that cannot be 
replaced by any other means of communication (e.g. Lakoff & Johnson, 1999). 
Empirical records of talk can therefore never really be treated as something com-
pletely improvised. Recordings and analysis of interpersonal communication are 
not secondary to so-called underlying structures. Utterances, requests, turn-taking, 
etc. are necessary for any attempt to ’engineer’ everyday life. 

The same can be said about technically mediated interaction. As a ubiquitous 
part of everyday life, human-machine ensembles are inherently trans-situational 
(Engeström, 2008). Tool usability, for example, is never just about one isolated 
tool. As argued by (Bevan, 1995), it is linked to long-term efficiency between sev-
eral tools and users. Similarly, design of computer technology addresses a quite ex-
plicit interface between situated end-users and their tools-in-use. Computers and 
their programmes (as a kind of coded language) are supposed to be tampered with. 
So, many ordinary workers and consumers spend considerable time and effort 
tinkering with software or hardware modifications.

One of the central arguments of this text, however, is that looking for a direct 
or given social or cognitive relation between a few dedicated tool users and a spe-
cific tool-in-use, or for how users reify their personal thinking ‘in’ material objects, 
is not the same as studying unfolding intercreativity. When a design or tool-
ensemble is associated with the exact same social or cognitive capabilities as ‘its’ 
users (through labelling such as ‘interactive technology’, ‘creative environments’, 
‘social media’), it is described from a more complex yet monological point-of-view. 
As argued in the introductory chapter, and in spite of (or due to) its focus on situ-
ated end-users, this view can be labelled the designer-oriented perspective since it im-
plies the active participation of an assumed (ideal, original) system designer.5
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Consider a few initial examples. While few researchers openly state that a sin-
gle design entirely controls local action, a common way to evaluate workplace per-
formance is to observe how a tool or system ‘affords’ situated interaction and sub-
sequently, whether it allows ‘its’ users to preserve situation awareness (i.e. prevent 
human error) in spite of unforeseen complications. Or, as clarified in the 1998 ISO 
standard for tool usability: tool usability is a measure of ‘the extent to which a 
product can be used by specified users to achieve specified goals with effectiveness, 
efficiency and satisfaction in specified contexts of use’ (ISO 9241-11, my emphasis). 
Likewise, consider how usability researchers tend to treat in-house manuals or la-
bels (sticky notes, etc.). Seen as a form of technical ‘adjustment’, they are not 
evaluated as fundamental parts of tool development. Rather, each adjustment spot-
ted is treated as another ‘tacit’ or ‘invisible’ indication of an underlying design 
problem, as expressed in the aforementioned line from Norman (1993: p. 237) – ’If 
people have pasted signs on a machine, there is something wrong with the design’.

The examples above, of course, were taken from traditional usability theory. 
Today, many might say that emerging methodologies such as ‘user experience de-
sign’ and ‘interaction design’ provide more elaborate approaches to technology ‘in 
the making’ (see e.g. Hassenzahl, 2011; Hallnäs & Redström, 2006). Yet, studies 
how situated users experience computer technology does not take into account the 
concrete accomplishments of everyday workers. Rather, the overall research focus 
is on stipulated relations between a user-community and a specified designer com-
pany; i.e., what Norman referred to as the gulfs of evaluation and execution. 
Therefore, even openly explorative studies on so-called user innovation, such as 
Gaver et al. (2009), continue to present emergent solutions as ‘signs of design failure’. 
Thus, like traditional human factors engineering, the researcher would still be try-
ing to identify the critical ‘hotspots’ or ‘near misses’ (Mandal et al., 2005) that sig-
nal when, where, and how users fail to comply with a general design.

In fact, the notion of emergent cognitive mistakes is embedded in the basic 
language we all use to describe everyday work – in daily jargon, technical manuals, 
and ethnographic descriptions. Basic words, such as ‘impression’, ‘adaption’ and 
‘learning’, can all be associated with individual reaction to an already known and 
completed structure. The term ‘(end-)user’ has particularly monological and 
designer-oriented connotations. Not only do many researchers take pride in being 
‘user advocates’ (Norman, 1988), as if users cannot speak for themselves; being a 
user is associated with being a technical ‘luser’ (cf. ‘a tool’) who will never be able 
to understand or touch the core of technology – not to mention that other common 
senses of the term ‘user’ refer to someone who is addicted to drugs or someone who 
selfishly abuses other people.
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Towards a Dialogical Approach to Everyday Intercreativity

The dialogically-minded researcher must have a more open approach to everyday 
accomplishments. Since dialogism is not a theory that assumes embedded designs 
that tacitly afford human reaction (project or objectify human values, to use Marx-
ist philosophy), research with a focus on dialogical processes cannot highlight how 
one tool-ensemble reveals the true feeling of end-users towards an embedded de-
sign. Nor would it be possible to say that a single tool deliberates or mimics ‘its’ us-
ers. Records of how people choose to see or not to see, their reactions to other people’s 
reactions, and their mixes of technical resources, are dialogical foci. 

That is, rather than take an intentional stance towards technology itself, dia-
logism is about the ones who create what is joint and disjoint. Or, as put by Zuider-
ent (2002), ethnography can function as a method to bring to light social differ-
ences, but not on the basis of which underlying structure is better than the other. 
Moreover, a focus on unfolding interpersonal relations implies that individual or 
situated experiences cannot frame the entire practice. Rather, dialogical theory 
points out that each instance of interaction involves a form of continual collective 
sense-making (i.e. intersubjectivity and alterity), in which no individual participant 
takes part of, or is informed about, everything at the same level of detail. So, there 
would be no reason to assume that one and the same socio-technical meaning or 
function has to be maintained between people of different perspectives. Instead, 
the researcher must recognise himself/herself in this ongoing negotiation between 
different wills. As one of many co-present or virtually present parties, (s)he is 
partly accountable for the described socio-technical outcome.

For example, consider the making of in-house ‘adjustments’ a second time. 
While e.g. a paper-note pasted on a tool or dashboard may signal something spe-
cific to the individual observer or practitioner, assigning social agency to the note 
itself (or the situated tool ensemble) amounts to saying that this particular artefact 
affords the actions or agency of its users – as if these users would lack intentions or 
means outside the ethnographical description. In contrast, when focusing on un-
folding dialogical progression, this ‘adjustment’ must be understand as more than a 
simple reaction to a single circumstance or experience. Technology of any kind 
would always be a partly shared or co-created object, which may intermittently 
curb, or be curbed by, just as much as it may support an anticipated outcome (cf. 
Ciborra, 2002). Or, put differently, a specified meeting or recording between peo-
ple of shifting modes of operation cannot be embedded in one underlying system. 
Rather, the empirical account unfolds among many participants and has whatever 
organisation it has (to paraphrase Sacks, 1992).
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That said, dialogical theory also goes beyond the study of situations. Since 
dialogism is not about the solo-thinking of one or two individuals, the researcher 
may include what emerges in-between or beside participants – in situated as well 
as long-term perspectives. As discussed in Badram & Bossen (2003), for example, 
workplace mobility can be a true constant in working life. So, the technical out-
come of practice would not always be a particularly open of tool-ensemble, which 
can be explicitly recognised between two situated co-workers. Rather, as individu-
als continually move to and from different workspaces and roles, they affect the 
work of others and create ‘backstages’ or ‘elbowroom’ (cf. third place, otherness). 
This focus on unfolding socio-technical objectives can be sharply contrasted to the 
designers-oriented approach, which would treat divergent or unknown processes 
as something impeding effective interaction or learning6. (See also page 27.)

Therefore, the overall ‘dialogical’ research aim would not be to foretell which 
given technology or system that supports fluent or democratic accomplishments 
(cf. fieldwork-to-formalisation-methods’, Spinuzzi, 2003); or, vice versa, which 
situated creations that reveals embedded hinders or cracks in workplace design (cf. 
‘the Swiss cheese model’ of accident causation). The empirical aim is to investigate 
the ways in which people make themselves accountable in front of others – includ-
ing personal, social, and legal responsibility for technical function and value. 

Especially in the study of technical but human-intensive work, such as hospi-
tal surgery, there are reasons to look for more than a complete socio-technical 
structure. As shown in studies on everyday hospital work (e.g. Sorensen & Ie-
dema, 2008), socio-technical accomplishments may include just about anything 
that is possible to observe or record – from synchronous conversations to asyn-
chronous reconfiguration of instruments and workspaces. So, besides omnipresent 
hospital nomadism, the only ‘thing’ that should be anticipated a priori (from a gen-
eral perspective at least) is that unforeseen artefacts and events will unfold in front 
of any kind of practitioner, patient, or external observer. 

In the following chapter, we will take a closer look at what has been said 
about long-term dialogue-like activities in surgical departments, and discuss why it 
can be particularly difficult to approach surgical practice with a monological user-
designer dichotomy in mind.
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denote ‘emerging or unfolding interaction’ but pressing or critical incidents; likewise, ‘practitio-
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A ‘complex and dynamic’, but still designer-oriented focus: The ‘mediation-triangle’ 
(a) stipulates a general (main, central) flow and setting at work – one instrument, one 
subject, one object, once community, and so forth. That is, it gives no room for the 
truly unexpected or intercreative. Instead, the triangle would be extended to each 
sub-node or relation observed (b). 

A

Subject Object

Community

Instrument

Rules Division of 
labour

Figure 6: Leontjev’s theory of human activity as depicted by Engeström
(1987)6.

Activity is constantly developing as a result of instability (see below) and
due to the construction of new needs. Activity is historically crystallised into
artefacts; in this sense the historical development of activity can be read
from the development of artefacts mediating the praxis (Bærentsen 1989,
Bannon and Bødker 1991).

“Artifacts can be characterised as crystallized knowledge, which means
that operations that are developed in the use of one generation of tech-
nology are later incorporated into the artefact itself in the next”
(Bannon & Bødker 1991, p. 243).

Activity is crystallised into artefacts in two ways. Firstly, as externalisation
of operations with earlier artefacts, and secondly, as secondary artefacts
representing modes of acting in the given activity (see below section on per-
ception and action.). Artefacts mediating human activity are not just more
or less suitable attachments to human praxis, but they are constituting ac-
tivity. Thus mediating artefacts can be regarded more stable than the object
of activity. This points to the argument (given below) that modelling in de-
sign (e.g. object-oriented modelling) should be understood as the transfor-
mation of artefacts mediating the domain of use. Crystallisation can be il-
lustrated with an example from Mathiassen (1981), who approaches the
problem with a different terminology. The basic concepts are work process,
technique, and tool.

“Take for instance the relation between programming techniques and
programming languages: In the beginning when programming (the work

6  In the age of 3D graphics it could be tempting to draw the figure more like a
tetrahedron.
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more advanced activity does not necessarily imply historical determinism7;
it can also be interpreted as potential ways of conducting the central activity
differently. Thus, the conflict between the historical determinism, still pre-
sent somewhere in the basis of activity theory, and notions of heterogeneity
(e.g. Star 1989) is not necessarily insoluble (see below).

Quaternary contradictions are contradictions between the central activity
and the neighbouring activities; i.e.: 1) object activities where the immediate
objects of the central activity are embedded, 2) instrument producing activi-
ties where key instruments of the central activity are produced, 3) subject
producing activities educating the subject of the central activity, and finally
4) rule producing activities like administration and legislation. An example
of a quaternary contradiction is the contradiction between education of com-
puter scientists at universities, focusing on mathematical formalisation,
and the central activity of computer scientists working as system developers
in the industry. The quaternary contradictions show that activity systems
cannot be understood in isolation.
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Figure 7: The relation between activity systems in terms of classes of con-
tradictions.

7 The idea that history will proceed through an unavoidable sequence of phases and end
in a determined stage, communism.
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Continual workplace mobility as dialogical research foci: Everyday workers must be 
on the move, or in-between several present or virtually present roles and spaces. 
Thus, people do not position themselves in a single or given setting (one workspace, 
one work system); each move changes both social and technical organisation.
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3. Intersecting Surgical Communities of Practice
Although workplace research has come a long way from its Tayloristic roots, it can be de-
bated what truly joins individuals, teams, and institutions into a safe and efficient practice. 
The theoretical overview of the previous chapter will be followed here by a more practical 
outline of the ongoing socio-technical dialogue between surgical practitioners. Two posi-
tionings are put forward as particularly interesting for the understanding of everyday work, 
‘co-located teamwork’, and ‘intersecting communities of practice’.

Social Processes and Structures of Everyday Surgery
In the preceding chapter it was argued that dialogical theories, including socio-
technical theory in general, cannot be viewed as an unambiguous framework for 
workplace research. Although ongoing creativity was prioritised over inert techni-
cal limitations it was not possible to presuppose a given ‘dialogical’ setting or 
methodology for empirical investigation. Rather, the dialogical framework was de-
fined as a meta-theoretical approach to analysing records of shifting communities 
and technical means. 

To understand the theoretical and practical issues presented in this text, it is 
essential to acknowledge that the empirical field of interest – everyday surgical 
work – can be described as a creative practice, with or without an outspoken dia-
logical framework. That is, while mainstream designer-oriented literature often 
talks about tight production units, with codified cases and tools, surgical practitio-
ners and managers may not always initiate or maintain a one-sided view on every-
day workplaces. Rather, surgical practitioners may be quite used to dealing with 
various forms of technical development. Likewise, since daily department work 
usually involves a large number of parallel and co-operative tasks, hospital man-
agement have always put surgical practice in at least some kind of dialogical-like 
terms, which is unavoidable due to the many participants and tools involved.

Before delving into empirical detail, we must ask ourselves what is special 
about a more outspoken dialogical approach to the practice investigated. In this 
chapter I will argue, in contrast to so-called situated or interactive approaches, that 
the current research focus should be directed towards the ways in which people, 
roles, tools, and procedures are continually discussed, adjusted, and selected across 
communities of practice. After all, with an interest in ongoing workplace develop-
ment we cannot be too preoccupied with a few isolated talk exchanges, or with a 
few main actors; we also need to acknowledge how verbalised events are woven 
together with long-term, collective, or institutionalised priorities.
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Assisted Teamwork and Co-Located Communities of Practice
Much can be said about the socio-technical prerequisites of hospital work. Starting 
with social aspects of planned surgery, we may consider Katzenbach and Smith’s 
(1993: p. 112) definition of a team as ‘a small number of people with complement-
ing skills who are committed to a common purpose, set of performance goals, and 
approach for which they hold themselves mutually accountable’. This focus would 
mean that a ‘surgical unit’ has distinctive features, which make distinguish it from 
any other work community. The unit would include a constellation of specialists, a 
set of technical means, and an internal division of labour. Because of the costs and 
risks involved, all team members would also try to maintain this institutionalised 
‘surgical discipline’ throughout each operation and between different locations 
(e.g. Christian et al., 2006; Lingard, et al., 2002; Sexton, et al., 2000).

Nevertheless, daily procedures reveal a more dynamic practice. For instance, 
the general course of surgery can be divided into sequential stages spanning from 
pre-surgery preparation, via intra-surgery, to post-surgery care, during which members of 
each team can be distributed among several operating rooms (ORs), pre- or post-
surgery wards, conference rooms, or offices. Moreover, apart from the most active 
staff members, several kinds of backup systems are often available to order or 
communicate between remote workspaces – from the managers or senior residents 
who supervise perioperative performance, to the use of intranets, alarm systems, 
and safety protocols. That is, the everyday team is never really a distinct or com-
plete unit present in one setting or workplace only. During a day’s work, practitio-
ners can have multiple roles, workspaces, and layers of memberships. For example, 
in one and the same workday a surgeon may function as team leader (insider) dur-
ing one hour as backup for a senior surgeon the next. Likewise, practitioners bring 
themselves and their own ‘toolboxes’ to work. So, a large part of individuals’ ‘pro-
fessional vision’ (Goodwin, 1994) evolves around personal(-ised) tools, techniques, 
and training – including tools and experiences outside the hospital world, and 
years of medical school, house officership, and specialisation.

Thus, instead of talking about tight and situated units, Wenger (1998) pro-
posed the term communities of practice, to describe units of ’changing participation’ 
(p. 11) around a sustained enterprise or professional repertoire. That is, although 
team members have access to shared information and tools, everyday work in-
volves with negotiating discipline in strategic and cultural senses. Looking through 
the course of planned surgery in Swedish hospitals – and without being too techni-
cal at this early stage — at least three teams or communities of practice can be rec-
ognised as complementing ‘clinical gazes’ or ‘voices’ throughout the passages of pe-
rioperative work.
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First, we have those who perform tasks such as incisions and suturing during 
intra-surgery – the practitioners who are responsible for what is usually considered 
to be the surgical result. This ‘surgery team’ (ST) includes a primary surgeon, who 
plans the case and performs much of the intra-surgical work. The primary surgeon 
is aided by a scrub nurse, who supplies instruments to the surgeon and lends manual 
support to the surgical work, including the last sutures or closing the wound. More 
complex surgeries may also include consultant surgeons, or surgeons in training, who 
support the primary surgeon during case planning or with specific tasks during 
intra-surgery. The scrub nurse can be assisted by a circulating nurse, who supplies 
others with instruments, information, and support.

Another community working with the surgical patient consists of those who 
perform surgical anaesthesia. Not all surgeries require general anaesthesia, but any 
planned procedure includes preventive measures to safeguard the patient’s well-
being before, during and after intra-surgery. The ‘anaesthesia team’ (AT) includes an 
anaesthesiologist (a medical doctor) in charge of the medical case. In Sweden, the 
AT usually includes one or two nurse anaesthetists and at times additional assistants 
such as assistant nurses, doctors-in-training, or a consultant anaesthesiologist. That 
is, while surgical anaesthesia is often described as a preparation for – or a side-
activity to – intra-surgery, it can also be said to dominate a large part of the pe-
rioperative process. Anaesthesiologists and nurse anaesthetists are charged with 
keeping the patient alive during surgery by regulating level of consciousness, while  
controlling pain and blood flow, and simultaneously supporting the STs by moni-
toring the patient and keeping the surgical field free from blood.

Thirdly, along with the other two communities, a varying number of general 
operating department practitioners (ODPs7) can be found who have more pronounced 
mediating roles to play. These professionals include assistant (undergraduate) 
nurses, surgical technicians, ward nurses, and others who assist or monitor the ‘surgical’ 
personnel. Many of them, including assistant nurses, carry out basic task or serv-
ices such as preparing and cleaning the ORs, delivering tools and boxes, and pass-
ing information between remote workspaces, but members of this community may 
also be responsible for much of the overall maintenance and allocation of instru-
ments and personnel. So, while surgical and medical specialists usually focus on 
limited tasks and cases, performed in specific places or spaces, the ODPs may be 
the ones who embody the everyday ‘spirit’ of each department.
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Continual Divisions and Intersections
A kind of delicate, yet fluid, meeting between different communities and tasks is 
sketched above. To maximise the number of turnovers, and to maintain safe work 
conditions, surgical practitioners need to adapt to each others’ activities, tools, and 
presence from the very beginning of each workday.

As there cannot be a simple and sustained unity of teams, we must open up to 
a discussion about for whom, or exactly when or how cases, memberships, or 
communities are shared. Not only is it necessary to be on top of emergency situa-
tion, but there may be overlap or competition between individuals or different 
work-senses. A common discourse in surgical departments, for instance, is about 
whether anaesthesiologists should be considered part of the surgical service. Un-
like surgeons and scrub nurses they may have divided loyalties, including to non-
surgical tasks in other parts of the hospital. Especially, in the case of intensive care 
anaesthesiology has become a treatment of its own rite (Seymour, 2001), which 
may circumvent, rather than assist, surgery. Likewise, among surgeons, the notion 
can be found that neurosurgeons (especially those working with children) are 
more skilled, while those engaged in mundane cases, such as hip-replacements, 
would be considered mere ‘bone crackers’. We should also mention recently devel-
oped cutting edge fields, such as diagnostic imaging, robotic surgery, and 
nanomedicine, which could potentially obviate the need for invasive surgeries, and 
significantly change how others perceive individual skills and surgical results.

In other words, something is emerging in-between communities of practice, in 
social and technical senses. While internal team spirit may not be transferred 
across departments or workplaces, surgical practitioners continually negotiate or-
ders or division of labour of intersecting perspectives (e.g. Mol, 2002; Hirschauer, 
1991). As a characterisation of such persistent inter-professional and evolving 
work preferences, Wenger (p. 199) talks about ‘economies of meaning’ and ‘claim 
processors’, for which ownership of meaning (and value) would be central to the 
entire workplace community. Hospital life is certainly no exception, but countless 
studies show the effects of power-struggles over ‘social capital’; i.e., about owner-
ship and access, between departments, teams, tool manufacturers, and other stake-
holders. So, while individual team members may assist each other, they may also 
distrust each others’ skills, postponing difficult or costly decisions, order subordi-
nates to do the least rewarding work, or constantly try to repair the mistakes of 
others.8 
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Even if there are ongoing socio-technical power struggles, they have little to 
do with the broad intercreative phenomena sketched in the last chapter. Power 
struggles highlight cognitive gaps or misconceptions, but not the future of work. 
Especially, treating practice as part of one economy of meaning equates to making 
everyday events dependent on conceptual consensus; in other words, to stipulate 
that teams of surgeons, doctors, and nurses, through some kind of embedded reifi-
cation (cf. ‘invisible work’. ‘invisible emotions’ (Mentis, 2010), would turn tech-
nology into shared visions in one and the same ‘surgical theatre’ (cf. suite).

In contrast, technically-oriented literature tells a more constructive story. 
Simply put, from a historical perspective, surgeons and doctors have always used, 
tested, tinkered with, and shared experimental ‘bleeding-edge’ technology for criti-
cal procedures (e.g. Ackerman et al., 2007; Johannisson, 2004). So, rather than 
struggle over meaning, per se, surgical practitioners are accustomed to taking on 
technical roles – as students, managers, testers, buyers, consultants, and designers 
of surgical equipment. Or, as argued in Berg & Goorman (1999) hospital workers 
tend to act (rather than think!) differently each day, as they continually explore 
new options and work settings. Likewise, while modern hospital life involves a 
growing number of IT systems, the hand-crafted nature of the patient-treatment 
trajectory (Cicourel, 1990) still governs everyday work, turning it into a concrete, 
incremental, and layered phenomenon, something different from negotiation be-
tween individual senders and receivers of information (e.g. Huisman, 2001).

In other words, there must be very real and practical reasoning behind exist-
ing regulations for surgical technology (in Sweden e.g. SOSFS 1994:21 for so-
called ‘Home-Made’ equipment). Regulations exist because there have always been 
a multitude of designers and suppliers of instrument, multiple ways to use and 
abuse technology, and because the exact combinations of people and tools cannot 
be foretold by remote parties.9  The individual’s impression of everyday surgical 
work is thereby just as much about workplace development or experiences of 
‘change satisfaction’ (Gazewood et al., 2000), as it is about situation awareness. 
Also, what is truly shared between practitioners would not be a clinical gaze or 
voice, not even during patient-centred work, but the fact that they all manipulate 
and take interest in partially shared objects between intersecting communities of prac-
tice. The everyday team spirit would thereby be maintained in this continuous con-
struction of boundary objects and social elbowroom, which allows teams and indi-
viduals to concentrate on different modes of operation at the same time.
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From a more general standpoint, examples of these intersecting communities 
of practice are next to infinite. In addition to the practitioners, integrators, and de-
signers already mentioned, we may allude to (for surgeons and scrub nurses) vir-
tually present parties such as rehabilitation teams, patient interest groups, pharma-
cists, radiologists, lab assistants, legal and financial professionals, government 
agencies, and (not the least) academic institutions. Although they never share the 
points of view of the surgeons, anaesthesiologists, or designers, and even although 
they are not viewed as part of ‘the art of surgery’, to some extent they are account-
able for shared patients and tools; and they all affect each others’ future accom-
plishments in continuous and concerted practice-based innovation processes (e.g. 
(Ferlie, 2005).

Over the course of a day’s work, surgical practitioners thus belong to multiple 
formal and informal ‘action networks’, in concrete and virtual sense, but they need 
not maintain one inter-professional focus. As a general and investigable characteri-
sation of common work activities, Wenger instead specifies two kinds of nodes or  
knots (to use the recent terminology of Engeström, 2008), which are distributed 
over time and space. The first, and arguably most studied kind, is brokering or 
boundary work between communities of practice (Wenger, 1998) – or, in the words 
of Seymour (2001), meetings for negotiation of the possible, the legitimate, and the 
appropriate. In surgical work, boundary work is institutionalised in events such as 
doctor-patient consultations, student-teacher activities, patient examination, colle-
gial side-talk, hand-/turnovers, and department conferences10. The second less ex-
plored node is the creation of boundary objects. In tele-surgery, for instance, com-
plex tool ensembles can be seen around the patient-in-surgery, which are used for 
the immediate procedure, but also to co-ordinate activities between remote or vir-
tually present parties (e.g. Aanestad et. al., 2003). Surgery can be conducted, in 
social and technical senses, with more than just one central tool and without being 
framed by technical designs alone. As described by many authors cited above (and 
many other like them), hospital life is more of a landscape of multiple and shifting 
memberships, centres, peripheries, and boundary objects.

The forthcoming empirical chapters will investigate how surgical tasks and 
tools (or ‘instruments’ in the OR) are discussed, shared, and constructed between 
co-present communities of practice — how and when social and technical priorities 
interwoven, and how practitioners are able to manipulate technology without risk-
ing patient safety. Before this, however, we need to take a closer look at the meth-
odological prerequisites and limitations for the empirical study.
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4. A Video-Driven and ‘Dialogical’ Inquiry 
There is no given or final setting for everyday surgical intercreativity. By definition, situated 
as well as long-term processes of creativity are about unfolding work (in-)between inter-
secting communities of practice. The theoretical and practical overviews of the previous 
chapters are followed here by a general description of the surgical practice and work-
places studied, and how these has been analysed from a dialogical perspective.

Research in and about Intercreative Practice
It is difficult to render a general and comprehensive picture of everything that goes 
on in surgical departments. Therefore, in an effort to narrow down the empirical 
scope, chapter 2 presented everyday intercreativity as a core notion. Additionally, 
as a methodological limitation, two fundamentally different research approaches 
were discussed. According to the ecumenical dialogical perspective, work practice 
would unfold as processes of boundary work and socio-technical nomadism. This 
was contrasted to the ‘monological’ and ‘designer-oriented’ perspective that as-
sumes one basic work setting and one unidirectional flow of workplace activities.

As seen in chapter 3, however, surgical practitioners need not be sharing goals 
or perspectives throughout the entire workday. Rather, it is safe to say that at least 
something new will be accomplished and talked about each and every workday. 
Likewise, while a large part of everyday work can be trivial to hospital workers, 
surgical teamwork and workplaces are often literally closed to the general public –
 at times even for a significant part of the regular staff. Thus, not even the most ex-
perienced surgical practitioners can be expected to know about everything taking 
place in all corners of ‘their’ department.

That is to say, besides the general communities of practice discussed above, 
the previous chapters have not really concretised the processes or outcomes of eve-
ryday surgical work. Rather, since unfolding multi-directional accomplishments 
were put forward over a static work settings, the current research approach opens 
up for many kinds of ambiguous and hidden activities – from moments of situated 
labelling of technical means, to concrete processes of long-term development. Spe-
cifically, from theoretical and practical perspectives, the methodological ramifica-
tions of an empirical investigation cannot be taken for granted. So, before discuss-
ing empirical accounts, it is necessary to present a somewhat more technical over-
view of the workplaces visited, and to explain how selected instances of surgical 
work can be, and were, analysed from the applied dialogical perspective.
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A Setting – Unfolding Boundary Work Between Places and Spaces
A first step towards a more substantial understanding of the continual boundary 
work examined in this text is to recognise that the hospital under study took care 
of about 10,000-15,000 surgical cases annually and employed thousands of workers 
— from office and maintenance personnel to surgical specialists. That is, although 
limited to a few departments and cases in a Swedish hospital, this empirical inquiry 
pertains to rather complex, dynamic, and extended work settings, which involved 
virtually every kind of co-ordination, mediation, and creative activity discussed in 
the previous chapters.

For example, since this was a teaching hospital, a large number of students 
took part in research and teaching projects throughout the hospital. Thus, while 
the individual student may have been assigned to a particular department at the 
time of the study, (s)he may also worked elsewhere in the hospital, in other kinds 
of teams or departments. Likewise, while senior residents/house officers may have 
had specific responsibilities in a certain department or operating room, they may 
also have served as teachers or workplace managers, working in several hospital 
buildings or even outside the hospital.

Similarly, many individual tasks performed in each department were re-
stricted to authorised personnel or buildings. For instance, unauthorised students 
and office personnel were not allowed to move freely between wards or operating 
rooms. It was also possible to see that surgical and medical teams often divided, 
rather than shared tools and workspaces. So, although they were working quite 
closely with each other – in the ORs and with the same patients – the STs often 
formed a unit around the ‘surgical area’ while the ATs were monitoring the patient 
from another side of the room. At other times, for example during the initial parts 
of pre-surgery, the ATs were the more active participants, while the STs were pre-
paring parts of their work outside the ORs.11  On the other hand, in each depart-
ment also employed a number of practitioners mediating between various teams 
and settings. Not the least, each department had a ‘department anaesthesiologist’ who 
usually worked with several surgical cases during a day’s work. Likewise, the de-
partments had ‘charge nurses’ whose job were to organise and allocate practitioners 
and tool, and who posted department schedules on whiteboards and as handouts 
on paper.12
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In other words, all practitioners working at the hospital were interconnected, 
as co-workers, students, or colleagues, and by virtue of mutual patients, work-
places, and technologies. Boundary work between different communities of prac-
tice or practitioners was also a major part of regular work activities. Still, during a 
day’s work, few practitioners or students would share information and technical 
means at the same time or in the same level of detail. Not even basic or mundane 
tasks, such as preparing the surgical patient or keeping intra-surgery safe and ef-
fective, were afforded by a unified theory or master-plan. Rather, everyday combi-
nations of people and tools, along with particulars of each individual patient and 
healthcare trauma (age, sex, height, weight, medical history, and so forth), made 
each workday different from any other.

As illustrated by page 37, for example, staff members had to make continual 
condensations and selections (Edelenbos & Eeten, 2001) of personal and shared work-
spaces and technical means. That is, members from different departments or teams 
had to continually display parts of their personal activities in front of an audience of 
patients, students, administrative staff, or (e.g.) visiting outsiders. Moreover, since 
next to all instruments and tools could be moved about, it was often the case that 
nurses, office personnel, or other ‘assistants’ were practically responsible for pro-
viding equipment and manuals, or taking co-workers or patients to the proper lo-
cations. That is, not only surgeons and ‘technicians’ (engineers) had openly recog-
nised technical roles to play. Many kinds of hospital residents may be, or have 
been, involved with the so-called core of workplace organisation and design. They 
may have taken classes in medical informatics, been responsible for purchases of 
instruments, designed or evaluated tools or manuals, designed or taken part of 
technological research programmes, and so forth.

Therefore, although the surgical departments visited included many kinds of 
standardised, tested, and well-designed ‘settings’, the overall hospital environment 
cannot be treated as completely stable or controlled. Rather, conventional terms 
used to describe the states of surgical work, such as ‘one operating room’ (theatre, 
suite) or ‘one surgical team’ (staff, personnel, etc.) can be deceptive in their over-
simplification. While the external or general observer may treat a surgical depart-
ment as one, albeit complex, jigsaw puzzle of socio-technical bits and pieces, the 
practitioners themselves could not assume a single motive or outcome of regular 
practice. The only shared phenomenon between everyone interviewed in this study 
was that they all knew that they had to be, or become, accountable for their own 
participation in everyday activities.
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Research Data and Method – A Dialogical Research Approach
The prospect of surgical workplaces/-spaces in continual flux may seem to be an 
ideal starting point for just about any ethnographic inquiry. Yet, as long as there is 
no stable structure to begin with, we may end up with a major ‘credit assignment 
problem’ (e.g. Mao & Gratch, 2003; cf. ‘the halting problem’) regarding to what 
user, tool, or design the observed outcome can be attributed. Moreover, unlike 
concepts such as interaction and workflow, intercreativity cannot not be recorded 
through an already defined media, or depend on one central informant (the system 
expert, the designer). Rather, the study of everyday intercreativity requires that 
someone observes what emerges (in-)between practitioners or communities. Only 
then is it possible to talk about truly inter-creative accomplishments.

This text also happens to include one outsider’s perspective overshadowing all 
the other possible perspectives on the events recorded, namely my own. Simply 
put, first and foremost this report is about the work and workplaces that I was in-
vited to and observed, which means that I was the only individual who took part in 
all documented events. The current text therefore constitutes a unique perspective 
on surgery that was not, and cannot be, fully shared by surgical professionals. In 
particular, as someone who observed but never actively engaged in surgery, I was 
the only one who stayed in the OR throughout the perioperative process. All other 
participants and observers in this report (with the exception of the patients who 
were asleep during intra-surgery) either arrived in the OR after pre-surgery 
preparation and anaesthesia, or they left the room before surgery or post-surgery 
activities had ended.

The remainder of this chapter will address the ways in which I, as a surgical 
layman and as someone who would move between surgical spaces and places, ap-
proached the practices and workplaces studied.

The Ethnographic Inquiry

This empirical inquiry is a kind of local ethnographic and video-driven workplace 
study. Between 2003 and 2005 I recored and collected video data along with field 
observations and continual discussions with parts of the surgical staff. I visited 
three surgical departments: one department each for orthopaedic surgery; ear, nose and 
throat surgery; and neurosurgery. Additionally, video recordings and field notes were 
collected in a number of wards and offices. To acquire background material I also 
took part in a conference about anaesthesiology practice and the work in an inten-
sive care unit. 
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Local ethnographic studies of specific organisations are usually limited in 
time. My visits to the various departments added up to about 30 days of fieldwork, 
with 80 hours of video recordings from 11 surgical operations in 6 different ORs13. 
These accounted for about half of the total surgical observation time. The charge 
nurses from each department selected the cases to be recorded and informed the 
surgeons involved (additionally I informed participants before or during each 
case). To improve the analysis, I conducted a number of post-facto interviews with 
selected practitioners. To improve the analysis of recordings, technical data were 
gathered by from surgical charts and schedules, and from databases and textbooks. 
I did not view general data about individual patients, nor the layout of each techni-
cal manual available on site, partly for pragmatic reasons, but also as an attempt to 
focus on the parts of practice that are accessible to readers unfamiliar with the 
work of interest (as suggested by Atkinson & Heritage, 1984).

The video recording process itself was relatively straightforward. Since I did 
not intend to ‘shadow’ any single participant or install recording devices onto one 
piece of equipment, I positioned a video-camera in a corner of the selected ORs. 
Thereafter, the course of activities was recorded from the start of pre-surgery to 
the end of post-surgery, while I concurrently made field notes and interviewed 
those working in the background. The cameras were a Mini DV camera for video 
and audio and a digital camera for still photos. The recordings were transferred to 
a laptop computer, compressed (Apple Quicktime) and transcribed (primarily in 
Inqscribe). To capture what took place in-between official teams and workspaces, I 
did not zoom in on individual sub-settings, or use multiple microphones.14 

That is to say, I did not want to turn the OR into a laboratory ‘recording stu-
dios’, where practitioners talked directly to me or to the camera. Likewise, I did 
not alter any part of the workplaces visited, and when research participants asked 
about ongoing recordings they were told they had no obligation to stay within the 
frame, to be articulate, or in any other way adapt themselves to my agenda. This 
way of recording ‘naturally occurring’ activities made it harder to capture subtle 
events, but it also clarified that OR activity cannot be limited to one well-defined 
or articulated ‘theatre’. On the contrary, a large part of the interaction recorded 
suggests that practitioners can be partly uninformed about what takes place 
around them – even during the most critical sequences of intra-surgery.
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13  This is less time than what is seen in traditional anthropology, where a month in the field 
would not be enough to learn the local culture. On the other hand, the sum of 30 days and 80 
hours of video constitutes more than what is seen in mainstream HMI studies, which (if con-
ducted by one researcher) often turn out to comprise a few days – or even hours – in the field.

14 The presence of researchers and video cameras in everyday work settings has been widely dis-
cussed in ten Have (2004), among others.



Video Analysis with a Focus on Unfolding Talk and Interaction

The visits to the surgical departments were only an initial and a relatively conven-
tional part of the study; after the recordings, things became much more problem-
atic. One conventional starting point for video analysis could have been the most 
apparent technical problems between the main (often two) participants, since they 
were situated in a defined workspace or in front of a technology-in-use. We could 
also have investigated the individual thinking of participants in greater detail by 
systemising each recorded micro-expression (facial expressions, gestures, eye 
movement, tone, tempo, pitch of voice, etc.), and from this multi-modal analysis we 
may find the hotspots in which the participants succeeded or failed in discipline.15

As argued in the previous theoretical chapters, however, a focus on dialogical 
accomplishments implies that external observers cannot expect to find a limited or 
given number of user or design errors. Nor can we expect an openly recognised 
production of exceptionally ‘innovative’ or ‘fluent’ co-creations. On the contrary, in 
the original form of unprocessed video, any prolonged recordings of practice 
would consist of hours of polymorphic interaction, with an infinite number of ways 
to relate selected instances to individual participants, discursive styles, team orien-
tation, technical means, general or local structures, and so forth.

So, because it is difficult to pinpoint one common ground for all recorded 
cases, a more restricted analysis of talk became a helpful analytical tool. In contrast 
to so-called tacit or subconscious behaviours (gestures, positioning, eye-movement, 
etc.), verbal exchanges are not just about the situated, but equally as much about 
what has taken place and what is expected in the future. Moreover, unlike techni-
cal jargon, a significant part of everyday talk – like certain instances of tacit inter-
action – is understandable for insiders and outsiders alike. That is, although not 
everything was talked about in the open, or in a way that was audible to bystand-
ers, verbal utterances partially demonstrated the sequential and deliberate organi-
sation of the participants (e.g. ten Have, 2004). 

This focus on explicit verbal interaction, however, did not mean that the 
analysis was completely straightforward. Due to the multidisciplinary and some-
times multicultural nature of surgery, and because initial observations were influ-
enced by additional questions imposed by new recordings, it was impossible to in-
vestigate and explain all instances of recorded talk. Again, rather than being a se-
ries of self-evident reactions to one technical circumstance (i.e. signs of design fail-
ure), talk, activities and means may curb, just as much as they support or complete, 
official tasks or tools.
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15 In medical training one talks about ‘Odysseus Syndrome’, i.e. the fact that it is always possible 
to spot a potential medical or surgical problems by looking closely enough.



Therefore, to present the kind of talk and cases observed, and the iterative 
process of analysing the latter, the progression of surgical work will be presented 
here by a series of ‘extended excerpts’16. These excerpts mainly consist of transcrip-
tions of talk in interaction, as well as video snapshots, which are commented in 
running text.17 Each excerpt was selected for analysis and presentation of the dia-
logical notion that can never be an unambiguous display of semiotic signs (Sones-
son, 2006) and that there is no reason to assume that the joint meaning or common 
ground of tasks and things has to remain fixed over time or across intentional 
worlds. Yet, while they were selected for theoretical purposes, these excerpts 
should not be viewed as exceptional or atypical for the kind of surgical work re-
corded. Rather, they represent a small sample from a body of equally polymorphic 
and technically complex recordings.

For an initial and brief demonstration of these ‘dialogical’ excerpts from the 
recorded cases, consider excerpt 1 below (for the Jeffersonian/CA-inspired tran-
scription key, see page 43). In the excerpt an anaesthesia assistant had just arrived 
in the OR. As she entered the room she did not say anything to her colleagues, but 
when she approached the patient and picked up the surgical chart sheet, she 
looked at the anaesthetist present and whispered something inaudible:18
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16 The excerpts are ‘extended’ in the sense that they display much more empirical data than what 
can be seen in academic ‘short papers’ or other kinds of standardised workplace reports. 

17  The analysis was based on the Swedish originals, not the English translations provided in the 
main text, but since the text concerns everyday work – not the linguistic details as syntax or se-
mantics – the overall interpretation of originals and translations will be almost the same. Selected 
examples from the Swedish originals can be found in the Appendix.

18  Note, the excerpt includes numbered lines, with a number for each turn spoken; rather than a 
number for each ‘line’ in the excerpt itself, as in proper CA-transcriptions. The latter emphasises 
the analysed verbal interaction and clarifies the fact that many tacit events that take place at the 
same time are not presented in the same level of detail. Moreover, I chose to apply generic roles 
such as ‘Anaesthetist’ and ‘Assistant’, rather than a complete list of specialist skills or individual 
names. If more precise titles had been highlighted a more complex divisions of labour would 
have been necessary. The term ‘registered nurse’ (Sw. ‘sjuksköterska’, ‘sköterska’, cf. periopera-
tive nurse) can be broken down into various subroles such as ‘scrub nurse’ (Sw. ‘opera-
tionssköterska’, cf. surgical nurse, operating nurse) and ‘circulating nurse’ (auxiliary-nurse, 
‘scout nurse’). Similarly, those called ‘assistants’ or ODPs in this report could in some cases be 
part of the regular nursing staff (the ward), or they could be labeled as a separate group of 
‘unregistered/assistant nurses’ (‘undersköterska’, cf. LPN in American English) or as ‘surgical 
technicians’. With respect to surgeons, titles such as ‘neurosurgeon’ and ‘orthopaedist’ may be 
highlighted, but in surgery the same surgeons were usually referred to as a ‘surgeon’ (‘Sw. ‘ki-
rurg’), ‘operator’ (‘operatör’), or in front of patients ‘doctors’ (Sw. ‘doktor’). Likewise, while 
some practitioners are labelled ‘anaesthesiologist’ (Sw. ‘anestesiolog’) they were called ‘anaesthe-
sia physician’, ‘anaesthesia doctor’ (‘anestesiläkare/-doktor’), or ‘narcosis physician/doctor’ 
(‘narkosläkare/-doktor’), while the nurse anaesthetists may be called ‘anaesthesia nurse’ (‘aneste-
sisköterska’) or ‘narcosis nurse’ (‘narkosköterska’).



Excerpt 1

 
The assistant moves towards a counter in the corner of the OR, then, while simultane-
ously talking to the anaesthetist, she approaches the surgical area

01.Assistant:  °°(xxx)°°

((..)) 

02.    !secroterry! 

((the assistant looks at the anaesthetist))

03.    !SECROTERRI!
04.Anaesthetist: !GOOD! 

((..)) 
05.    !(>all need some<)! (.) I want to put a Panodil19 later  

   on

Of course, taken out of surgical context, the excerpt above can be hard to 
comprehend for anyone unfamiliar with this particular kind of work. As put by 
Knorr-Cetina (1999 [1973]), hospital talk tend to be a stream of collective self-
knowledge recognised in a constant ‘humming’ with itself about itself. 

Actually, from the unconventional grammar and mixed language displayed in 
the excerpt, it can be assumed that not even the participants were completely clear 
about what was said and done at this point. For instance, as seen by the brackets in 
Line 01 and Line 05 and the repeats from Line 02 to Line 3, they seemed not to 
hear each other that well. The talk rather varied along several dimensions. They 
used both whispering (Line 01) and loud (Line 03, 04) voices, and they mixed eve-
ryday Swedish and technical jargon with some kind of English or rather into 
mixed ‘Swinglish’ (Line 02 to 05). 
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19A kind of analgesic (a.k.a. paracetamol, acetaminophenol)
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A ‘Jeffersonian’ transcription key (see Jefferson; in Atkinson & Heritage, 1984) 

Xxx Emphasis (part of utterance)

XXX Increased emphasis or voice volume

+XXX+ Very loud voice or shouting

°xxx° Decreased voice volume

°°xxx°° Whispering

>xxx< Increased speech tempo

>>xxx<< Additionally increased speech tempo

<xxx> Decreased speech tempo

.h  Inhalation

*xxx* Smile voice (or while smiling)

@xxx@ Significantly higher pitch

#xxx# Significantly Lower pitch

§xxx§ Mumbling voice 

xxx- Cut off word or utterance

xxx::: Lengthening or fading utterance

[xxx] Overlapping talk

!xxx!  English-sounding words in the original Swedish transcript 

(xxx) Uncertain or inaudible speech

(.) Micro pause below 0.25 seconds

(..) Pause around 0.5 seconds

(ns) Pause above 1 second

((xxx)) Transcriber’s comment

Note, some features are developed specifically for the current study:
•Language shift from Swedish to English (‘#’): Some research participants had 

Swedish as a secondary language others occasionally used English catch-phrases 
as a way to mitigate statements or (conversely) to emphasise a technical agenda.

•No markers for question-intonation: Everyday work is not a series of questions and 
answers. While question-intonation could be singled out occasionally, ambient 
noises, dialectal variations, overlapping speech, and fast-shifting topics or constel-
lations made it impossible to analyse this consistently. 

•No difference made between lengthening and fading utterances (‘xxx:::’): Movement 
of people made it hard to distinguish between cut-off words and fading speech. 
Fading utterances can also be an artefact from the recordings, as the talker moves 
away from the microphone or as utterances drown in overlapping sounds.

•Transcriber comments (‘((xxx))’): Everyday workers do not verbalise every part of 
ongoing action, not even when instructing others or when asking others for help. 
Utterances can be responses to tacit signs or actions.



In spite of this display of communicative uncertainties, it is possible to make a 
few practical observations about the progression of surgery. One interpretation of 
Excerpt 1 could be that ‘secroterry’ and ‘secroterri’ referred to the nurse’s role as a 
‘secretary’ for the anaesthetist, as she appeared to be speaking in English rather 
than regular Swedish (hence the use of ‘!’ in the transcript); and accordingly that 
the anaesthetist acknowledged the English rendition of her question (‘good’, Line 
04).20  So, while this sequence was not the most critical part of surgery, it would 
show how the assistant and the anaesthetist made some sort of interpersonal ar-
rangement, a division of labour, before they went on with their individual tasks.

Yet, when making such an elaborated interpretation from a single instance of 
talk and interaction, one needs to keep in mind that many kinds of tools, termi-
nologies, and jargons were present in the hospital. That is, what may seem to be 
one specific term or topic, may turn out to be something quite different. Regarding 
this particular excerpt, I eventually found out that the condition of the patient was 
called ‘secretory otitis’ in a combination of medical English and Latin. The assis-
tant may therefore not have meant ‘secretary’ in English, but rather ‘secretory’ in 
some sort of hospital Latin, to confirm that it was a case of secretory otitis. And, if 
the latter were true, this instance of interaction was not only a moment of working 
division of labour, but also (one of) the time(s) when the assistant was informed 
about the patient’s condition; i.e. she may not have been informed about the indi-
vidual case until she was already there in the OR. 

Alternatively, we may question the correctness of the transcription itself. In 
particular, what sounded like some sort of English catchphrase in Line 05 may be 
reinterpreted as an unknown word – in Swedish, English, or Latin – which never 
occurred to me at the time of analysis. Most of all, we must recognise that these 
ambiguous utterances were selected parts of ongoing and concrete socio- technical 
work, which cannot be analysed in the same level of detail. The surgical practitio-
ners studied do not necessarily refer to unambiguous cases or surgical facts. 
Rather, they accomplish inter-/multicultural and inter-/multi-professional interac-
tion, and thereby inform us that there can be many kinds of parallel or shifting 
states of work. Or, put differently, everything truly new or emerging must start 
small, as disparate or ambiguous suggestions (sparks, tries, prototypes, etc.), which 
— at another time and place — can be realised into more explicit, concrete, or 
shared forms.
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20  In everyday Swedish, English terms can be used to create a distance between the semantic 
meaning of an utterance and the speaker’s personal commitment. That is, she may have agreed to 
work ‘as’ a secretary in this case, but not really feel like one in the more personal sense.



Analysing isolated talk-exchanges was therefore never sufficient to find a 
more stable interpretation of the activities recorded. Since not even the most com-
mon utterances can be assigned to one final or undisputed meaning, the excerpts 
presented in the empirical section will be considerably more extended. Also, al-
though the main focus was not on gestures or facial expressions, it was necessary 
to ‘triangulate’ talk analysis by making use of the video showing the episode in 
question. In fact, most excerpts presented in this text would have been impossible 
to transcribe without the use of video. Following the spatio-visual progression was 
not only necessary for spotting the technology and workplaces mentioned, but also 
to know who was talking to whom, in which particular sequence of surgery. 

Thus, video snapshots and still-pictures (as the ones seen in excerpt 1 above) 
are here meant to be informative in progressive and everyday senses, and to ques-
tion the monological idea that one isolated exchange or ‘illustration’ can inform the 
reader about all contributions to long-term performance. Therefore, rather than 
analysing and commenting the unfolding video in detail, pictures are applied in se-
quential pairs to make it possible to observe parts of the ongoing work. The time 
codes seen in the excerpts below, for example, are not entirely exact. Technically 
speaking, each 60-minute tape had to be changed, sometimes the camera was 
turned off (for ethical or technical reasons) and sometimes recordings started a few 
minutes into surgery or before the patient was brought to the OR.

In other words, it could have been possible to pick precise video snapshots 
within specific time-intervals, and then to match these instances with specific ut-
terances produced at the same time. Since we cannot expect one direction or mean-
ing, however, the snapshots provided in this text are to be viewed as relatively gen-
eral examples. As can be noted in excerpt 1 above, even with the help of video it 
can be difficult to unveil a final socio-technical interpretation. The pictures do re-
veal that the assistant acted as a ‘secretary’, but she could still have asked for the 
specifics of the surgical case or she could have been talking about some other per-
sonal, social, or technical topic. One may also speculate that she first meant to say 
‘secretory’ and thereafter changed to ‘secretary’ (or vice versa).

For now, it can therefore only be established that it remains unclear to what 
extent isolated utterances or pictures ever can ever belong to one socio-technical 
setting or common ground. Alternative beginnings and endings for each excerpt 
and picture can be hypothesised, and within each excerpt lurk potential misunder-
standings or ‘mishearings’ (so-called mondegreens) by practitioners, the tran-
scriber, or the reader. After all, the recored participants could be involved in nu-
merous surgical activities for up-to six hours of continuous talk, interaction, and 
technical creativity.
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Research Ethics– on Researchers’ and Participants’ Dilemma
One consequence of the problems of defining a shared meaning for practice is that 
this text ‘only’ describes two surgical cases in full, from pre-surgery preparation to 
post-surgery events. These two cases were selected from among common surgical 
procedures in the departments: first one case of ear surgery and then one case of 
tumour removal. These cases also included two kinds of team constellations. In the 
first case, the area around the patient’s head and neck was quite cramped, with lit-
tle room for hidden talk or activities. In the second case, the personnel moved 
about more freely and divided the OR into several work areas.

Of course, adding more, but shorter, case-descriptions would have helped the 
reader to gain a better understanding of reoccurring events, but it would also have 
meant significantly less leeway for studying the incremental progression of surgery. 
That is, even a lengthy monograph, such as this one, has no room for more than a 
few ‘extended’ excerpts. Since planned surgery is performed by intersecting com-
munities, not just one ‘surgical team’, each case has to be understood in terms of 
involving an unfolding number of participants. For me, this meant recognising that 
a single report will never describe everyone or everything that contributed to the 
end result. So, any excerpt from surgery must be limited to a few selected cases, 
which can be understood by the research participants (including the researcher) 
and by readers who may be unfamiliar with many technical details.

Workplace investigations are also beyond the scope of analysis from the re-
searcher’s point of view. Again, many individuals were involved in this study, and 
all of them had their own interests in what was recorded and how it was to be pre-
sented. Extended recordings of surgical work can be particularly sensitive. The 
video recordings could preserve many problematic instances of practice, which 
may have been ignored or forgotten by those involved. Similarly, audio recordings 
may emphasise an inappropriate ‘bedside manner’ or someone describing col-
leagues in negative terms. So, to preserve the integrity of the participant, additional 
exclusions from the empirical data were made. For example, no personal informa-
tion about patients or staff members was registered (names, social security num-
bers, medical history, etc.). I also chose not to disclose facial expression, name tags, 
background talk, talk outside the OR, and other ‘personal’ means of interaction.21
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21 In experiments involving patients, patients must sign a formal letter of consent before and after the 
experiment. In this case I did not review the condition or background of individual patients, but 
focused instead on the work around them. So the patients (in some cases parents) were only 
asked for consent before surgery. No patient or parent declined to be included in the video re-
cordings. While I have not followed up as to why such was the case, the presence of a researcher 
and a camera in the OR was probably the least of their worries. This impression was also shared 
by department practitioners.



In the light of this ongoing negotiation between insiders and outsiders, it is 
appropriate to point out another major difference between dialogical and mo-
nological approaches to everyday work. In the monological and designer-oriented 
view social creativity touches the core of the ethnographer’s dilemma of how to 
draw stable practical conclusions from continuously unfolding details. Dialogically, 
however, recorded events would not be assigned to a final social system or one un-
derlying design. So, instead of getting stuck with credit-and-assignment problems, 
the dialogical approach singles out a different kind of research dilemma – ‘the re-
search participant’s dilemma’. That is, each research participant has a choice to make 
in front of the visiting researcher, who may or may not understand the individual’s 
point of view: (s)he may either follow as many official instructions as possible, in a 
way that will portray him/her as a model end-user; or (s)he may openly question 
official instructions and then risk that the observer will record and criticise this ‘er-
rant’ or ‘unexpected’ behaviour. Either way, (s)he may take an active role in a re-
search and development process that culminates with more usable tools, instruc-
tions, or systems that helps him/her comply with outsiders’ demands.

Unlike evolving socio-technical settings, the participants’ dilemma can be a 
problem for the study of everyday intercreativity. Although I told the participants 
that I did not look for any given outcome, it was obvious to me that many of them 
felt that they had to perform (in many kinds of senses) in front of me and the cam-
era. At times they apologised for not applying tools in the expected way. It might 
therefore be argued that these recordings do not reflect everyday procedures, but 
rather what takes place when practitioners are observed by an external party. 

It must be emphasised, however, that the research participants were often en-
grossed in tasks that had to be performed, with or without an audience present. 
Therefore, they usually did not pay attention to ‘performing’. It can also be argued 
that I never assumed the role of a complete stranger or outsider (cf. Agar, 1996). 
As discussed throughout this text, surgery is a discourse between intersecting 
communities of practice. That is, practice always includes surgical laypersons as 
patients (and their relatives), students, tool designers, engineers, and researchers. 
The surgeons, nurses and doctors recorded did not want to appear to be unprofes-
sional in front of any of these communities. So, on a few occasions I was simply 
told not to record from a certain angle, when, for example, they felt that the patient 
in question did not want to be seen. Other times they ensured personal integrity by 
momentarily blocking the view of the camera or by walking out of the OR. 

In fact, as illustrated by Excerpt 2 below, virtually each recording can be in-
cluded in the continuous negotiation of practical meaning. In this example from 
pre-surgery the participants expressed open doubts about the study:
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Excerpt 2

((the anaesthetist is working with the patient)) 

06.Anaesthetist: does it record all the time you say
07.Researcher:  yup

((2s)) 

((the anaesthetist looks at the researcher))

08.Anaesthetist:  oh I did not know that (.) thought like-
09.Assistant:  ((laughter))
10.Researcher:  you’re not visible I think- probably not

((assistant smiles, the anaesthetist looks at the researcher))

11.Anaesthetist:  u:::m what’s the purpose
12.Researcher:  the purpose is to study ways of cooperation in    

   operating rooms °so-°
13.Assistant:  O:::PS ((laughter))
14.Anaesthetist:  °m:::°

This excerpt presents repeated expressions of scepticism towards the ongoing 
video recordings (lines 06, 08, 11, 13). This example is similar to several other se-
quences of surgery, where staff members more or less subtly implied that every-
thing seen or talked about need not to be reported to others. Explicit conflicts be-
tween internal and external perspectives, as above, could thus be used – and some-
times were used – as an argument for not reporting a particular sequence.

As argued in this text, however, such instances of tension should never solely 
be attributed to the presence of a researcher or camera. The participants were used 
to conducting themselves in front of many insiders and outsiders. Some of them 
may also have designed or carried out workplace studies themselves. Questions 
such as the ones referred to above may therefore also be interpreted as overt inter-
est in the current research agenda. Besides, rather than immediately or explicitly 
wanting to stop the recordings, the practitioners generally asked about the purpose 
of the study. Moreover, the same day of recording, I interviewed the participants 
involved and concluded that they did not suggest any changes to the study. In-
stead, they presented their own ideas about what kinds of team events could be of 
interest for future recordings. 

In these ways, the research participant’s dilemma of participation and non-
participation was (and is) a continual concern for everyone involved in the study. 
Regardless of how individual excerpts of surgery can be interpreted, all recordings 
show that research participants have to make themselves accountable in front of 
others. The more extended empirical excerpts in the following empirical chapters 
are selected specifically to present and analyse this continuous and long-term 
socio-technical dialogue, including the making and breaking of shared terminology 
and other technical means.
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5.Unfolding Divisions of Labour 
To explore the incremental and seemingly improvised character of everyday surgical talk 
and interaction, the empirical section starts with a presentation of how team decision-
making unfolded during a case of ear surgery. The case description starts with the begin-
ning of pre-surgery preparations followed by episodes in which early decisions were han-
dled over the course of intra-surgery.

Inter-Professional Co-ordination
In the previous theoretical chapters it was argued that surgical work can be dis-
played in dynamic processes of talk and interaction. That is, rather than being 
about one stable objective or task or instances of situated ‘end-use’, everyday 
workplace interaction can be characterised by a form of ongoing nomadism (e.g. 
Huisman, 2001) between communities of practice. 

A focus on hospital nomadism, of course, does not mean that surgical cases 
would be altogether improvised. Safe and efficient procedures, involving the con-
tinual shifting process between teams and tasks, cannot be separated from the 
schedules, training, regulations, or technical means available. However, there can-
not be a single master plan for each past, present, or future event. Rather, practi-
tioners need to invent ways to share or divide workplaces, tasks, and means, and to 
continually keep others informed about updated schedules or forthcoming tasks. 

Even – or especially – the most common or standard cases did not have a sin-
gle omnipresent plan for each instance of co-ordination and decision-making. Al-
though there are many national and local standards for specific procedures, and 
although the practitioners involved need to be certified for specific tasks or techni-
cal means, few (if any) tools or procedures are designed for one circumstance only. 
Rather, brokering between co-present teams rested upon an overall institutional-
ised organisation and on individual skills and work experience. Moreover, unlike 
limited collaboration between one surgeon and one scrub nurse, interaction be-
tween intersecting communities of practice must rely on some degree of compro-
mise between professional preferences (visions, gazes, senses, goals, etc.). That is, 
there can be an ongoing and open division of labour between co-present practitio-
ners, as they adjust themselves to the anticipated states of tasks and cases. 

In this first empirical chapter we will follow an example of everyday work-
place co-ordination and decision making between co-present teams of STs, ATs, 
and general ODPs, and how such practice can be related to the overall character 
and outcome of intra-surgical work.
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A Case of Ear Surgery
One of the cases recorded concerned a girl, in the 3-7 years age group, who had a 
middle ear infection, on of the most common conditions seen in the hospital, and 
overall one of the most common types of minor surgery performed on younger 
children in Sweden. 

The patient was treated using two surgical procedures. Firstly, a tympanostomy 
was performed, which included a surgical inspection using a ‘head mirror’ (in the 
excerpts known as ‘specula’) to look inside the ear canal, and then making an inci-
sions through the eardrums using a ‘(suction) cautery’ (an instrument that incises 
by burning tissue). Thereafter, pressure tympanostomy ‘tubes’ were inserted to 
help equalise and drain the ear. Subsequently, adenoidectomy was performed, by 
which the adenoid glands were scraped (mentioned as ‘the abrasio’, ‘abrasion’) off 
the posterior pharynx, a complementary procedure that contributes to the overall 
success of the surgery. Either procedure can be performed more than once and for 
this patient it was the second time.

Tympanostomy has relatively little physical impact on patients and requires 
only inhalation anaesthesia with O2 and N2O gas. However, for all patients, espe-
cially children, great care must be taken with surgery of the airways. Conse-
quently, prior to adenoidectomy the patient’s airways were intubated (also known as 
‘tubing’) by an anaesthetist, who administered the medications including gases into 
the windpipe (trachea) and maintained an open airway during and after the proce-
dure. Adenoidectomy further required acetaminophen and intravenous opioids for 
postoperative pain. This sequence of events was complicated by the fact that the 
procedures took place adjacent to, and in, the mouth and nose of the patient, which 
was the location where anaesthetists also had to work. Moreover, the patient had 
Down’s syndrome, a condition that may lead to a sensitive cardiovascular system 
(which complicates anaesthesia) and narrow ear and airway passages (which com-
plicate surgery and the effects thereof). An extensive consultation and examination 
by stethoscope was therefore necessary, along with a pre-surgical evaluation in-
cluding palpation and microscopy before determining the appropriate treatment. 

Therefore, although each task performed involved standard tools and proce-
dures, the situated combination of them proved to be much less of straightforward. 
Even this ordinary case involved dynamic and unfolding co-ordination between 
many kinds of practitioners focusing around the patient’s ear and neck. On top of 
that, the they had to share the OR space with two medical students, the researcher 
with camera, and the father of the patient.
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Pre- and Intra-Surgery Decision Making
Medical and technical details aside, the order between surgical teams depended on 
department planning and preferences of individual staff-members. At one time or 
another, 17 individuals visited the room, which contained anywhere between two 
to 11 individuals present simultaneously. Some of them were specialised in paediat-
rics and ear surgery, others included general ODPs, two medical students, and the 
patient and her parent. Another unique aspect of division of labour was that the 
ATs and the surgeon had never worked together before (at least in this kind of sur-
gery). So, even if the ATs had planned their internal division of labour, they would 
not have know if the surgeon had planned something else (see page 53).

This chapter will focus on a range of decisions and discussions made about di-
vision of labour between surgery and anaesthesia teams. The example begins with 
pre-surgery preparations and follows how work and talk unfolded until the surgery 
was completed and recorded in perioperative chart notes.

Pre-Surgery –"Waiting for the Surgical Decision (# 30 minutes) 

Inter-professional co-ordination was obvious long before the surgery itself was 
performed. At the beginning of the workday, a couple of members from the anaes-
thesia team and some nurses from the surgery team began to prepare for surgical 
anaesthesia in the OR. Before getting started with sorting out his instruments, 
however, the anaesthetist present (Anaesthetist 1) left the room to talk with a col-
league (Anaesthetist 2). Thereafter, the second anaesthetist and an anaesthesia as-
sistant entered the room, which was surprising considering that this was a case 
where only one anaesthetist should be needed (especially if assisted by other 
ODPs). Besides, the two anaesthetists and their assistants could hardly work to-
gether in such a limited space around the patient’s ears and neck. 

As it turned out, they would not be working in the room simultaneously. In-
stead it was decided that the first anaesthetist would attend an impending opera-
tion in a different OR. So, before leaving the room, he gave his chart notes to the 
assistant, while the other anaesthetist began testing the anaesthesia equipment. 
Following this early shift, the OR became increasingly crowded. First, two medical 
students entered the room, soon followed by the patient and her parent, who sat at 
the foot end of the operating table. After a few minutes of conversation between 
the first anaesthetist, the parent, and the patient, the first anaesthetist returned, 
while at the same time the second anaesthetist concluded that they required even 
more assistance, as can be seen in excerpt 3 below22:
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The surgery team

Surgeon (‘Martin’)
Scrub Nurse
Circulating Nurse 1
Circulating Nurse 2

The anaesthesia team

Anaesthesiologist (‘Jake Hanson’)
Anaesthetist 1 (‘Michael’)
Anaesthetist 2 (‘Andrew’)
Assistant 1
Assistant 2

General ODPs

ODP1
ODP2
ODP3

Non-Professionals

Patient (‘Lisa’)
Parent
Researcher
Student 1
Student 2



Excerpt 3a (00:08:00)

15.Anaesthetist 2:  so we will have Andrew- no we will take u:::m   
    (.) what's his name u:::m

((..)) 

16.      TED
17.Circulating nurse 1:Ted
18.Anaesthetist 2:  Doctor ted (.) an' then a doctor Ear too

 
The assistant gives the patient a box of badges and puts it away. Meanwhile, Anaesthetist 
1 (Andrew) calls for ‘Doctor Ted’ and ‘Doctor Ear’

19.Assistant 1:   may I take those 

((..))

20.     test at home then 
21.Circulating nurse 1:EAR
22.Anaesthetist 2:  °m ha° 

((..)) 

23.     because then- (.) we'll uhm do so that we should-  
    hear the doctor so that we agree on something- he-  
    (.) we'll look into the ears First

24.Parent:   m 
25.Anaesthetist 2:  look into the ear >so one would not need< any- any  

    morphine preparation
26.Parent:    nope 
27.Anaesthetist 2:  there in- i:::n (.) but if we’ll go on we [must  

    give-
28.Patient:    .h::: ah:::]
29.Anaesthetist 2:  any morphine preparation (.) an then we give it  

    later when she [sleeps
30.Parent:         ((coughs))] 

((..)) 

31.     ya right

((1.5s))

32.Anaesthetist 2:  should begin with- that we call mask narcosis soon  
    (.) as we did last time then

33.Parent:    yup 
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34.Anaesthetist 2: so then

((2s)) 

35.    °hu:::p°

((looks at Patient))
 

36.    @really good m:::@
37.Assistant 1:  °m:::°

((2s))

38.Parent:   should I stay until she-
39.Anaesthetist 2: YES Absolutely- absolutely
40.Parent:   °m°

((3s)) 

41.    @was she sitting in your LAP last time when she fell  
   asleep- or was she laying down@

42.Parent:   °°nou:::m°°
43.Anaesthetist 2: ((mumble))
44.Parent:   §I think she sat in my LAP§
45.Anaesthetist 2: yes
46.Parent:   yes
47.Anaesthetist 2: §ya it's a little different how we [do§
48.Patient:           ((yawns))]
49.Anaesthetist 2: Sigh an Sigh an [Sigh
50.Assistant 1:        yawn] yes
51.Anaesthetist 2: ye:::s sigh an sigh an sigh 

((the phone rings)) 

52.    now *the bell r:::ings- >>the telephone rings<< (.)   
   >>uncle andrew answer<<* ((said to all in the room))

 
Anaesthetist 1 takes the phone and smilingly tells Dr. ‘Ted’ that they are going to do ear 
surgery, and – if needed – ‘an abrasion’. After that, he leaves the OR.

Clearly this was a collective endeavour. From the excerpt it can be noted that 
many tasks and individuals were addressed in just a few seconds of interaction. 
Starting from Line 15, the anaesthetist mentioned whom they should contact be-
fore proceeding. As he said this, the anaesthetist was turning away from the other 
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practitioners, but he was occasionally raised his voice (‘XXX’), which served as a 
message to the others (Andrew in particular) to call the doctors he mentioned. It 
can also be noted that he did not use any formal terms, but the words ‘doctor Ted’ 
and ‘doctor Ear’ (lines 16,18), and thereby seemingly acknowledged the parent and 
the patient present. Additionally, from line 23, the anaesthetist turned directly to 
the parent and explained why they needed the doctor, how they would go about 
the anaesthesia (‘morphine’ and ‘mask narcosis’). So, as explained by the anaesthe-
tist, the details of anaesthesia were not left to the doctors or anaesthetists, but were 
also based on what was done the last time the patient was treated (line 41). 

That is to say, while the anaesthetist told the parent that there would be an-
aesthesia by mask and then possibly morphine, the particulars of the upcoming 
surgery were not decided at this point. The telephone call at the end of the excerpt 
could have changed the course of surgery, or even postponed it entirely. However, 
the telephone call did not have a direct impact on the ongoing treatment. Anaesthe-
tist 1 who took the call, only briefly informed the other anaesthetist and then left 
the room without discussing the case any further. Thus, without the surgeon or an 
anaesthesiologist (the doctors), the ATs could only carry on with the preparations 
and continue to discuss the likely procedures ahead. 

These initial preparations and discussions continued for about a minute, until 
Anaesthetist 1 briefly returned and delivered a message from the surgeon (who 
currently was preoccupied with a different case in another OR):

Excerpt 3b (1:04 minutes later on) 

 
Anaesthetist 1 delivers the surgery plan. He then leaves the OR yet another time.

53.Anaesthetist 1: °°I u:::m talked witha Martin°°
54.Anaesthetist 2: YE:::A
55.Anaesthetist 1: °((mumble)) go by mask° [((points to mouth))
56.Anaesthetist 2               ya ((nodds))]
57.Anaesthetist 1: °°an then perhaps- after he’s felt [through°°
58.Anaesthetist 2            YE:::A]
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The decision to use anaesthesia by mask was confirmed. It was further said 
that the surgeon would ‘go by’ mask (during ear surgery), and that another proce-
dure (adenoidectomy) would be done ‘after’ examination. However, as he turned 
away from the others in the room, whispered to the other anaesthetist (lines 53, 57) 
and pointed to his mouth (line 55), the anaesthetist was not being open with the 
message. In effect, only the anaesthetists and possibly the nearby assistant were in-
formed about the exact wishes of the surgeon; while bystanders could only note the 
positive response from Anaesthetist 2, who answered quite loudly (lines 54, 58) 
and thereby stated his support of the message just delivered (whatever it was).

Still, even if the ATs now supported the preferences of the surgeon, the latter 
needed to examine the patient before proceeding with the actual surgery. Likewise, 
the department anaesthesiologist had not yet lent support to any decisions. So, at 
this point in time, no one really knew how, when, or if the surgery would be per-
formed. Both the surgeon and the anaesthesiologist might reveal a number of sur-
gical or medical problems that could complicate the procedures ahead. 

The anaesthesiologist arrived less than a minute later and immediately started 
to talk with the parent and patient:

Excerpt 3c (39 seconds later on)

59.Anaesthesiologist: hi (.) jake hanson narcosis physician
60.Parent:    yes (.) [hi
61.Anaesthesiologist    hi-]"is this little miss chievous
62.Patient:    °°ye:::s°°
63.Anaesthesiologist: great
64.Anaesthetist 2:  yes exactly (.) exactly-
65.Patient:    ((giggles))
66.Anaesthesiologist <a:::n here would we:::>
67.Anaesthetist 2:  (tymus) tube- and palpation epipharynx (.) an   

    possibly abrasium
68.Anaesthesiologist: yup- okay
69.Anaesthetist 2:  a:::n we wou:::ld (.) palpate an then tube °in   

    that a case°
70.Anaesthesiologist: M::: good 

((..)) 

71.Anaesthesiologist: @what's your daughter’s name@ 
72.Parent:    lisa
73.Anaesthesiologist: @lisa ye:::s@
74.Parent:    m:::
75.Anaesthesiologist: @an it's the first time or-@
76.Parent:    the second time
77.Anaesthesiologist: @the second time m::: a:::n the first time went  

    well@
78.Parent:    ye:::a
79.Anaesthesiologist: then it was the same- type the ears @or@
80.Parent:    yes it was(.) the ear so-
81.Patient:    .h:::
82.Anaesthesiologist: @°m::: ya°@
83. X:    @°m::: yes°@ 
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84.Parent:    yes

((..))

85.Anaesthetist 2:  [(xxx)
86.Anaesthesiologist:  a:::n] healthy girl otherwise
87.Patient:    °°ye:::s°° .h:::
88.Parent:    ye:::s o:::
89.Anaesthesiologist: @a bit of a cold@
90.Parent:    ye:::s
91.Anaesthesiologist  #BUT NOT WORSE THAN USUAL NOW#
92.Parent:    nope
93.Anaesthesiologist: [°no°
94.Parent:     nope] she's green in the nose §but she's such   

    during wintertime (.) she is a bit- infection   
    sensitive °so°§

95.Anaesthesiologist: yes (.) no medications
96.Parent:    NAH (.) nothing now
97.Anaesthesiologist: °nah-° >hasn't problems with the heart<
98.Parent:    NO 
99.Anaesthesiologist: °okay° [(xxx)
100.Parent:           (one is) (worn out) youknow
101.Anaesthesiologist:           #SHE’S] JUMPING   

    AROUND# A:::N
102.Parent:     [ya:::
103.Anaesthesiologist: (xxx)] only
104.Parent:    °yes° she is *horribly (.) in the usual case* 
       ((chuckles))
105.Anaesthesiologist: O:::KAY

  
The anaesthetist inspects the guidelines and estimates a mask for anaesthesia gases in 
front of the patient.

106.Anaesthetist 2:  how does the pink one fit- look what a pink pretty  
    colour

107.Parent:    ye:::s
108.Assistant 1:   matches your nail polish
109.Anaesthesiologist: you michael
110.Anaesthetist 2:  ya:::
111.Aneashesiologist: I'm in OR two here- almost finished- so I'm   

    around here
112.Anaesthetist 2:  m just go ahead
113.Anaesthesiologist: m::: yup

((the anaesthesiologist leaves the OR)) 
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Above is a presentation of the entire medical consultation with the department 
anaesthesiologist. In the overall sense, this ‘conversation’ was largely scripted. No 
particularly unique information was brought up and the questions asked by the 
anaesthesiologist could have asked about any similar patient. Just as the answers 
given by the parent could have applied to most children of her age. He basically 
asked a range of questions that all served to clarify whether there would be any 
complications, rather than to gain a complete picture of the patient’s condition, 
which were: whether this was the first time for the patient (line 75, 79); whether 
she was healthy in general (86); used any medications or had any heart problems 
(95, 97); and finally was she active (101).

If we focus on the prosodic delivery of the questions, a more unique event 
emerge. The anaesthesiologist first used a gentle voice as he approached the pa-
tient. Then, as the case unfolded as expected, he gradually changed from his gentle 
voice (@xxx@) to a more normal tone. Finally, in a louder and more affirmative 
voice (#XXX#, lines 91, 101, 105), he declared that the patient was in good health. 
That is, the communicative pattern seen in the past conversation between the an-
aesthetists reoccurred. Bystanders could not hear every piece of information, but 
they could note the increasingly affirmative voice. So, at about line 105, the anaes-
thetist was able to interfere with the consultation, as if he had interpreted the prior 
statement by the anaesthesiologist as an official end to the consultation. Before 
leaving the room, the anaesthesiologist also confirmed that they could proceed with 
the preparations that were already underway (lines 109, 111, 113) – although he 
also proposed that he could return if they felt it necessary.

From there on the induction of anaesthesia unfolded quite rapidly. Immedi-
ately after the departure of the anaesthesiologist, the anaesthetist and the assistant 
put the patient onto the operating table and started the anaesthesia by mask. Next, 
as soon as the patient was asleep, the parent left the OR. 

However, before the surgery itself could be carried out, the surgeon would 
also have to examine the patient (make a final decision about surgical procedures), 
and since he was not present in the room the others still could not decide how to 
conclude the last steps of pre-surgery. Thus, while they were implementing the 
narcosis, the anaesthesia assistant present left the OR to get hold on the surgeon. 
Emblematically, it was not the surgeon who arrived first. Instead, about a minute 
later, the scrub nurse and the circulating nurse re-entered the room, and, although 
they too began to prepare for surgery, they were not fully informed about the case. 
Specifically, they had not been updated about the most recent work and decisions; 
therefore the scrub nurse asked the Anaesthetist 2 about the expected surgical 
course:
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Excerpt 3d (5 minutes later)

114.Scrub nurse:    should he palpate first- michael- an then   
     [u:::m

115.Anaesthetist 2:       lo]ok- look into the ear an puncture-
116.Scrub nurse:    °ya°
117.Anaesthetist 2:   >yes or-< he gets to choose right
118.Scrub nurse:    yabut prior- prior to [u:::m
119.Circulating nurse 1:       (xxx)]
120.Scrub nurse:    abrasio
121.Anaesthetist 2:   YE:::S puncture before the abrasio
122.Circulating nurse 1: ((mumble))
123.Scrub nurse:    but uhm have you paged eh [martin
124.Circulating nurse 1:        >OH YEA<]

((..))

125.Anaesthetist 2:   yes I would hope so
126.Assistant 1:    [°I’m hopping it down°23
127.Circulating nurse 1:  °yes I would hope so too°]

During this short discussion, the order between surgical procedures proved to 
be unclear even for members of the surgical team. At first the scrub nurse asked if 
the surgeon would ‘palpate [the larynx]’ first, and the anaesthetist answered that 
the surgeon would look into the ears first, and then ‘puncture [the ears]’ (line 115). 
Afterwards, the anaesthetist added that the surgeon has got to choose the order of 
procedures – although he did not specify if he was referring to the examination of 
the ears or the larynx. The scrub nurse thus clarified that she meant to ask what 
would happen before ‘the abrasio’ (adenoidectomy); the anaesthetist replied the 
puncture would precede before abrasion. Thereafter, she added that the surgeon 
had to be paged (line 123), and the circulating nurse replied that he had been 
paged, while others seemed unsure about it. 

That is to say, no one present publicly expressed any certainty about the pro-
cedures ahead. Those who were going to carry out the procedures had planned 
parts of the ongoing case, but they were still uninformed in detail about the exact 
preferences of the surgeon. So, instead of trying to guess the likely working order, 
the assistant went to a side table and signed a report, while the scrub nurse started 
a conversation with the students. Only thereafter, when nothing more could be 
done without the presence of from the surgeon, did the circulating nurse leave the 
room to find the surgeon.

Three minutes later the surgeon entered the OR for the first time and imme-
diately asked for a pair of gloves, which were handed to him by the circulating 
nurse (background conversation between nurses and students excluded):
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Excerpt 3e (3:08 minutes later)

 
The surgeon enters, takes a quick look at the surgical area, and examines the patient. In 
the meantime the ST-nurses continue to sort out equipment in the background.

128.Surgeon:    I was going to feel (the)
129.Anaesthetist 2: m:::

((7s))

130.Surgeon:    °m::: there is (an affection)° (.) tube

((The anaesthetist puts the mask back on)) 

((1.5)) 

131.Anaesthetist 2:  TUBE 
132.Surgeon:    m

((The surgeon walks towards the door, then stops))

133.Surgeon:    uhm let’s see- I’ll wait for uhm the tubing case  
    HE:::re ((points to the ground))

134.
135.Assistant 1:   you are not >too tired in the arms then or<

((suction))

136.Surgeon:    yea but we’ll do a TUBING FIRST (.) we’ll do an  
    [abrasion ((points to the neck))

137.Assistant 1:     okay]
138.Anaesthetist 2:  you’ll do (tymus) AFTER the abrasio
139.Surgeon:    M::: 
140.Anaesthetist 2:  m:::
141.Scrub nurse:   °would you not do the other way or-°
142.Anaesthetist 2:  [(xxx)
143.Surgeon:    >>nob ut<<-] yes or- I can do adenius wi- on the  

    mask- if you about to tube so u:::m do you want to  
    tube NOW an [then u:::m hold the mask an u:::m   
               (xxx)

144.Anaesthetist 2:       >>it does't matter does it<<
145.Scrub nurse:              (xxx)]
146.Anaesthetist 2: >can tube first< ye:::a right
147.Surgeon:    yes

((1s))

148.Scrub Nurse:  °m° [(xxx)
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149.Assistant 1:    will be overlap]
150.Anaesthetist 2:   m::: ya

((..))

151.Circulating nurse 1:  °how was it now- the adenuse first- an then-°
152.     ((turned to the scrub nurse))
153.Surgeon:     the adenuse first- an then-
154.Circulating nurse 1:  ya:::  

((the surgeon leaves the OR))

The surgeon thus confirmed that there would be an adenoidectomy and an in-
tubation, yet the decision about the forthcoming order between these two proce-
dures was not made clear. Instead of an open decision about surgery, the surgeon 
quietly told the anaesthetist to intubate. So, it was the anaesthetist (line 131), not 
the surgeon, who openly and more affirmatively informed the anaesthesia assistant 
that there would be an intubation – though later the surgeon asked if he should 
stay in the room and wait for intubation.

Then things became increasingly complicated. Following a question about 
possible arm fatigue, the surgeon emphasised that they should do the intubation 
first (line 136), i.e. before abrasion/adenoidectomy. The anaesthetist misunder-
stood, as through the intubation should be done first of all, so he asked the surgeon 
if the ear surgery would follow after abrasion (line 138). The scrub nurse therefore 
quietly replied that the surgeon should consider ‘the other’ reversed order (line 
141) – the opposite of what the anaesthetist had just suggested. The surgeon, how-
ever, interpreted this suggestion as if he should do the reverse of what he himself 
had suggested, and therefore replied that he will do abrasion first – with the mask. 
Next, since abrasion with the mask on could be risky, the surgeon changed his 
mind and asked the anaesthetist if he could do intubate right away (line 144). 
Thus, in closure, the anaesthetist replied that the order really did not matter, al-
though he supported the idea of intubating ‘first’ (line 146). 

However, just as the order seemed to have been settled (intubation and 
adenoidectomy/abrasion ‘first’, ear surgery second), the anaesthesia assistant men-
tioned an ‘overlap’ (line 149), whereafter the circulating nurse asked whether 
abrasion should be done first or not (line 151). So, to finally settle this argument 
the surgeon reconfirmed that the ‘adenuse’ should be done first (line 153). Then he 
simply left the room, arguably as another way to avoid any further questions. 

Still, even without the surgeon present in the room, and although they were 
about to finish the final preparations, the order of procedures was not completely 
settled for all. For example, about four minutes after the surgeon left the OR, the 
anaesthetist in charge asked the scrub nurse on which side of the patient they 
should position the outlet for anaesthetic gases:
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Excerpt 3f (3:46 minutes later)

155.Anaesthetist 2: u:::m (.) which side

((1.5))

156.Scrub nurse:   u:::m- yes what does he want (.) >we still get to  
    mo<- [ya:::

157.Anaesthetist 2:     NO:::PE] not move
158.Scrub nurse:   left

((beep))

159.Anaesthetist 2: not move
160.Scrub nurse:   >but u:::m< left (.) which is it now
161.Anaesthetist 2:  the abrasio use to be left isn’t it

((..))

162.Scrub nurse:   ya I don't know (what you do)-

 
The surgeon re-enters at the right side of the patient, as pointed out by the scrub nurse

163.Scrub nurse:    [(xxx)
164.Anaesthetist 2:     (xxx)]
165.Surgeon:     >what did you say<
166.Scrub nurse:    >we- do you want to have suction right le- or  

     [left<
167.Circulating nurse 1:  u:::m]
168.Scrub nurse:    >or in the middle<

((Surgeon takes a seat))

169.Surgeon:     u:::m I can take both sides (xxx)
170.Scrub nurse:    both sides >you want it in the MIDDLE then<
171.Surgeon:      °m° 

((..)) 

172.Scrub nurse:    it will be a split then
173.Circulating nurse 1: m
174.Scrub nurse:    then it's *the third alternative then*    

     [((laughter))
175.Assistant 1:     m
176.Anaesthetist 2:     ya::: that’s] a bit unusual
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Before starting surgery, the surgeon levels the operating table and microscope

((2s)) 

177.Anaesthetist 2: °now we'll d- like this° ((self talk)) you can do  
      (tymous) first

((beep)) 

178.     so (we'll take over) then (.) GOOD

((surgery starts on the right ear of the patient))

During this last phase of pre-surgery, the anaesthetist needed some indication 
on what side of the patient he should position the gas outlet. He asked the scrub 
nurse at the surgical site. At first she speculated that they would need to move the 
patient during surgery, but the anaesthetist did not agree, so she added that the 
surgery would be done on the ‘left’ (line 158). But, she was uncertain about what 
sense of left – the patient’s left ear, the left of the operating table, or some other 
‘left’. The anaesthetist therefore added that abrasion – which was said to be imple-
mented first – would be carried out from ‘the left’ (line 161), although the scrub 
nurse then added that she did not know what ‘they’ normally do (line 162). 

Right afterwards, the surgeon re-entered, which could have solved the dead-
lock, but instead of telling the nurse exactly where to place the outlet, the surgeon 
suggested that the nurse should do as she wished. That is, similar to what unfolded 
during the earlier stages of pre-surgery, he did not object to what the nurse even-
tually did – placing it in the ‘middle’, between the surgeon and the anaesthetist. 
Since the surgeon went straight to the surgical site, it can be argued that he was 
ready to start the surgery. But, while the surgeon moved the microscope towards 
himself and the patient, it appeared to the anaesthetist that they were about to do 
ear surgery – although they had repeatedly confirmed that the intubation and/or 
the adenoidectomy would be carried out first. So, before the surgeon got started 
(lines 177, 178), the anaesthetist confirmed to the surgeon – and seemingly to him-
self – that he was aware of the reintroduced working order.
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Intra-Surgery –"Indecision Lingers On (# 1.20 hours)

Pre-surgery entailed a complex and dynamic form of collaboration, in which the 
practitioners continually informed each other about medical or surgical decisions 
’in the making’. Basically, it appeared as if any practitioner, from any team or per-
spective, could revise or object to the working order at just about any point in time. 

As soon as the surgery begun, however, the division of labour became more 
stable. After the very first incisions there was considerably less talk about the order 
of surgical procedures. Simply put, the STs worked on the right side (and ear) of 
the patient, while the ATs stayed on the left side. Only once, a few minutes into 
surgery when a nurse informed the others about a different case, was there a short 
inter-professional discussion. That is, the largely tacit and divided labour unfolding 
right after the first incision may indicate that the teams had worked out their con-
ceptual differences before the critical parts of intra-surgery. 

For example, when the two anaesthetists made a second shift in the middle of 
intra-surgery. As they changed places with each other (on the left side of the pa-
tient), there were no explicit issues between surgery and anaesthesia. The surgery 
team just kept right on working on the ear surgery:

Excerpt 4a (00:53:20) 

 
After being a way from a greater part of the surgery, Anaesthetist 1 re-enters

179.Surgeon:    (xxx) do you have it

((9s))

180.Surgeon:    black suction

((3s)) 

181.Assistant 1:   ops (.) are you getting any room

((the assistant bumps into Anaesthetist 1))

182.Anaesthetist 1:  °°(yes so)°°

((2s))
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183.Anaesthetist 2:  °.h then (.) here u:::m ((mumble)) is an affection  
    about the first [arch°

184.Anaesthetist 1:      m:::]° 
185.Anaesthetist 2:  °yes uhm >so there might be< (a loss)°
186.Anaesthetist 1:  °m:::° 
187.Anaesthetist 2:  °a:::n so ventilated all the time° 
188.Anaesthetist 1:   °m° 
189.Anaesthetist 2:  °pressure (.) an then I've put some morphine° 
190.Anaesthetist 1:  °m:::° 
191.Anaesthetist 2:  °(unpurified) fifteen (xxx) (.) a:::n then- uhm  

    eventually as- as five hundred (..) panodil-so   
    (xxx)° 

192.Anaesthetist 1:  °m°
193.Circulating nurse 1:an then a tube- [too or
194.Anaesthetist 2:      °YES (.) Then] I haven't extra  

    (xxx) yet°
195.Anaesthetist 1:  °nope°
196.Anaesthetist 2:  °but we'll do that before we e:::n the (demask)°
197.Anaesthetist 1:  [°ya-°
198.Surgeon:    (xxx)] 
199.Anaesthetist 1:  >so I’ll take<° pressure ((Sw. ‘tryck’ cf. ‘push’))
200.Anaesthetist 1:  °(xxx)° YA

((Anaesthetist 1 takes over the tasks of Anaesthetist 2))

201.Surgeon:    brown suction

((7s)) 

202.    would you (hand over) a Needle on a connector (.)  
    §bo- it so much stuff§

203.Anaesthetist 2: *HA- !coffe- coffee!* 

((Anaesthetist 2 exists))

As can be seen, rather than a complete exchange of medical and surgical in-
formation between all participants, Anaesthetist 2 lowered his voice (°xxx°) or 
whispered (°°xxx°°), as he gave his colleagues a short overview of the anaesthetic 
state of the patient. Only at line 193, did the circulating nurse, who was less occu-
pied with ongoing surgery, briefly interrupt the two anaesthetists. Then, after more 
openly stating that he would go for a coffee break (line 203), Anaesthetist 2 left the 
room, while the surgery team continued with intra-surgery. That is, similar to the 
unfolding of anaesthesia during pre-surgery, the STs mainly noticed the general ac-
tivities of the anaesthetists (the shift itself), the general need for intubation, and the 
overall message that Anaesthetist 2 would take a coffee break. They did not, how-
ever, take notice of medical details.

The two teams continued to work largely in parallel until the surgeon pushed 
away the microscope and changed places with the anaesthetist to take care of the 
left ear. At that time, between stages of intra-surgery, did the surgeon and Anaes-
thetist 1 briefly converse. But then, arguably since they had already tested the tools 
and tubes used, the surgery on the left ear met with few technical complications 
and involved even less talk between the teams. 
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That said, it needs to be remembered that a largely divided workspace did not 
imply that there was a complete lack of inter-professional talk or interaction. As 
already seen above, some of the practitioners sometimes interrupted the work in pro-
gress on the other side. Also, even after they had passed (what would become) the 
midpoint of surgery, they continued to negotiate future activities. For example, 18 
minutes after the second shift of anaesthetists, there was a moment when a nurse 
located outside the OR signalled to the circulating nurse:

Excerpt 4b (18 minutes later)

204.Surgeon:     brown suction

((3s)) 

205.     puts itself there on the edge §(xxx)§
206.Circulating nurse 1: is it okay for them to Anaesthetise in sixteen
207.Surgeon:     m

 
The circulating nurse is about to leave the OR

((2s))

208.     NO we'll do abrasio here too

((..))

209.Circulating nurse 1: use to be over quickly or-
210.Surgeon:    no::: .h::: don't know
211.Circulating nurse 1: °m° 

((laughter, surgery continues))

Clearly, everything about ongoing and future work had still not been commu-
nicated to everyone. When the nurse asked the surgeon about the other case (line 
207), she needed his approval. First he just hummed in response, which she 
seemed to interpret as if he did not object, but before she reached the door the sur-
geon provided another and more explicit answer (line 208), seemingly to prevent 
her from leaving the OR. Then, since she got no additional information, she asked 
the surgeon how long the ‘abrasio’ would take (line 209), but he did not answer. 
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Thus, they reverted to a more quiet phase. A few minutes later, Anaesthetist 2 
reappeared for third time and took over from Anaesthetist 1. As previously, the 
shift took place without any extended talk exchanges or significant recognition 
from the STs. The only public information exchanged was that Anaesthetist 1 told 
the others that he would go to another OR (just as Anaesthetist 2 did in line 203), 
and after he left, the circulating nurse too changed places with another nurse. 

However, after another minute of surgery, this stale situation changed. First, 
seemingly without any feedback from the surgeon or instruments, the anaesthetist 
told the anaesthesia assistant to lower the gas level. Then, the surgeon stopped 
working, left the surgical area and the OR. Yet, according to his previous sugges-
tion (Line 133), he soon returned and positioned himself in the back of the room. 
Meanwhile, the anaesthetist rearranged his equipment and began intubating. As he 
was about to place the tube he asked the surgeon about his preferences: 

Excerpt 4c (24 minutes later on)

 
The anaesthetist intubates in front of the surgeon, the students, and the anaesthesia as-
sistant. Meanwhile, the ST nurses talk and work among themselves.

212.Anaesthetist 2: ya::: you want the tube in the Middle or

((..)) 

213.    mathew 

((..)) 

214.    that’s right- [martin
215.Scrub nurse:        martin]
216.Anaesthetist 2:  sorry ((the surgeon looks at the patient))

((1s))

217.Scrub nurse:  §(this one) you (save those) (it’s on)§

((2s))

218.Anaesthetist 2:  can you put that- over there [perhaps     
        ((gives the student a drip bag))

219.Student 2:           °jup°] 
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((the student tries to fit the drip bag somewhere)) 

((1s))

220.    °(xxx)°
221.Anaesthetist 2: ya okay then we'll take that one [over there
222.Student 2:            >(there] I  

    saw that)<

((The anaesthetist finishes the intubation, then checks the result with 
a stethoscope))

((12s))

((the surgeon sits down))

223.Anaesthetist 2:  >hold on< hold there

((2s))

224.Anaesthetist 2:  you got it in the Middle now
225.Surgeon:    m::: 

((the surgeon begin the adenoidectomy))

More specifically, the anaesthetist asked the surgeon if the tube should be 
placed in the middle, but since he called the wrong name, the scrub nurse replied. 
Next, as the surgeon did not object, the anaesthetist concluded that he could carry 
on with his task. The intubation itself also turned out to be a relatively24 straight-
forward and tacit procedure, so after the anaesthetist had completed his tasks and 
checked the patient’s breathing with the stethoscope (after Line 222) he simply in-
formed the surgeon that the tube was indeed placed ‘in the middle’. Then, they 
continued with the adenoidectomy without any prolonged discussions. 

Finally, after about one and a half hour of non-stop work on both sides of the 
patient, the anaesthetist prepared for post-surgery. Like at the end of ear-surgery, 
he initiated the ending of the adenoidectomy (and the surgery as a whole) by ask-
ing the assistant to lower gas levels, while glancing at regulators and the patient. At 
this point the professional boundaries began to dissolve; for example, the surgeon 
addressed the anaesthesia assistant about the content in the perioperative charts:

Excerpt 4d (10 minutes later)

226.Surgeon:   d- de- de ce A::: TWENTY25

((0.5s, the assistant goes to the counter))
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227.   °it should say°
228.   °§(xxx)§° 

 
The assistant is about to take chart notes, and turns to the anaesthetist for advice

229.Assistant 2:    de ce A::: TWENTY

((writes, 1s)) 

230.    ye:::s

((suction, 1s))

231.Surgeon:    e uhm be THIRTY
232.Assistant 2:    de:::
233.Surgeon:    e uhm be thirty 

((2s))

234.Anaesthetist 2: [done
235.Assistant 2:     de ce a] times two he said
236.Anaesthetist 2: °ye:::s°

The surgeon told the anaesthesia assistant to write down the surgical codes 
(DCA20 for the tympanostomy and EMB30 for the adenoidectomy/abrasion). At 
first, she did not hear what he said, and even after he had repeated the last codes, 
she was still confused. Apparently she interpreted them as being the same, which 
she mentioned to the anaesthetist (line 235). The anaesthetist did not correct her 
this time, but asked the surgeon if he had completed the operation. The surgeon 
did not answer explicitly yet his silence and the fact that the scrub nurse pushed 
away the gas outlet was interpreted as confirmation. Thereafter, the surgeon stood 
up, scanned the worksite, told the scrub nurse to add some additional numbers into 
the charts, and left the room together with the students.

Even though the surgeon had left the room, surgical work was not finished. 
The scrub nurse still had to deal with sutures and the anaesthesia assistant was still 
unsure about what to write in the charts. Also, right after the surgeon had left the 
room, the anaesthesia assistant discovered that the surgeon had forgotten the sur-
gical notes just taken:
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Excerpt 4e (17 seconds later)

   
The surgeon leaves the OR, while the anaesthesia assistant notes that he had forgotten to 
sign the surgery report

237.Assistant 2:    °he doesn’t take any paper it seems°

((..))

238.Anaesthetist 2:  don't know (..) it's my first day with him- so I  
    don't know- how it works really

((the anaesthetist looks towards the camera and researcher)) 

239.    *#TURN that one off#*

((the assistant continues to write))

240.Assistant 2:    NOW it is DONE (.) writing >zero zero< [then
241.Scrub Nurse:              SO]
242.Assistant 1:   now we'll have to say that it took a little more  

    time than we expected
243.Assistant 2:   m:::
244.Anaesthetist 2:  [°(xxx)° 
245.Scrub Nurse:       (xxx)] *we at least past a few years (left) in  

    uhm the twenty first century*
246.Anaesthetist 2:  <ye:::a>
247.Assistant 1:  I'll get bed- I’ll get the bed (xxx)
248.Assistant 2:    ye:::a

So, the assistant discovered a surgical problem, and the anaesthetist recog-
nised this as a problems for the surgery as a whole, since he (albeit smilingly) 
asked the researcher to turn off the camera (Line 239) – while the other assistant 
(who had returned) concluded that it took a bit longer than expected (Line 242) 
and suggested earlier.

On the other hand, as explicitly pointed out by the anaesthetist (Line 238), 
this was the first time he worked with this surgeon, so they could not really know if 
the latter was about to retrieve the papers later on. Nonetheless, since no one in the 
OR could leave their places to hand over the charts, they had to rely on their own 
ideas of the past operation:
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Excerpt 4e (1 minute later)

249.Assistant 2:    #ANTROPINE26 NASALLY (.) PLUS THE ABRASIO- WASN'T  
    IT#

((..))

250.Scrub nurse:   ya::: well (.) it's like two- (when he comes) one-
251.Anaesthetist 2:  the wax plug you may write [too
252.Scrub nurse:           one] (more) [(xxx)
253.Circulating nurse 2:           (xxx)]
254.Assistant 2:    wax removal- or-
255.Anaesthetist 2: yes

((..))

256.Scrub Nurse:  <ya::: wax extrusion> 

((1s)) 

257.Assistant 2:   °°wax°° °removal° (.) I'm writing in swedish here  
    okay ((laughter))

258.Scrub nurse:  <we're writing u:::m> (.) are you writing that too
259.Anaesthetist 2:  no:::pe (about) operation one have to write (.) so  

    that the ward- know what's done

 
The assistant tries to finish the last parts of the report, while the others are watching

260.Scrub nurse:  m::: but u:::m

((..)) 

261.    bec- like this it cannot

((the nurse turns page)) 

((beep))

262.    here we have all doubles (.) because there they’ll  
    write [(by themselves) ((noise))] okay

263.
264.Assistant 2:    WHAT 

((..)) 

265.    HERE- ((shakes the paper))
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266.Scrub nurse:   I mean the others- the current paper [(as)
267.Assistant 2:             HERE] I've  

    wrote down (.) >or where[then-<
268.Scrub nurse:         >I] mean-< §(xxx)§ so  

    (.) on the other there are several ones
269.
270.Assistant 2:    ya::: it-
271.Scrub nurse:   you have like- then he can write that for himself

((beep)) 

((bee:::p))

272.Anaesthetist 2:  can you u:::m ventilate some Now and then (.) like  
    that 

273.Assistant 2:   m::: 

((post-surgery continues for another 15 minutes))

In the very final part of intra-surgery, the anaesthesia assistant was still trying 
to make sense of the past events, and enter the correct codes into the charts. As 
seen in e.g. line 271, however, she left some technical parts for the surgeon or post-
surgery ward – the data she addressed in the open, and arguably wrote in the 
charts, was not particularly specific for this case. Instead, she referred to how ‘one’ 
usually does and let the surgeon decide the more technical portions of surgery. 

This way to further distribute (break down) the last parts of intra-surgery 
emphasised the multi-professional nature of surgery and that it could not be con-
ducted without a collaborative effort among nurses, physicians, and administrative 
staff. The last parts of the excerpt thus point out that single participants, such as 
the anaesthesia assistant, did not know – and could not know – the complete or 
ideal picture of each case. Although she had been situated right beside the patient 
for quite some time, she had not been in the room for the entire surgery, or looked 
into (taken part of) every unfolding event – nor had any of the other participants. 
Official decision makers, such as the surgeon and the anaesthesiologist involved, 
explicitly emphasised for co-workers (and themselves) that they did not want to 
interfere with the technical details of others. In other words, they deferred many 
technical and critical problems to nurses and anaesthetists, or ‘allowed’ other pro-
fessionals decide for themselves.
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Changing and Fragmented Accountabilities
Hospital surgery can be a largely distributed and incremental procedure. A formal 
summary of the empirical walkthrough above would be that there were at least 
three major stages of surgery (apart from everything else that took place before, or 
after, the patient’s stay in the ward): surgical preparation and examination (palpation 
of the larynx); surgery of the left and right ear (tubes and wax removal); and ‘abrasion’ 
of the adenoid glands (adenoidectomy). In addition, four phases of surgical anaesthe-
sia were co-ordinated with the surgery: pre-surgery consultation and anaesthesia; intra-
surgical narcosis and use of opioids; intubation; and finally post-surgery recovery. 

That is to say, rather than starting or ending with an openly shared common 
ground, a form of mutual independence or elbowroom was maintained between the 
teams involved. Recall the first part of anaesthesia preparations: in just a few sec-
onds, the anaesthetist spoke about what he was about to do, when and if it should 
be performed, and how it would be carried out. By talking out aloud he also in-
formed his colleagues, the students, the parent, and the patient. Yet, he did not 
turn to each listener present, or carefully check whether everyone understood his 
message. He ‘talked to the room’ (cf. e.g. Garbis, 2002) or to anyone who stood 
nearby at that point in time. Meanwhile, other utterances by the anaesthetist could 
be seen as self-talk or whispering. The anaesthetist therefore never communicated 
a complete outline of ongoing or potential procedures. The details he mentioned, 
such as anaesthesia by mask and opioid use, primarily concerned how the surgery 
would relate to his own work; and when he turned to the parent he withheld as-
pects such as the possibility of wax removal and the precise tasks and roles of 
‘Doctor Ted’27 and ‘Doctor Ear’.

Similar ways of selectively distributing, rather than fully sharing, information 
and decisions could be spotted throughout the case. When the anaesthesiologist ar-
rived, for instance, he asked the anaesthetist about the basics of the case, and then 
he gathered more detailed information from the parent and patient directly. At the 
same time, the anaesthetist and the assistant continued to listen to parts of the con-
sultation. So, the anaesthesiologist made a few utterances (humming and self-talk), 
which indicated that he had no objections to the preparations of others, although he 
never ‘discussed’ the case. The consultation also ended when it was announced that 
the current setup was ‘okay‘. He then left the room without any clarification about 
what had been prepared or what should be ahead. 
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In the same vein, the surgeon did not start the surgery by interfering with the 
details of anaesthesia or nursing; nor did he extensively discuss his own procedures 
or plans with the others. After returning to the OR at the end of pre-surgery, he 
immediately examined the patient with his hands, talked quietly to himself, and 
then told the anaesthetist to intubate. In this process he briefly allude the anaesthe-
sia, but he did not say what specific kind of surgery he would perform or how it 
would affect anaesthesia work. That is, he made sure that some participants had 
been informed about some aspects of the procedures.

Considering the lack of shared information, it was no surprise to see a number 
of socio-technical hitches, or to see that they put off some decisions to other times 
or other constellations of participants. As seen from line 133 and onwards, discus-
sions – rather than the manual work itself – became confusing. At first the surgeon 
and the ATs seemed to agree with each other, when they argued that the ‘tubing’ 
(i.e. ear surgery, not intubation) would be the first procedure. Next, the surgeon 
stated that ‘intubation’ should be performed, and suggested that intubation and the 
following ‘abrasion’ should be done prior to the ear-surgery. Yet, only a few min-
utes after this part of the discussion, some of the nurses revealed that they were 
uncertain about what decision had been made, and in the last parts of pre-surgery 
it turned out that the surgeon and the anaesthetist present revised this decision by 
starting the ear surgery without informing anyone else. The surgery actually 
started just moments after they changed their working order. 

All these ambiguous passages of pre- and intra-surgery could thus be seen as 
‘innovative’ ways of avoiding joint decisions or personal/collective accountability, 
or as anything but successful brokering between co-located teams. It is possible, 
however, to single out practical reasons for not engaging in open discussions and 
decisions at any given time or place – or in front of everyone. Consider for example 
the beginning of pre-surgery. Before Anaesthetist 1 had delivered the surgeon’s 
preference, the other anaesthetist had already mentioned that they would induce 
anaesthesia by mask. But, even if they had the means to make a definite decision, 
they had to wait for the surgeon. After all, when the surgeon’s message was deliv-
ered, those present in the OR did not know whether the adenoidectomy would or 
could be carried out. The patient had to be examined first. Later on, we similarly 
saw how the surgeon only interfered with AT work when he felt that something 
was about to go completely wrong. Other than that, he preferred to let surgical 
nurses and anaesthetists make their own decisions. 

Therefore, not until the entire surgery had ended, and after the surgeon and 
the students had left the room, was it possible to see some kind of prolonged dis-
cussion about what had been said and done.
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6. The ‘Inter-Created’ Patient
The previous chapter ended without having identified a stable and persistent common 
ground among practitioners and teams. This chapter continues with the ear surgery case 
from the previous chapter, probing the issue whether the patient herself could be that 
ground. Just as in the previous chapter, the study will begin with selected excerpts from 
pre-surgery anaesthesia and then consider at how patient-centred interaction unfolded 
between surgery and anaesthesia.

A Source of Information
According to the official hospital organisation, anaesthetists, nurses, and surgeons 
are supposed to work as specialists or with different parts of the hospital service. 
So, the division of labour unfolded in the past chapter could be treated as normal 
workplace interaction. Besides, all practitioners involved cannot be expected to 
care or know about everything. Rather, they must engage in personal and interper-
sonal ‘condensation and selection’ (Edelenbos & Eeten, 2001) of technical means. 

It should be added, however, that the same division of labour could be inter-
preted as a sign of underlying problems in co-ordination. Simply put, how would 
co-located teams be able to work efficiently, on a daily basis, if they did not negoti-
ate problems or decisions that arise? It can also be noted that the hospital admini-
stration has not officially required any a clear-cut division among surgical profes-
sions (specialists, generalists, newcomers, experienced practitioners, and so forth). 
When interviewed about practice, not only did practitioners and administrators 
express a preference for inter-professional co-operation; many argued that insofar 
as possible they try to function a single unit throughout the workday. 

That is to say, according to the official story, STs, ATs, and general ODPs are 
not separate communities, but elements in a single department. Any kind of surgi-
cal task, moreover, has a quite explicit source of information, which should be able 
to afford this joint perioperative perspective, with or without an explicit agenda. It 
is the patient who is placed on the operating table. But, although the patient is a 
given concern, the sequences of surgery cannot be expected to flow without socio-
technical creativity or hitches. Rather, each practitioner has to make the patient 
into a common ground (Johnson, 2004; Rajani & Perry, 1999). Or, put differently, 
in contrast to the official case description, a patient in surgery might be more of a 
quasi objective (Brown & Middleton, 2005) than one source of information.

This second empirical chapter will take a closer look at a number of sequences 
that were omitted from the past chapter to further examine the idea that there is 
something more substantial to inter-professional work than some kind of tacit or 
underlying strangeness among communities of practice.
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Preparation for Surgical Anaesthesia – Revisited
One basic technique to reduce the time for surgery is to prepare for anaesthesia in 
the OR, rather than inducing anaesthesia in a separate wardroom and then bring-
ing the patient to surgery. However, the patient is not prepared in the OR just to 
save time. Another major reason is that surgical anaesthesia is a delicate procedure 
that cannot be completed in a single step. Even in the most routine cases, admini-
stration of any medication and gas may harm the patient physically (or just cause 
the patient to feel bad), if administered in the wrong dose or at the wrong time. 
Thus, anaesthetists need to arrive at the proper combination and timing of medica-
tions, and the best way to applying them (by mouth, per rectum, intravenously, in-
tranasally, etc.). In addition they must combine medications with inhalation seda-
tion (nitrous oxide and oxygen) and fluids (saline or glucose solutions), which may 
interact with medications before, during, or after surgery.

Especially when it comes to small children with possible heart problems or 
narrow airways, practitioners must consider that the human body can only stand a 
limited amount of gas and medications, and that veins can only be punctured once 
or twice. The anaesthetists in charge therefore monitor the patient for pain (i.e. 
looking at the pupils, breathing tube, respirator, respiration rate, and so forth) and 
prepare the patient emotionally for the events to come. Otherwise, the surgery, or 
parts of it, may have to be postponed. 

Below we will follow two additional excerpts, which show how difficult it was 
to ‘read’ the patient, and then to combine the resulting or situated information with 
the overall socio-technical progression at work and with the surgical events taking 
place on the other side of the patient.28

The Patient as Actor and Common Ground

The intricate mix between unfolding medical and surgical events was of obvious 
concern from the first moments of pre-surgery. Consider the following excerpt as 
an example. Immediately after the patient had been placed adjacent to the operat-
ing table, or more precisely in the parent’s lap, the anaesthetist and the assistant 
started to attach monitoring equipment and administer pre-surgery drugs (Pento-
thal and Atropine). The drugs was administered through a ‘venflon‘, a venous 
catheter inserted into the patient’s vein and taped onto the extremity, serving as an 
interface between the patient’s body and tubing to inject medication; and as an in-
terface between the body and the anaesthesia monitors. The excerpt begins when 
the anaesthetist is about to apply the venflon:
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Excerpt 5a (00:00:41)

274.Anaesthetist 2: we shall see- if you have some like this so that  
    the Heart u:::m stands here- on you

((3s))

275.    °m:::° (.) warm an nice

((..))

276.Parent:     m::: 

((..))

277.Anaesthetist 2: warm an nice it should have been
278.Assistant 1:  [loo- look here you (what a box here)
279.patient:    m:::
280.Anaesthetist 2:  then we do one- one o- two Tries]
281.Parent:     m
282.Anaesthetist 2: this one–

((..)) 

283.    one or two tries it is
284.Parent:    alright
285.Anaesthetist 2: [on that (xxx)
286.Assistant 1:    YET this isn't Really that (xxx)] can you hold it  

    [so
287.Patient:       m]
288.Anaesthetist 2: ye:::s m nope >I'll hold here- hold the bendfinger  

    then<- if you hold it- the hand the hand here   
    °°we’ll see then°°

289.Parent:    m
290.Assistant 1:   (look) a Cow
291.Anaesthetist 2:  °mu:::°
292.Patient:    °(xxx)°
293.Assistant 1:   right- cow
294.Patient:    °(xxx)°
295.Asssistant 1:   shall we look for more animals (.) that was a guy- 

    I think- a boy with pyjamas
296.Anaesthetist 2: *Bananas in pyjamas*
297.Assistant 1:   I don’t know what it is-
298.Student 1:   °bananas in pyjamas°
299.Assistant 1: - > I dunna [recognise him<
300.Anaesthetist 2:        *>pom] pom pom Pom<* 

((Anaesthetist 2 shakes a medication packet)) 

((1.5s))

301.Assistant 1:   an that’s a Frog (.) with clothes on 
302.Patient:    §(xxx)§
303.Anaesthetist 2:  that’s a bit strange isn’t it

((3s, Anaesthetist 2 opens the packet))

304.Assistant 1:   do you have any animals at home
305.Parent:    m- 
306.Assistant 1:   °not-°
307.Patient:    nope
308.Parent:    you are allergic to *he- he*
309.Patient:    °@m@°
310.Assistant 1:   ye:::s but that’s really common unfortunately
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As seen, the ATs rapidly shifted between multiple tasks, as they monitored the 
patients reactions and tried to make her respond to treatment. With help from the 
parent, they also tried to make her as comfortable as possible; in that context they 
used a simplified or even childish vocabulary, e.g. ‘warm and nice’ (line 277), this 
one’ (line 282), ‘the bend-finger’ (line 288), and ‘pom pom’ (line 300), in an effort 
to engage or include the patient in front of them. Yet, simultaneously, the anaesthe-
tist talked to himself (e.g. lines 275, 285) or to the assistant (e.g. line 280), as if he 
did not want to explain what ‘tries’ or ‘this’ and ‘that’ were all about. Also, they all 
tried to distract the patient from the instruments. As seen from line 290, for in-
stance, the assistant showed the child a box of toys29, while the anaesthetist was 
busy applying the venflon and the parent assisted by holding her still.

Toys and other distractions, however, did not mean that the setting was all 
comfortable for the patient. As they continued with the needle insertion, the pa-
tient started to moan, first subtly but then more loudly. ‘Something’ was not right:

Excerpt 5b (1 minute and 30 seconds later) 

311.Patient:    °veoy°
312.Parent:    m
313.Anaesthestist 2: °°I don’t know°°
314.Patient:   ((hiccup))
315.Assistant 1:   that’s a little Sleeper hiccup
316.Patient:    ((hiccup))
317.Parent:     °yes°
318.Patient:    a o:::
319.Anaesthestist 2:  o O:::PS
320.Assistant 1:   you were a good girl right (.) RIGHT (.) holding so 

    still §you are so good§
321.Patient:    ((mumbles))

((3s))

322.Anaesthetist 2: §that’s some§ Spaghetti that hit ya now- 
323.Parent:    ya hm::: (.) °a little one°
324.Anaesthetist 2:  °°s:::o- dam- exactly°°

((..))

325.Patient:    °((mumbles))°
326.Assistant 1:   we're messing a little with ya

((2s))

327.Patient:    °°ah a:::sh°°
328.Parent:    °°ops°°

((..))

329.     °ops° (.) §please keep still§
330.Anaesthetist 2: °°((self talk))°°
331.Assistant 1:   you were good an keeping still so long

((3s))
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332.Patient:    °shu:::p°
333.Anaesthetist 2: °°ya::: nope exactly (well)°°

((1.5s))

334.Parent:    she doesn't want to go along

Although she did not physically hinder the process, the patient moaned when 
the anaesthetist tried to insert the venflon. Arguably, the anaesthetist and the assis-
tant had seen many similar situations before, but they were not sure about what 
was wrong. Hence, they came up with several explanations to the patient’s behav-
iour. First the assistant interpreted sounds from her as a ‘sleeper-hiccup’ (line 315) 
and, while the parent told the patient to keep still, they tried again in the same arm. 

Next, as the anaesthetist did not get the needle right and as the patient was 
still resisting, he concluded that he had to try something else. Soon after line 334, 
the anaesthetist concluded that the needle was already ‘inside the vein’ but without 
any sign of blood. Accordingly, the assistant placed a syringe with ‘sodium cit-
rate’30 in front of him, to stop coagulation:

Excerpt 5c (1 minute later)

335.Anaesthetist 2:  °°now let’s see he:::re°°

((1s)) 

336.Patient:    ah
337.Anaesthetist 2: we'll take some sodium citrate °§((mumble))   

    (remember) perhaps§° (.) you may need to help me  
    here- beca- I can't let go  here

((2s))

338.    °§ ((mumble)) (.) ya <then we'll put that (down)  
    there>§° °°((mumble))°° 

((3s))

339.Parent:    °tired° 
340.((..))
341.Assistant 1:   °@is there anything (.) nope@°
342.Anaesthetist 2:  °yea §I think she's a li- tired- cause it went so  

    fast°§
343.Assistant 1:   °@((mumble))@° yea she’s really [tense
344.Anaesthetist 2:            alright then]   

    (.) NOPE then we won't do that (.) then we’ll take  
    and u:::m let it stay on awhile >wait a second can  
    I have a piece of plaster on that<

345.Patient:    .h
346.Anaesthetist 2:  or should we take away- we’ve got the OTHER arm-  

    yes we had
347.Parent:    [m:::
348.Patient:    .h:::
349.Anaesthetist 2:     we] have like o:::ne-
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350.Assistant 1:   yeah we have one like that
351.Anaesthetist 2:  @m:::@ (.) we’ll take away [that one  
352.Assistant 1:          >fix it<] 
353.Anaesthetist 2: §> you do that<§ an then we’ll try again-
354.Parent:    m
355.Anaesthetist 2:  >>that did not hurt- did it<< (.) >I think not< 
356.Parent:    §no:::pe§

So, along with the insertion of the venflon and administration of sodium cit-
rate, they continued to address what was bothering the patient. Since they saw no 
blood, following the earlier suggestion by the parent, the anaesthetist concluded 
that she was probably tired and that the procedure was carried out a little too fast 
(line 342). The assistant also thought that she was exceedingly tense, so the anaes-
thetist decided that the venflon should stay on for a while (line 344), but immedi-
ately afterwards he suggested that they could remove the venflon and use the pa-
tient’s ‘other arm’ (line 346) and try again (line 353).

First, however, they applied a plaster on the wound from the needle used:

Excerpt 5d (1 seconds later)

357.Assistant 1:   SO you got an- (.) [a small sticking plaster there  
    for a while

358.Anaesthetist 2:    °(xxx)°
359.Parent:         m:::] §that’s not funny§ m
360.Assistant 1:   ((patient moans)) that was not so fine
361.Parent:    yes she hates plasters-
362.Assistant 1:   [okay
363.Anaesthetist 2:   hm:::]
364.Assistant 1:   ops that wasn't so good (.) should we take it off  

    in a little [while
365.Parent:         YES]
366.Anaesthetist 2:  YOU hold it please
367.Parent:    yes
368.Anaesthetist 2:  °or it’s going to get clamped yea°
369.Patient:    ((yawns)) 
370.Anaesthetist 2: YA [(xxx)
371.Assistant 1:  could you hold that] in the other (.) squeeze that  

    arm too
372.Parent:    °@(xxx)@ (xxx)° ((to patient)) 
373.Anaesthetist 2:  .h app

((1.5s))

374.Anaesthetist 2:  °§yes can you hold a finger [(there)§°
375.Assistant 1:             m:::] (.) REALLY  

    good
376.Patient:    [((yawns))
377.Anaesthetist 2:     (xxx)] °lisa will stand that°
378.Parent:    yes usually she’s ((mumble)) (.) *needle pricks an  

    such that's Nothin- an so about plasters [it-*
379.Anaesthetist 2:                   ya:::]
380.Parent:    ((laughter))
381.Assistant 1:   *that's the worst* ((to patient))
382.Parent:    *yes*

((..))
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383.Anaesthetist 2:  °then it's a bit trickier- <u:::m uhm> over the arm

((..)) 

384.    >it- it-< one like bends [the u:::m°
385.Parent:             °m:::°]
386.Anaesthetist 2:  °°the hands°°

The parent had followed the process and could therefore explain to the ATs 
that while the patient had no problem with needle pricks, she reacted quite 
strongly to plasters and tape. This was something that the practitioners may have 
figured out by themselves, but arguably not as swiftly and accurately as the parent. 
The anaesthetist therefore considered yet another option, to place the venflon ‘over 
the arm’ (line 383). 

However, as he was searching for an instrument in the desk in front of him 
(and did not find what he wanted), the anaesthetist told the assistant to hold the 
patient’s arm. Then they applied some plasters anyway, on her chest and arm 
around the venflon. As the procedure went well, despite the plasters, the assistant 
turned to the patient and told her she was doing fine:

Excerpt 5b (50 seconds later)

387.Assistant 1:   how GOOD you were
388.Anaesthetist 2:  °@S:::O@° °°((mumbles))°°
389.Assistant 1:   good
390.Patient:    .h::: 
391.Anaesthetist 2:  §<great:::>§ a REALLY good girl you
392.Patient:    .h:::
393.Parent:    °@good@° 

((..)) 

394.    so it’s ice cream for a week [now
395.Anaesthetist 2:           could] you take away 

    the cork- as we did now

((2s)) 

396.Parent:    °°((mumbles))°° 
397.Anaesthetist 2:  if one takes away the gland behind the nose then  

    ICE cream is an u:::m really ((smiles)) good-   
    Treatment afterwards 

398.Parent:    m:::
399.Assistant 1:   so:::
400.Anaesthetist 2:  °on may have as u:::m° 
401.Parent:    °(another) [(a bit so)°
402.Assistant 1:      °now I'm° here an Tinkering again
403.Anaesthetist 2:           COOLING]-  

    cooling is like a good way to- 
404.Parent:    That’s RIGHT (.) it takes out-
405.Anaesthetist 2: ya::: u:::m it hurts a bit- an then- Cold s good  

    then youknow
406.Assistant 1:   °take it awhile- this one° (.) good now (.) °°so°° 

((applies the plasters))
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407.Patient:    .h::: 
408.Anaesthetist 2: m:::

((he smiles at patient and hums))

409.Assistant 1:   you're so good (.) aren’t you
410.Patient:    [((makes a sound)) 
411.Parent:    even more plasters]
412.Assistant 1:   yes even more (.) that you don't [like 
413.Parent:            *yes*]
414.Anaesthetist 2:  but what do you now (.) we can put one of these (.) 

    rags >in a web<- on a tissue (.) m
415.Parent:    yes now she isn't saying anything- so it-
416.Patient:    .h:::
417.Anaesthetist 2:  an so we can put it in here youknow- this one’s  

    sodium
418.Parent:    m
419.Anaesthetist 2:  an some water- so that we flush some water here

((the preparations continued for another seven minutes, until the anaes-
thesiologist appeared, as seen in the previous chapter)) 

Thus, the problem with the venflon and the taping resulted in technical col-
laboration between the practitioners and parent. The parent had an important role 
in the process. He reminded the patient that she would get ice cream ‘for a week’ 
(line 393). Thereafter, the anaesthetist (from line 396) explained the anaesthetic 
use and implementation of ice cream, which, in a way, made the parent an impor-
tant part of post-surgery care. 

Intra-Surgical Dialogue
Anaesthesia by mask was induced after preparing both patient and parent, techni-
cally and emotionally. So, before surgery began the ATs did not confine themselves 
to what was needed in a medical sense, or what they planned (were told) to do. As 
the practitioners observed the reaction of the patient, they also explained the ongo-
ing procedures so they made sense to the patient and parent, in such a way as to 
make their ‘clients’ active participants the medical treatment.Thus, the initial parts 
of pre-surgery preparation were truly joint accomplishments and although they 
still applied a few plasters and had to make two ‘tries’, the pre-preparations (as a 
whole) turned out to be adequate for the forthcoming surgery.

This more extended and ‘social’ collaboration, however, was not the only way 
to interact with, and talk about, the patient and those around her. During intra-
surgical work a different kind of socio-technical interaction unfolded between sur-
gery and anaesthesia.
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The Patient as Divided Object

After the patient was put to sleep and the parent had left the room, there was little 
reasons or opportunity to address the patient as an individual. Thus, instead of 
switching between care of the patient and associated technical concerns, surgical 
interaction now shifted between technical procedures and explanations (teaching) 
for the students and other bystanders. (This was discussed in the past chapter.) 

Nevertheless, there was not a given or impregnable boundary between sur-
gery and anaesthesia. Just as they made the patient into a joint concern by includ-
ing others, they had to ’make a difference’ by openly stating (rather then thor-
oughly explaining) what was not shared or known by all. For example, when wait-
ing for the surgeon, the anaesthetists and assistants started to explain the general 
procedures to the students who were observing (meanwhile the ST nurses talked 
in the background):

Excerpt 6a (00:19:42)

420.Anaesthetist 2: they're a bit difficult- these (.) DOWNsyndrom   
    kinds- >large tongue< an so ya

421.Student 1:   @m:::@ 
422.Assistant 1:   °°((self talk, writing charts))°° §it's§ an   

    Outgoing pressure at hundred times-
423.Anaesthetist 2:  NO::: (.) you can write hu:::ndred-
424.Assistant 1:   °m (that's good)°

((9s))

425.Anaesthetist 2:  she has a big tongue okay
426.Student 1:   m::; 
427.Anaesthetist 2:  larger than other kids tongues

((3s))

428.    §then it is much harder with  u:::m (.) it's Large- 
    >if you then<- find- find a (kind of Cloth)- which  
    (is included) snapped on the NOSE (.) so that   
    they’ll enter- enter through the nose§

429.Student 1:   m (.) did ya change or what
430.Anaesthetist 2:  ya::: I changed size on that- that one is too   

    small actually

((1s))

431.    one gets contractions §i:::n in the skin if it   
    i:::t§ 

432.Student 1:   AHA::: 
433.Anaesthetist 2:  a bit §(unfree) (xxx) then§
434.Student 1:   m:::

((5s))

435.    is that what they're looking at (.) if one’s about  
    to change the tube- or if they're about to

((Anaesthetist 2 puts his hand to his chest and then on the patient))

436.Anaesthetist 2: the throat [(xxx) ((noise))
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437.Student 1:       °aha:::° ((nodding)) (xxx)]
438.Anaesthetist 2:  like the chest can rise up so 

((moves his hand up and down)) 

439.    so that they get up so
440.Student 2:   (xxx)
441.Anaesthetist 2:  ya- so ((moves his hand)) uhm (.) an unfree airflow
442.    [(xxx) ((noise))
443.Student 2:     (xxx) hm]

((7s)) 

444.Anaesthetist 2:  .h >(the pentol) with those< fifteen antropin (.)  
    and u:::m seventyfive fifteen 

((1.5))

445.    venflon- can write that- venflon second try- u:::m 
    °on the body°

((..)) 

446.    left arm
447.Assistant 1:   how much pento did you say 
448.Anaesthetist 2:  seventy five

((the surgeon enters the OR))

So, when they addressed the students the members of the anaesthesia team 
gave emphasise to the medical (biological) and technical aspect of the case. No 
longer was the anaesthetist talking to ‘Lisa’ (‘the good girl’), he was talking about 
patients like her in general (‘they’, line 420); i.e., about a general category of pa-
tients with a certain anatomy (bigger tongue, line 427), which would make the op-
eration ‘much harder’ (line 428) to perform. In addition to these verbal interactions 
(and the use of monitors), the anaesthetist kept his hands on the patient and felt 
her breathing, without informing the others about what he registered.

Similarly technical talk and activities could be seen when the STs approached 
the patient during intra-surgery. Basically, the surgeon did not say much about the 
patient as a person or as an individual case, but referred to her as ‘the patient’, 
‘him’ (sic), or ‘the child’. Likewise, as the operating and circulating nurse assisted 
the surgeon, they did not really discuss the general condition of the patient, but 
talked about the surgical site and the work of the surgeon. 

These discursive similarities between surgery and anaesthesia, however, did 
not mean that STs and ATs only discussed the progression of intra-surgery; nor did 
they talk about the same technical aspects at the same time. Instead, from the very 
beginning of intra-surgery, talk and interaction shifted between concerns relating 
to surgery and anaesthesia. Consider the following event, in which the teams 
solved an problem that arose during the earliest stages of ear-surgery. The example 
begins when the surgeon wanted a change in position of the operating table:
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Excerpt 6b (26 minutes later)

449.Surgeon:    TURN The patient AWAY from me 

((the anaesthetist turns the table, 2s))

450.    °ya::: thanks- thanks that’s okay° 

((18s, surgery continues)) 

451.Assistant 1:   >I spoke to andrew (.) (about when) she wants to be 
    handed over now <

452.Anaesthetist 2: m::: 

((..))

453.Assistant 1:   then they said
454.Surgeon:    TURN the patient AGAINST me

((the anaesthetist turns the table))

455.    °take suction°  
456.Assistant 1:  then i:::t's as expected then-
457.Anaesthetist 2:  m ye:::s

In this part of the excerpt they clearly shared ‘the patient’ on some level of 
abstraction, and judging from the way the surgeon raised his voice (lines 449, 454), 
his work could not be continued (as it was) without swift assistance from the 
anaesthetist. Yet, the two practitioners did not negotiate the overall surgical treat-
ment of the patient in front of them, nor did they talk about the details of anaesthe-
sia. In line 450, the surgeon even thanked the anaesthetist for helping out, as 
though he were not obligated to help out in the first place; and in lines 451 and 453 
the assistant tried to address a forthcoming shift of anaesthetists, which was com-
pletely unrelated to the adjustment of the operating table.

That is, during this incident the anaesthetist was not really talking to the sur-
geon at all. He was helping the surgeon with a surgical matter and then returned to 
monitor the anaesthesia equipment. So, the first and only occasion when the sur-
geon openly explained what was happening with the surgical incisions took place 
when he and the scrub nurse turned to the students:

Excerpt 6c (2 minutes and 24 seconds later)

458.Surgeon:   can take a look- at this
459.Student 1:   @m:::@

((..))

460.Scrub nurse:  [TAKE A LOOK ((the surgeon waves))]
461.Surgeon:    it- u:::m there are u:::m >pretty difficult to say- 

    explain< there are pretty mu:::ch alterations in  
    this ear which >one should look out for<

462.Student 1:   m:::
463.Surgeon:    it depends- but u:::m §[but- (xxx) ((suction))]§  

    just learned this mySelf
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((3s))

464.    >you may< defected- the ear canal- abra(t)io on the 
    tongue (.) DOWN there (.) there on (arcus) pedis  
    on the second arch

465.Student 1:  m
466.Surgeon:    an this one the second arch (.) here on uhm under  

    lays (.) down THERE somewhere- can you see anyway  
    [xxx

467.Student 1    (xxx)] (xxx) (the fifteen)
468.Surgeon:    yes (xxx)

((talk within the anaesthesia team, 5s))

469.Sugeon:    m::: (.) (the mirror)

((1.5))

470.Surgeon:    HERE’s a kind of en aversion that one get (xxx)  
    (out) off (the exhalation gases)- here it was a  
    large wax blockage- a large us- USUR so to say-  
    this is not something- one usually See [§doesn't  
    appear (xxx)§ ((noise))] has appeared

471.Student:    m
472.Surgeon:    it's a bit hard to understand- so §(xxx)§ @away@

((21s)) 

473.Surgeon:    °suction° bro- Brown 

((suction 12s))

474.    double BLACK suction

((15s))

((The anaesthetist signal to his colleague through the OR-window))

475.Student 2:   §°was it on- that one that- that it was°§ a wax  
    blockage 

476.Surgeon:    >°this one°< NOE- it (has) (not) the wax blockage-  
    it was there it was [stuck

477.Student 2:           *he- yea*]
478.Surgeon:    in this retardation (.) here's the eardrum level  

    a:::n here in relation- continues down as that one- 
    up towards that one

The surgeon’s description of the patient may seem similar to how the anaes-
thetist referred to the patient above (from line 422). They both introduced the stu-
dents to ongoing work, and they mentioned the anatomy of the patient (line 464 
and onwards) and that this case would be harder than usual (e.g. line 464). Yet, 
looking more closely at the two conversations, the anaesthesia-related problems 
concerned how the tongue could obstruct the use of tubes and that the mask did 
not fit the the patient’s mouth. The surgeon’s talk concerned the ‘arches’ over the 
throat, the ear passages, and the glands that would be operated. Additionally, he 
mentioned aspects of the surgery that were unknown to the anaesthetist, such as 
the ear wax that would have to be removed and the unusually narrow ear passages, 
which would make the surgery difficult to perform.
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After this pause from regular work, surgical interaction became increasingly 
‘internal’, as the surgeon was telling the scrub nurse what instruments he wanted; 
such as ‘forceps’ and ‘suction’ devices, and variations of these instruments:

Excerpt 6d (6:40 minutes later)

479.Surgeon:   brown suction 

((4s)) 

480.   BROWN suction

((11s))

481.   the tube 

((4s))

482.   °hu:::m° 

((..)) 

483.   you- you take- the forceps

((3s))

484.Scrub Nurse: is it okay <° HERE is the large one [(okay)
485.Surgeon:              m:::](.) you  

   can hold this here

((surgeon waves swiftly with his arms))

486.    can you #COME AN HOLD#
487.Scrub Nurse: m::: 

((16s))

488.Surgeon:   take forceps (.) flush fluid

((9s)) 

489.   the forceps (.) BROWN suction

((13s)) 

490.   the tube

((and so forth))

Again, the two teams did not share technical concerns. The surgeon rather 
addressed his own instruments, or the immediate events around the surgical site. 

Still, although the teams had not been talking ‘with’ each other, the ATs and 
ODPs had observed and listened to the STs. This collaboration could be seen 
when the surgery was about to shift from ear surgery to adenoidectomy. First the 
anaesthetist administered opioid, and told an assistant to write it down in the chart. 
Thereafter, he nodded to the surgeon to sign that the surgery was about to end. 
Similarly, the scrub nurse, who had assisted the surgeon, did not observe every-
thing that happened to the patient, so she repeatedly asked him about which tubes 
that had been placed.
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In other words, most of the surgical work was not discussed in the open, sim-
ply because it went roughly as planned. Apart from a few momentary hitches, as 
the initial problems with the venflon and plasters, there was only one truly unex-
pected and potentially dangerous problem; and therefore only one explicit inter-
professional discussion. This event occurred immediately after the anaesthetist had 
intubated the patient as the surgeon was about to begin the adenoidectomy. As he 
applied his instruments, he felt that the patient was not entirely asleep: 

Excerpt 6e (7 minutes later)

491.Surgeon:    °doesn't sleep (now)°
492.Anaesthetist 2:  was that okay
493.Surgeon:    she doesn’t seem to be sleeping enough now
494.Anaesthetist 2.  NOPE- pull the gas up (.) °two percent°

((1.5s))

495.Assistant 2:   pull the gas up a bit MORE
496.Anaesthetist 2:  m::: TWO percent

((suction)) 

497.Assistant 2:   two percent- >it should be two percent<-
498.Anaesthetist 2:  >§+(SHOULD) (I-)§ (TAKE) THE TIME+<- or- fifteen  

    (an) five

((suction))

499.Assistant 2:   °§too tittle§ now°
500.Anaesthetist 2:  you were saying
501.Assistant 2:    §I think per- it's too lit-§
502.Anaesthetist 2:  m 

((The assistant pulls the reservoir bag and the anaesthetist grabs it))

503.Assistant 2:   [too little in the box there now 
504.Surgeon:          §(xxx)§] 
505.Anaesthetist 2:  m:::
506.Assitant 2:   it’s usually written
507.Anaesthetist 2:  m 
508.Assitant 2:    still TOUCH31

509.Anaesthetist 2:  ya (.) an so can you THAT
510.Assistant 2:    THAT
511.Anaesthetist 2:  an::: u:::m set the Values at u:::m a bit higher  

    (.) a bit- ye:::a

((2s)) 

512.    >A BIT more< ((the assistant is humming)) 

((7s))

513.Surgeon:    °>(can I have) the scraper<° (.) °m:::°  

((1.5s))

514.Anaesthetist 2: [°(xxx)°
515.Surgeon:     (you may)] dispose that scraper thing 
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The mask that had just been applied did not fit snugly enough, so the anaes-
thetist quickly rearranged it. Judging from the immediate and loud response (line 
494 and onwards) from the anaesthetist, the surgeon detected a serious problem 
with the anaesthesia, which confirms that the relation between surgeon and anaes-
thetist was essential for the outcome – not only for surgery but equally so for an-
aesthesia. However, similar to how the anaesthetist assisted the surgeon earlier, the 
surgeon ‘merely’ detected this problem and then left it in the hands of the anaes-
thesia team. So, the collaboration was quite momentary. In line 490 the surgeon 
mentioned the problem, and then repeated it in line 492. Thereafter the anaesthe-
tist reacted and, with help from the assistant, solved the problem without any more 
interruption from the surgeon. Immediately after this was solved, the anaesthetist 
returned to using the reservoir bag, to feel the reaction of patient, and to monitor-
ing the anaesthesia machines; while the surgeon returned to working with the 
scrub nurse (line 511).

Therefore, not even at this critical phase did they negotiate the object of the 
surgery, at least not in any depth. The surgeon never explained the problem in de-
tail, nor did he try to help the others out. He rather assumed that they knew what 
to do and immediately continued with the adenoidectomy. Similarly, the others 
continued to observe the patient and the work of the surgical team. In doing so, 
one side usually whispered or gestured, rather than raising their voices over the 
other team, as can be seen in the final excerpt from the adenoidectomy: 

Excerpt 6f (20 seconds later)

516.Scrub nurse:   °fifteen zero zero (it is)°

((1.5))

517.Anaesthetist 2:  you take a look at u:::m bernie (.) BERNER32

((..)) 

518.Assistant 2:   almost twenty >I’d say<
519.Anaesthetist 2:  °ye:::o° 
520.Surgeon:    [°(xxx)°  
521.Assistant 2:   >divide it<]
522.Anaesthetist 2:  ya::: u:::m didn't know that- ventilated 
523.       §°so good°§ 

((..)) 

524.    that [seems better-
525.Assistant 2:             @(xxx)] up there@  

((2s))

526.Anaesthetist 2:  °ya:::° ((Assistant 2 moves stool))
527.Assistant 2:    get to wait for it (here)
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528.Anaesthetist 2:  ya::: though- I have still a::: good cu- curve §so  
    it it will (probably) (xxx)§

529.Assistant 2:    how is it right now
530.Anaesthetist 2:  no:::e i- it has gone DOWN at least °so that°(.)  

    °°yes°° 

((10s))

531.Surgeon:    the forceps 

((8s))

532.    °the suction°

((suction, 6s))

533.    the Sponge

((2s)) 

534.    TAKE forcep (.) #take the forceps#

((..))

535.    #+TAKE+ [the forceps#
536.Scrub nurse:      @YA:::A I KNOW] this@ (.) °(still do)°

((1s))

537.Surgeon:    mirror 

((4s)) 

538.    (r)ingknife

((2s))

539.Scrub nurse:   one KNIFE [got it-
540.Circulating nurse 2:     (xxx)
541.Surgeon:        #RING]knI:::FE#
542.Scrub Nurse:  one of these

((the adenoidectomy continues))

Again, there was no overlap between the teams. Although both teams were 
active in the latter part of the excerpt, and although they were situated right next 
to the patient and each other, each let the other team talk without interference. 
First (line 516) the scrub nurse answered a general question from the anaesthesia 
assistant, then (lines 517-530) the ATs discussed the passage of anaesthesia; after 
which the STs proceeded with surgery. That is, the surgeon was still referring to 
surgery and the surgical body, and the ATs to anaesthesia or the ‘medical body’, 
and only general or louder expressions could be noted by members of the other 
team. For example, consider the open signs of tension between the surgeon and 
nurse in the last few lines above (lines 534-541). What unfolded in this sequence of 
talk and interaction was clearly a sort of clash between the two, but the social or 
technical details of these events were never discussed in the open, or between all 
co-located staff members (among STs, ATs, and general ODPs). 
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Multiple, Shifting, and Evolving Patients
A closer look at patient-centred talk and interaction shows that more than work 
schedules and charts were updated in practice. The patient was not someone 
placed in the middle of the room and then just operated. She was ‘living material’, 
subject to constant discussion and alteration – regarding everything from specific 
parts of her anatomy to her medical history.

It may therefore be asked whether one and the same surgical patient was 
turned into one source of information. If all utterances made in the OR could have 
been analysed (or all recorded cases added to the total corpus analysed), we might 
have found that the participants covered almost all aspects of the surgery under-
taken. Yet, in the actual recordings, the participants did not share everything to 
everyone. They only seemed to work as a single unit under a few special circum-
stances, such as when educating students and during the serious problem with the 
mask, even if these instances of unity never lasted very long.

For instance, although both the surgeon and one of the anaesthetists de-
scribed the case as ‘hard’ to the students watching, it was difficult for different 
technical reasons. To the ATs, the problems of co-ordination (e.g. when they rear-
ranged the mask) and the delicate timing of medications and narcosis, could be 
seen as normal for a small child with her condition. As in any normal case, moreo-
ver, they had to manipulate the medical body when the patient was awake. So, all of 
them were quite used to interact ‘with’ their patients – as seen by the invention of 
terms like ‘sleeper-hiccups’ and ‘spaghetti’ above. When the surgery began they 
also continued to talk about the patient as a person; even when the ‘speaking body’ 
disappeared during narcosis, the ‘responding body’ and a ‘virtual person’ continued 
to be present, although her responses were often interpreted though bodily reac-
tions and the machinery.

The surgical problems, in contrast, were specific for the ‘surgical body’. As de-
scribed by the surgeon in lines 460 to 481, it was difficult to operate under such 
cramped conditions – at least with the provided instruments and timetable. When 
the surgeon came to the OR, the patient was already prepared, so the surgeon did 
not need to address any medical or personal complications. His job was to operate 
on certain parts of the patient’s body and in so doing watch over unwanted physi-
cal reaction – in a manner consistent with the ongoing procedures and work ahead. 
Thus, in the open, the STs mainly addressed the instruments used, such as tubes, 
needles, and scalpels, and their own accomplishments and responsibilities. They 
also talked ‘about’ the case, rather than to ‘her’ as an individual. Only occasionally 
did they verbalise what was about to be done to the patient as a whole (and then 
sometimes referred to the female patient as ‘him’).
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Having said that, nothing of this more technical way of interacting meant that 
the surgeon or ST nurses completely ignored the patient as a person. 

At the time of intra-surgery, surgical talk was an internal event between the 
surgeon and the scrub nurse33. Over time, however, these internal or technical 
parts of surgery were also partially reviewed by other teams. First, both surgeons 
and nurses may have talked to the patient and parent before they entered the OR, 
or they may visit the patient during post-surgery care. Second, as seen above, the 
surgeon and other STs occasionally indicated that they were aware of events on the 
other side (e.g. Line 494) or that they sign that they had ’no objection‘ to what the 
ATs were about to by changing topic (e.g. Line 514). In these indirect ways they 
acknowledged perspectives and manual tasks of others. Likewise, the mediating 
roles of the general ODPs should not be forgotten. While not always covered by 
the excerpts, or seen in front of the camera, they continuously worked beside or in-
between the other teams, or between the OR used and the outside, and thereby 
bridged medical and surgical perspectives.

In other words, surgical work and workspaces were still fragmented rather 
than equally shared. However, while it was not possible to find a single undisputed 
meaning of this case, at any given time, ‘someone’ was always observing the patient 
in surgery in a surgical, medical, technical, or personal sense. That is, rather than 
just being a sustained source of commonly shared information, the recordings show 
that the patient (and to some extent the parent) was a source of variability and division 
of labour. Even when they seemed to be co-operating to the fullest, and even after 
the surgery had been successfully concluded, members from different teams con-
tinued to interpret the past, the present, and the future. As Johnson (2004) sug-
gests in discussing similar surgical settings, the patient in surgery was used as a 
hypertext narrative in which the full content or final direction was not known or 
controlled by any individual participant, let alone all of them.

As concluded in the previous chapter, accordingly, it was quite understand-
able that many of the practitioners involved did not verbalise or recognise all as-
pects of the surgical process, nor were they able to explicitly describe the end-
result. Either they had only been part of certain phases of perioperative practice, 
or had been absent from parts of surgery, and as individuals they had not been in-
formed about each concurrent surgical or medical process unfolding before them. 
Therefore, the surgical case in its entirety was not, and could not, have been re-
corded in any charts on site (such as the perioperative charts). Instead, the patient 
was continually represented and maintained as several boundary objects, by various 
technical means and between shifting groupings of STs, ATs, and ODPs.
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7. The Multi-Situated Operating Room 
As a more visible example of everyday intercreativity, the third empirical chapter ad-
dresses division of labour during a case of neurosurgery. The chapter begins with an ex-
cerpt from pre-surgery interaction. Then we will follow how the practitioners divided the 
operating room into separate workspaces or specialised ‘circuits of hygiene’.

Spatially Afforded Division of Labour 
To sum up the socially-oriented investigation of the prior ear surgical case, the pa-
tient never functioned as a single common ground for all practitioners. If her func-
tion was ever that of being one case or body, it would be as the summation of sev-
eral shifting boundary objects – an emergent multiple, if you will, situated in-
between communities of practice. In other words, rather than a common source of 
information, she was a source of workplace variability and division of labour.

Not all cases observed, however, unfolded exactly as the one described above. 
For instance, what differentiated the prior ear surgery case from most planned 
cases observed was that the primary surgeon and the anaesthetists were new to 
each other, at least in regard to the specific surgery undertaken. Therefore they 
had to overtly co-ordinate a large part of interaction and labour. Likewise, since 
the case involved a number of laypersons who were supposed to observe ongoing 
activities (one parent, two students and one researcher), the practitioners were 
charged with the obligation to verbalise even basic procedures. Besides, due to the 
small size of the room, and the particularly cramped space around the patient's 
head and neck, it would have been impossible to keep ongoing tasks and conversa-
tions from all members of the audience (or the video camera).

In fact, most cases studied involved considerably less verbal exchange be-
tween STs and ATs. This was especially true in orthopaedic surgery, which in-
volved larger ORs and a more defined distance between surgery and anaesthesia 
areas. So, if there was not one case-description or one common clinical perspective, 
gaze, or voice, what remains to be argued is that a more technical denominator 
must be at work. In particular, as implied by countless socio-technical studies (see 
e.g. Guillaume, et al., 2005; Bitan, et al., 2004; Sanderson et al., 2004; Patkin, 2003; 
Edworthy, 1994), the overall operating room, i.e. its general architecture or its 
concrete walls, doors, etc., would have to afford or frame overall workplace inter-
action. That is to say, as a literally closed and limited workplace, the surgical oper-
ating room itself would have to contain or embody the inter-professional collabora-
tion recorded.

This chapter addresses how the surgical operating room may function as a 
general workspace for inter-professional activities.
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A Case of Neurosurgery
Neurosurgery provides a telling example of how surgical workplaces can be util-
ised in inter-professional work. As in the case of ear-surgery, surgeons and anaes-
thetists in neurosurgery occupy about the same area around the patients head and 
neck, but since neither teams need obstruct the respiratory apparatus, they are able 
to work out a more visual division of labour.

One interesting case involved the removal of a brain tumour. The OR used for 
this five-hour long surgery was considerably larger than what was seen in the pre-
ceding chapters. In essence, the room itself was large enough to contain everyone 
who would take part in the surgery (including researcher and camera). It also had 
two openings, one each side. One lead to a fore-chamber (airlock) that made it 
possible to enter and leave the room without contaminating airflow, and without 
disturbing ongoing surgery. Another aspect differentiating this case from the pre-
vious one was that it involved a tall heavy male around 30 years of age. Together 
with the fact that his head was surrounded by a frame, his body size meant that he 
could not be easily moved; therefore, practitioners and instruments had to be ar-
ranged around him, rather than the other way around. 

Though the specifics of the case are of minor importance in this text, it should 
be mentioned that this was a relatively rare and technically complicated procedure. 
Two surgeons were involved in most parts of surgery. One primary surgeon who 
designed the surgery and performed of the procedure, and an assistant surgeon. 
Additionally, as the operation took about five hours to complete, two circulating 
nurses shifted places with each other in the middle of intra-surgery. Anaesthesia 
was also a delicate matter, which was accentuated by the presence of two anaesthe-
siologists, who took part in pre- and intra-surgery. They were assisted by three ad-
ditional ATs: one senior anaesthetist; one anaesthesia assistant; and one anaesthe-
tist in training. (See page 97 below.) 

Despite multiple parties and tasks, however, this case was largely character-
ised by a tacit form of workplace co-ordination. The remainder of this chapter will 
take a closer look at how this more salient and concrete division of labour was ac-
complished, from pre-surgery preparations to post-surgery care.34
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Boundary Work (in-)between Surgery and Anaesthesia
The general architecture of surgical departments may afford a variety of daily ac-
tivities, but when interviewed about division of labour, administrators and practi-
tioners alike (from all kinds of teams) spoke about the problems of sharing work-
spaces with other communities of practice — how others tend to intrude on ‘their’ 
spaces, borrow the wrong equipment, talk too much, overuse alarms, keep the OR 
temperature too cold or too hot, and so on. Most ORs were equipped with IT 
equipment allowing individual tasks to be performed without outside disruption. 
These included devices such as monitors displaying video images of the surgical 
site, anaesthesia machines providing vital sign readings, and PCs displaying X-rays 
or other kinds of images or charts.

As shown below, however, surgical collaboration was not always about a 
transfer of emergent information. Besides talking to each other, teams and indi-
viduals created ‘frontstages’ and ‘backstages’ that hindered inter-professional talk 
and interaction (cf. e.g. Hindmarsh & Pilnick, 2002).

Pre-Surgery –"From Mixed to Separated Areas (# 1 hour, 10 minutes)

Similar to most planned surgeries, the OR about to be used had been ‘cleaned’ af-
ter the previous surgery, with instruments returned to their usual storage areas in-
side or outside the room. After just a few minutes of preparations, however, the ar-
rangement changed from an open space to a place for pre-surgical anaesthesia. 
That is, as soon as the patient was brought to the room, and while still resting on 
the stretcher on which he arrived, the ATs (a nurse anaesthetist, an assistant anaes-
thetist, and a student anaesthetist) arranged their instruments, and themselves, 
around the patient. Furthermore, since the patient was awake at this point, he took 
a dominant role in these preliminaries. At one time he suggested that the surgery 
needed to be cancelled, but the anaesthetists assured him that everything was go-
ing as planned and urged him to wait for the anaesthesiologist.

With this one exception, however, much of the early work was not particu-
larly open. Not even when anaesthesia was discussed among ATs was it possible 
for all team members to keep track of everything or everyone. Instead, each par-
ticipant had to make him-/herself part of the ongoing discussion. Take for example 
excerpt 7, which depicts the AT nurses talking after the anaesthesiologist had in-
formed the patient about upcoming procedures. Right afterwards, he was paged 
and went to a corner of the room to make a phone call. Meanwhile, the rest of the 
team continued:35
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Anaesthesia team: 

Anaesthesiologist 1
Anaesthesiologist 2
Anaesthetist
Anaesthetist Assistant 
Student Anaesthetist

Surgery Team:

The Circulating Nurse
Scrub Nurse 1
Scrub Nurse 2
The Primary Surgeon: ‘Paul’
The Assistant Surgeon

General ODPs
ODP1 
ODP2 
ODP3

Non-Professionals:

The Patient
The Researcher 



Excerpt 7 (00:16:27)

 
After connecting the anaesthesia equipment and catheters, the ATs monitored the patient. 
Meanwhile the anaesthesiologist takes a phone call and observes the others

543.Aneasthetist: the belly is somewhat (like that)
544.A Student:  You were saying
545.Aneasthetist: I see the belly rising a bit over here
546.Assistant:  Okay yes
547.Aneasthetist: if it’s like
548.A Student: yea

((1s))

549.A Student:  OKAY yes- it went up didn’t it
550.Aneasthetist: fifty
551.A Student:  !yes yup shuut!
552.Assistant: !yup shoot- shoot man!
553.A Student:  you put on u:::m
554.Assistant:  !yes!

((..))

555.Aneasthetist:  an then can I get a another (cortisone) needle- in   
   case he needs to-

556.Aneasthetist:  thanks
557.A Student:  °now (xxx) is a sleep° 

 
The anaesthesiologist finishes the call and returns to the operating table
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((8s))

558.Assistant:  poor thing
559.A Student:   poor thing
560.Assistant:   ye:::a exactly
561.A Student:  °now (xxx)°
562.Assistant:  what
563.A Student:  now let’s see how that goes along
564.Aneasthetist:   °°(xxx)°° oha::: OPS so you leaned [against-
565.A Student:            ya of course]
566.Aneasthetist:   I just thought of doing like So:::
567.Assistant:   perha:::ps can [u:::m
568.Aneasthetist:        put] (in the middle) something  

    else (too- around-) or it will fall [down
569.Assistant:              >take away]  

    that one<
570.Aneasthetist:   yes
571.Assistant:   Okay

((the anaesthesiologist is by the patients’ right side))

572.Aneasthetist:   here you can put (in between) GO AHEAD
573.Anaesthesiologist 1:yes uhm- okay

((..)) 

574.    (I'm doing that) ya (.) perhaps
575.A Student:   (yes that's how it is in healthcare)
576.Aneasthetist:   (yes) he's (loading) so nicely (he's entering   

    there)
577.A Student:   ye:::s

Only about 3 minutes passed between the page to the anaesthesiologist and 
his return to work in front of the patient (after line 571). Meanwhile, the others 
put the patient to sleep, observed the patient’s reaction, adjusted the quantity of 
medication, re-arranged the patient, and discussed the overall situation. They fu-
ture observed each other, corrected emergent ambiguities, and informed each other 
about the patient’s current status — partly mediated via the anaesthesia machines 
(e.g. lines 549-554) and by nods or gazes. Of course, it was difficult, if not impos-
sible, for the anaesthesiologist to notice all details of ongoing talk and interaction, 
while simultaneously taking care of a phone call, but after the call he managed to 
catch up with the case within just a few seconds. 

Not only could ongoing discussions or computer displays be missed when in-
dividual participants got ‘sidetracked’ or looked the ‘wrong’ way. While verbalising 
activities and impressions, the ATs continually altered the state of the patient and 
filled the OR with more and more equipment. The room also filled up with more 
and more practitioners. For example, after about 25 minutes of activity, the pri-
mary surgeon visited the OR to position the patient’s head in a surgical frame . 
Shortly afterwards the assistant surgeon entered the room. Before this, however, 
the ATs lifted the patient from the stretcher onto the operating table, and everyone 
had to help because he was quite heavy (picture 1 below).
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Picture 1: Transition Between Anaesthesia and Surgery 

To fit the patient in a surgical rack, the ATs lifts him off the stretcher and onto the operat-
ing table. At the same time they check the equipment attached to his body.

As seen in the picture, the workspace was about to change. Although the ATs 
still dominated the room and ‘forced’ co-present parties (initially the two ST nurses 
and later on the primary surgeon) into the corners, they were adjusting the state of 
the patient to suit the needs of the surgery team. 

Another socio-technical transitions emerged from about picture 1. After the 
patient had been placed on the operating table and the frame had been fitted, the 
ATs and ST nurses present divided the room into two separate workspaces. More 
particularly, as seen in picture 2 below, they built a physical barrier or ‘wall’ of 
surgical drapes and equipment around and above the patient’s head and neck, or 
right in-between the two teams. This picture also shows that more than a wall that 
had been built. By taking position on opposite sides of the patient, each team had 
isolated itself from the other side, thus co-creating two seperated ‘interfaces’ with 
the patient. The ATs interacted with the patient via touch, vision, and sensory 
equipment attached to the patient’s right arm, while the STs worked around the 
surgical area, microscopes, and the monitors above the patient.
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Picture 2: the Early stages of the Surgery/Anaesthesia Wall

As soon as the surgical team begins to position the patient’s head in the surgical frame, 
the anaesthesia module is placed to suit the anaesthetists and surgical drapes are put up 
to mark the sterile area.

Through their positioning and co-creation of a wall of surgical drapes and in-
struments, the practitioners made manifest the existence of two work communities, 
along with two aspects of the patient in surgery. In terms of inter-professional 
work this meant that they divided themselves both practically and conceptually, 
and it became more difficult to move around in the room. The surgical area was 
freed from other ongoing tasks, while the ATs and general ODPs could move 
about in mixed areas, at a safe distance from the wound about to be opened.

Yet again, the mere presence of the wall itself did not completely stop inter-
disciplinary interaction. At the end of pre-surgery, the primary surgeon reappeared 
after a few minutes outside and went straight to the surgical area as though it were 
ready for surgery. But, he did not proceed with the first incision until a few issues 
were clarified with the anaesthesiologist in charge, and after he had been properly 
gowned for surgery with the help of the ST-nurses:
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Excerpt 8 (01:07:07) 
578.Anaesthesiologist 2:  what does this one show Paul

((2s, while the ST-nurses are dressing the surgeon))

579.Circulating nurse:  NO:::PE
580.Surgeon 1:    n- we may per- [no:::pe
581.Scrub Nurse:                 nope] >that’s good<

((..))

582.     now it should still be done here
583.Surgeon 1:    uhm (.) [((laughter))
584.Circulating nurse:    ((laughter))
585.Anaesthesiologist 1:   ((laughter))]
586.Scrub nurse:    three-
587. Anaesthesiologist 1:  *we're good we are (the message- we give up by 

     seven)* ((laughter))
588.Scrub Nurse:    [four five hours
589.Surgeon 1:      four five hours]
590.((..))
591.Circulating nurse:  four five hours
592.Surgeon 1:    three four-
593.Scrub Nurse:    I’ve counted on four
594.Circulating nurse:  three four (.) yes
595.Anaesthesiologist 2:  fou- how far do you (re)count ((laughter)) (.) 

     that's cool too [((laughter))
596.Surgeon 1:       I think it-] it says four   

     on the time chart (.) or
597.Anaesthesiologist 2:  ye:::s I don't know- I don't know have to   

     check so

((..))

598.Scrub Nurse:    I've written that but you haven't read [it
599.Circulating nurse:            four]
600.Anaesthesiologist 2:  FOUR you have written (.) here
601.Surgeon 1:    but when one completes them [then
602.Circulating nurse:             ye:::a]
603.Surgeon 1:    yes the:::n
604.Anaesthesiologist 2:  then
605.Surgeon 1:    then [it is an uproar
606.Anaesthesiologist 2:     it’s a FREAKING] roar youknow (.) ay ay 
607.Circulating nurse:  then you
608.Anaesthesiologist 2:  (the ball)

((2s, the STs are still dressing the surgeon))

609.Scrub Nurse:    like that

((5s))

610.Scrub Nurse:    so it's (velvet opening)36- it almost feels   
     like that (.) wide 

((4s))

611.     so that's the one (they're talking about) THAT
612.Surgeon 1:    §(pe-pe)§ it is perhaps a bit (.) a bit uhm 
613.Scrub Nurse:    [softer
614.Circulating nurse:   softer]
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615.Surgeon 1:    it’s a bit stiffer
616.Circulating nurse:  [m::: m::: 
617.Scrub Nurse:     m::: a:::]

((1s))

618.Circulating nurse:  u:::m the one that's so freaking slippery uhm-
619.Scrub Nurse:    now you have like- now they have like remade  

     IT- so made them so- two coloured it was
620.Circulating nurse:  m::: ha
621.Scrub Nurse:    but one Part is like that- but it's like   

     slippery [you know 
622.Circulating nurse:      m:::] okay 
623.Scrub Nurse:    so 

 
The circulating nurse leaves the surgical area and passes the anaesthesiologist

624.Circulating nurse:  do you have springcleaning [(xxx)
625.Anaesthesiologist 2:          yah but-] (.) oh  

     good there was a lo:::t (xxx)
626.Scrub Nurse:    a:::n I haven't got these kinds of (fluids)  

     (xxx)
627.Circulating nurse:  ya that's right- (rise the head)
628.Scrub Nurse:    m:::
629.Surgeon 1:    >now let’s see<
630.Scrub Nurse:    >now we’re done<
631.X:      (xxx)
632.Anaesthesiologist 2:  rise the head
633.Surgeon 1:    m 

((..))

634.     thanks (.) yes now let’s begin
635.Scrub Nurse:    yes

So, despite the presence of a physical barrier, the beginning of surgery turned 
out to be quite protracted. Clearly, the surgeon and scrub nurses felt that it was not 
possible to directly begin the surgery (as in the previous ear surgery). This was 
also a time of synchronisation between the STs and ATs. As seen from line 624, 
when the circulating nurse was about to retrieve equipment from the other side of 
the room, she checked the anaesthetist’s side. Seemingly, they still had common 
technical considerations.
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Intra-Surgery –"A Divided but Joint Workplace (# 2 hours and 20 minutes)

The operating room was more than one workspace for surgical procedures. As dis-
cussed above, co-located and parallel teamwork involved a division of the OR into 
several ‘circuits of hygiene’ – such as a sterile area for the STs, an area for anaes-
thesia work, and a mixed delivery area for assistants and other ODPs. A physical 
wall to separate the teams was also constructed, which significantly hindered inter-
professional activity. This wall were not only created to keep the surgical area free 
from contamination, but also to let the two teams work semi-independently. Thus, 
the answer to how the OR can function for both general and specialised activities, 
successively and in parallel, may lie in this concrete reorganisation of the room. 

On the other hand, it may also be concluded that the wall itself (or individual 
parts such as draping, positioning, etc.) did not impede all inter-professional com-
munication. As can be seen in the previous excerpt, while they were working on 
different parts of the patient, in separate workspaces (e.g. picture 2), the STs and 
ATs still shared some perspective on the events to follow. 

However, once the surgeon began the surgery, physical barriers made more 
explicit practical difference. Immediately after the first incision the surgeon and the 
scrub nurse co-operated as a separate team with only occasional support from the 
circulating nurse; then, as long as they were active (or ‘behind’ the wall), their par-
ticular working space would not be used by the other teams involved. Meanwhile, 
on the other side of the patient, the ATs and general ODPs were able to move 
around. Since there was a door next to the anaesthetists, they could alternate be-
tween the OR and the outside to consult with colleagues outside the room. Even-
tually, signalling a stable condition, the anaesthesiologist in charge left the room 
after being replaced by a nurse anaesthetist. Then, inter-professional work entered 
a stable phase, with the STs in an active or focused state on one side of the patient 
and the ATs in a more relaxed position on the other. 

Then again, in several ways this concrete socio-technical boundary continued 
to evolve during intra-surgery. As mentioned, the ATs could move around more 
freely and occasionally used the doors to the operating room. So, while the surgery 
team was more or less situated behind the surgical drapes, other members of the 
staff continued to move between the OR and the outside. In this way, they had the 
opportunity to discus the ongoing case (or other cases) with colleagues or depart-
ment administrators. Likewise, in the OR or at the anaesthesia side, ATs took the 
time to sort out and ‘tinker’ with charts and instruments, monitor the surgery team, 
or occasionally talking to the researcher.
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On the other side of the patient, it was also possible to see important changes. 
In particular, about one hour into intra-surgery, a second surgeon entered to the 
OR and thereby consolidated the surgery team as a separate unit. The two sur-
geons would work and talk closely with each other, often without involving the 
nurses present. Then, moving on to mid-surgery, the primary surgeon turned on a 
surgical lamp to better view details of the surgery, thereby signalling that (his part 
of) the operation had entered a new and critical phase. Soon afterwards, the circu-
lating nurse switched off the lighting in the whole room, which together with music 
emanating from a speaker system and noise from equipment, resulted in almost 
complete division between the surgery side and anaesthesia side (picture 3).

Picture 3: Behind the Wall

 
As the assistant surgeon positioning himself beside the primary surgeon, talk and interac-
tion between ATs and STs comes to a halt.

This critical part of intra-surgery was thus performed without any major dis-
cussions between the STs and ATs. In both technical and social sense, this was not 
that surprising considering that most practitioners involved were used to work 
with each other. Hence, they did not need to co-ordinate their individual prefer-
ences in the open, but tended to stay out of each other’s way and to make sure that 
they did not mix-up disciplinary perspectives. Most of the time, the ATs just ob-
served the patient and the surgery screens, or occasionally talked with each other 
about some general topics unrelated to the ongoing surgery.

Nevertheless, the wall was anything but symbolic at this point. It was func-
tional in its visual (spotlights) and audible (radio and/or silence) components. In 
other words, this arrangement was not only functional for those in front of the sur-
gical area. As illustrated in picture 4 below, the latter changes also made it easier 
for the ATs to focus on their own tasks, topics, and charing.
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Picture 4: The Full Extension of the Surgery/Anaesthesia Wall

The ORs is blacked-out. The ATs interact and position themselves as if they do not share 
the workplace with the neighbouring STs.

As seen, during the mid-phase of intra-surgery the STs and ATs had essen-
tially different task to perform, and they focused on different aspects of the patient. 
Thus, even if they all had a single case ‘in mind’, sharing data and interfaces via 
anaesthesia machines, the patient in surgery was a boundary object for different 
perspectives. This division should not be interpreted as though one team were all 
active, while the other team was completely passive or in the background. They 
distanced themselves from each other – from either side of the patient – through 
positioning, talk, whispering, leaving the room, and so forth.

Still, the division between the teams was never entirely completed. The spe-
cialised areas for AT and ST work, the backstages and elbowroom, and so forth, 
still had to be maintained by the practitioners involved – from both sides of the pa-
tient. Therefore, each practitioner could ‘violate’ or cross inter-professional 
boundaries. As seen in the following picture, for instance, it was possible to spot 
several instances where the AT nurses peeked over the wall to inform themselves 
about the progress on the other side:
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Picture 5: Across the Wall

As the surgery progresses the AT-nurses occasionally glances over the wall.

That is, although the two teams were positioned on opposite sides of the pa-
tient, with a physical wall between them, they partially and occasionally observed the 
progress on the other side. Rather than remaining on one side of the patient, they 
balanced between being accessible and inaccessible – between being participating 
in the work of others and performing their individual tasks apart from others. 
Similar socio-technical arrangements were (re-)created, as they occasionally 
switched the light on or off, or pulled a sheet on or off, and so forth.

This checking of ongoing and upcoming events (unaccompanied by any pro-
longed inter-professional discussion), continued for another 40 minutes. Eventu-
ally, as a sign that the procedure was coming to an end, the lights were turned on, 
although the teams continued to work in parallel for a few more minutes. Then, af-
ter two and half hours of nonstop activity on the surgery side, the anaesthetist in 
charge stood up and scanned the surgery side, while the scrub nurse told her that 
the surgery was about to end. Next, after turning over the final suturing to the 
scrub nurse, the surgeons stepped away from the surgical area and removed their 
gowns, and talked with the anaesthetist: 
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Excerpt 9 (03:29:00)

 
The surgeons approach the ATs, while the ST-nurses take on the final suturing

636.Scrub Nurse:   (soon) is done 
637.Circulating nurse: is there something to suck there
638.Scrub Nurse:   I’ll check
639.Circulating nurse: m
640.Scrub Nurse:   ya::: okay
641.Circulating nurse: ya:::
642.Aneasthetist:   (I don't know here) (xxx) (some) papers- but   

    it's this right
643.Scrub Nurse:   it's lays there if you- yes the white one
644.Aneasthetist:   [oka:::y 
645.Surgeon 1:   m:::] 
646.Aneasthetist:   sixteen an ten 

((..))

647.    so it’s five hours in total
648.Surgeon 1:   (xxx) an (xxx) at the same time
649.Aneasthetist:  yes cause you were sitting here an waited for it to 

    set (xxx)
650.Surgeon 1:   okay there it is

 
The primary surgeon signs the surgical charts, while the assistant surgeon scans the work 
site. Then they leave the OR.
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Again, two general and parallel events took place in a rapid pace. Within just 
40 seconds, the two surgeons went from the final phases of surgery, and the surgi-
cal area, to the anaesthetist’s side and briefly talked with the nurse anaesthetist 
(and the researcher). Thereafter they informed the nurses about their plans, and 
took care of remaining work outside the OR. As seen in the excerpt, moreover, the 
STs and ATs never discussed all sequences of intra-surgery. The ones seen in the 
excerpt talked about the surgical charts at hand and a few aspects of individual 
concern, explicitly in time codes (and by pointing and gazes) rather than fully ver-
balised decisions. Meanwhile, the surgeons also charged the scrub nurse with han-
dling the final part of intra-surgery, and before leaving the the room they ‘only’ 
scanned the general progress.

Post-Surgery –"De-Construction of the OR (# 40 minutes)

Surgical staff were trained to put up and away instruments, racks, and sheets. 
Likewise, they were used to play music during surgery and had different ways of 
illuminating parts of the surgical area. That is, some parts of the emergent socio-
technical division seen above were planned or rehearsed in advance. At some 
places in the OR there were also markings for the layout of the surgical area. Since 
this surgery was quite complex and critical in nature, the surgeons had designed 
surgical procedures in advance, and met with the patient before entering the OR. 
This extensive pre-planning created a general sense of community across teams. 

That being said, one stable and overall inter-/multidisciplinary workplace was 
never openly used or communicated. The ODPs, ATs, and STs maintained the OR 
into separated areas – including a rather obvious physical anaesthesia/surgery wall 
of sheets, instruments, sounds, and lighting. The practitioners co-created and 
maintained their own work spaces, and they did this for different purposes, from 
different perspectives, and by different technical means.

Additionally, the general socio-technical transformation of the room was not 
over just because the surgeons had left the room. As the scrub nurse was attending 
the suturing, the physical wall between the surgical area and the anaesthesia side 
was still up; and the patient was attached to the anaesthesia machines and posi-
tioned in the surgical frame. With changing team constellations, however, came 
new socio-technical arrangements. As seen in picture 6 below, the scrub nurse and 
circulating nurses were eventually sorting out the instruments used, while mem-
bers of the anaesthesia team began preparing for the anaesthesia ward:
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Picture 6: the Wall is being Removed

 
The reminding staff members were finishing post-surgery by removing sheets and instru-
ments, and (like the surgeons) by discussing past and upcoming events.

That is, although the ST and AT nurses were still avoiding each other’s indi-
vidual spaces, it seemed no longer equally necessary hiding surgical and medical 
issues. Rather, as they were preparing for post-surgery care, the nurses jointly and 
openly discussed past and upcoming events; and in that process, they all learned 
about the surgical work performed. After the departure of the surgeons, moreover, 
the practitioners could move about more freely around the patient and between the 
OR and the outside. 

In effect, those who were the least informed about the technical details of the 
surgical plan, were now the ones who publicly examined a larger part of the prac-
tical outcome – including the state of the patient and how past activities had af-
fected the overall work environment (the whereabouts of instruments used, which 
tools that needed to be replaced or discarded, etc.). What they still did not discuss, 
however, was the surgical case in ‘its’ all its phases or aspects. Instead, the nurses 
more loosely discussed some interesting aspects of the past events, as they finished 
the very last parts of post-surgery.

The very last part of post-surgery was also characterised by mixed talk and 
interaction, between ST and AT nurses and other ODPs who occasionally passed 
by to retrieve instruments and tools. Together they all opened up the operating 
room for general discussions and upcoming work, and while they went in and out 
off the room, they dismantled the remainder of the anaesthesia/surgery wall.  As 
illustrated by picture 7 below:
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Picture 7: The End of Post-Surgery

In comparison with pre-surgery, post-surgery is enacted rapidly. After the last suture, the 
present ODPs remove the surgical drapes and disconnect the anaesthesia machines, 
then a few additional practitioners (re-)enter to take away the fixation device.

In the aftermath of the post-surgery work, accordingly, the ODPs had ‘decon-
structed’ the OR used in quite literal and concrete senses. While, the surgeons may 
have dominated intra-surgery, the nurses and other ‘assistants’ involved could 
freely discussed technical and social aspects of the past case (in relation the events 
to come). They also dismantled, cleaned, and removed the instruments used, and, 
of course, relocated the patient to the post-surgery ward. Thus, ‘the OR’ never 
stopped being re-organised. Soon after the surgeons had left the room, the only 
reminders of intra-surgery were a few randomly placed instruments that had not 
been gathered right after the patient had been brought the ward; but also these 
items would eventually be put in place before the next operation.
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Continuous Spatio-Temporal Divisions
In the light of the theories and practical overview presented in this text, it should 
not be too surprising to see that the participants and teams divided their workplace 
into separate areas. This division was not solely for the purpose of keeping the sur-
gical area free from contamination; it was a concrete way to shield many parallel 
and critical tasks from outside disturbance.

For instance, a few simple observations from above would be that the ATs and 
STs placed themselves in opposite corners of the room, that inter-professional talk 
and interaction were physically hindered by a physical barrier, and that the room 
eventually sunk into darkness and ‘a wall of sound’ (noise from instruments and 
the music played). These on-going environmental changes could explain why they 
were not talking to each other during large parts of intra surgery, and how mem-
bers of the staff were able to stay out of each other’s way. 

However, just because they had a visible wall between them during intra-
surgery, it does not follow that the division of labour was effortless, fluent (a steady 
movement), or complete. As also seen above, the divisions made were never un-
avoidable, but were continually (co-/re-)created by the participants – and from or 
involving both sides of the patient. Nor should it be forgotten that members from 
all teams were able to enter and leave the OR during the course of pre-, intra-, and 
post-surgery. That is, they all made themselves into insiders or outsiders, simply by 
walking to or away from the other party, or by using the intercom, pagers, or sur-
gical monitors to communicate with remote parties.

More concretely, they never divided the entire OR in a democratic way. Nor 
did they insulate it from all outside influence. Rather, as exemplified in excerpt 7 
and onwards, surgical activities began in an open or mixed area, which allowed for 
inter-professional exchanges – within and between different workplaces. Then, af-
ter it had been appropriated for intra-surgery, the OR became more divided and 
controlled by specialists such as surgeons and anaesthesiologists. The division 
eventually resulted in an opaque ‘wall’ between surgery and anaesthesia teams, 
which was expanded even further towards the middle of surgery (e.g. picture 4). 

Still, even with the wall at its full extension, the ATs occasionally glanced at 
the visible surgical area, just as the surgeons sometimes glanced back at the ATs to 
see if everything was going as planned. Therefore, while the work of the STs 
dominated most stages of intra-surgery, the ATs ‘foreshadowed’ or prepared the 
room and themselves for upcoming work. Finally, as the last suture was placed and 
the surgeons had left the room, the wall was dismantled through a joint effort by 
those left in the OR, which once again was made into an open o mixed area to be 
appropriated for the next surgery.
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That is to say, had we only discussed one or two ‘critical’ instances of surgery, 
or one of the pictures above, we might have concluded that tacit interaction as ges-
tures, shifts, nods, looks, postures are just as informative as verbal dialogue. How-
ever, while acknowledging a few instances of situated interactivity, we may not 
have noticed that all passages of anaesthesia and surgery were indicative of contin-
ual boundary work, or that the teams never shared the entire operating room. In-
stead, discussions about general procedures and tools were evoked by talk with 
people outside the OR, or surgical laypersons such as the patient and the re-
searcher (cf. teacher-student interaction in the previous ear surgery case). 

Likewise, with a focus on the most apparent barriers or obstacles, we would 
fail to notice that surgical practitioners always made decisions in front of other 
communities of practice and in relation to virtually present teams, administrators, 
and colleagues. That is, even when the wall was at its ‘peak’, there were short mo-
ments of openly joint interaction – one or two ODPs were always observing the 
general work of other parties, or they were in contact with people on the outside. 

The past example therefore demonstrate how everyone taking part of the case 
continued to influence the work of others by deliberately maintaining a multi-sited 
workplace (cf. Marcus, 1998). From both sides of the patient, they co-created 
frontstages and backstages for themselves and others, rather than just going along 
with some abstract workflow. Or, in more detail, it was after the surgeon had 
placed himself in front of the patient and began surgery that the OR became a 
truly divided workplace – not exactly when a particular tool was present or when a 
surgical lamp was lit. Likewise, it was not the co-created surgery/anaesthesia wall 
itself that afforded separate tasks or spaces – already existing professional differ-
ences between surgery and anaesthesia teams resulted in visible socio-technical 
barriers, not the other way around. 

In other words, the size of the room and the patient occasionally brought 
practitioners or teams together; making it necessary to co-operate across team 
boundaries. Still, for the ATs, the OR was a relatively large and mixed workplace. 
They could divide themselves into sub-groupings, monitor the progression of sur-
gery or anaesthesia, or leave the room to talk with outsiders. Surgeons and ST-
nurses, by contrast, often had to stay in the surgical area, focusing on surgery only.  
Therefore, it is hard to highlight one affordance or state of the OR. Rather, contin-
ual socio-technical progression would explain how different tasks could be carried 
out at the same time – without any prolonged power struggles over spaces and 
technical means. While the surgeons and the anaesthesiologists embodied technical 
specialisation, the nurses were able to exchange positions and transcended between 
tasks, artefacts, and groupings.
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8. Tools of Everyday Practice
To further test the idea of ever-changing socio-technical means, the last empirical chapter 
examines the construction and evolution of socio-technical means. First, the chapter ad-
dresses teamwork in three different technical settings. Then, the remainder of the chapter 
provides a general overview of the many kinds of ‘emergent’ tool ensembles seen and 
used throughout the hospital visited.

Technical Settings and Ensembles
Surgery is more than what takes place in an operating room. As shown above, the 
OR was transformed in form and function parallel with the work on the surgical 
patient. So, although practitioners have similar cases over and over again, and al-
though they reuse the same (kind of) instruments and localities, they have a seem-
ingly infinite number of ways of combining them in relation to the specifics of each 
surgical case. A large part of everyday work was created and maintained in general 
or mixed sense, in several unfolding spaces rather than in one unified location.

The latter applies to hospital work in general. Although nearly all parts of a 
hospital were utilised by someone during a day’s work, everyday work is never 
completely framed by hospital architecture. Rather, the order and proximity of lo-
calities, teams, and individual staff members meant that patients could always be 
relocated to adjacent spaces and places (or other hospitals), or equipment and per-
sonnel could be moved to the patient in question. So, if any truly stable technical 
factor were affording day-to-day interaction it was the general availability of suit-
able workplaces or workspaces.

Nonetheless, a closer look at instances of surgical activities shows that not 
only the general hospital architecture and case-designs are carefully planned. Each 
surgical instrument in the ORs has been designed, maintained, and tested for spe-
cific tasks or users. So, in search of more concrete common ground between all 
participants, the only thing left to argue seems to be that some central instruments 
or tool ensembles functioned as boundary objects situated in-between teams or in-
dividuals. That is to say, while general hospital architecture may be of limited im-
portance for the implementation of selected instances of work (as the ones seen 
above), the instruments used and talked about cannot be randomly applied. 
Rather, due to the critical nature of surgery, they have to ‘timely’ co-ordinate ongo-
ing medical and surgical co-operation (e.g. Heath et al., 2003).

This final empirical chapter will continue the search for a concrete common 
ground between and in-between communities of practice by taking a closer look at 
the idea of unfolding socio-technical affordances in everyday work settings.
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Unfolding and Multi-Sited Technology
Everyday surgery encompasses many kinds of instruments and tool ensembles – 
from advanced information systems and embedded software to ordinary items like 
tubes, bandages, and office equipment. That is, a lengthy list of all software and 
hardware applications found in any OR may imply certain given usages of surgical 
technology. In essence, ordinary (old, traditional) instruments may seem more 
straightforward to use, in contrast to the ‘interactive’ or ‘social’ use of computer-
ised systems. Or, put differently, it may be tempting to think that undergraduates 
or assistants (general ODPs) take care of ordinary or ‘older’ items such as badges, 
carts, and boxes, while trained specialists (surgeons, physicians, charge nurses) 
manage the more modern or sophisticated computerised technology.37

In everyday work, however, these classifications can be quite intertwined. 
Generally speaking, there is no given definition of what constitutes advanced tech-
nology, or what distinguished traditional tools from modern ones. Nor is there any-
thing practical that prevents trained specialists from using less advanced equip-
ment and techniques. On the contrary, the most recent and complex equipment is 
often designed for the ‘normal’ user or case, while seemingly simplistic mechanical 
tools or frames can be designed for (and by!) an individual surgeon. So, one 
should not assume an explicit or given difference between hardware and software. 
Although surgeons, scrub nurses, and anaesthetists performed the most critical 
procedures, technicians and nurses often knew where instruments were located, or 
entered data into databases. Actually, although it can be tempting to conclude that 
ICT (intercoms, pagers, PCs, and so on) would play a central role for the combina-
tion of surgical and medical practice (in contrast to needles and badges), the appli-
cation of any tool or system depended on continual verbal feedback between prac-
titioners and teams.

Let us therefore consider three additional instances of verbalised technical is-
sues. Such exchanges took place at countless times each day at each department, 
but they tended to be overlooked as background or as side-activities to more excit-
ing surgical or computer-aided events.38
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gories with different functions and usage: in-vitro diagnostic devices, i.e. measuring or diagnostic 
equipment which does not affect the patient; active or non-active devices, i.e. wear-and-tare 
technologies designed for more rudimentary procedures (including clothing and surgical drapes); 
and active implantable medical devices designed for microscopic structures.

38  The chapter focuses on a few instruments seen in the ORs. Of course, other large, mid-sized, 
and small instrument are used in surgical departments. The use of perioperative schedules and 
other forms of hospital IT/ICT can be seen in the CSCW literature.



Dos and Don’ts in Assembling of a Surgical Fixation Device

In the following excerpt two ODPs were about to fixate a patient’s left hand and 
lower arm before orthopaedic upper-arm surgery. For this, they used an in-house-
developed fixation device consisting of a metal stand, a plate with a string that 
would be attached to the stand, and five separate straps (known as ‘Chinese finger 
straps’), which would be threaded onto the plate at one end and strapped to the pa-
tient’s fingers at the other. Additionally they had a set of arm straps to position the 
patient’s arm and elbow on the operating table. 

The rack was constructed in two phases (see page 117): First the ODPs as-
sembled the stands and plates. Second they strapped the arm and fingers onto the 
stands. Then, after completion, the patients arm was strapped in the device and the 
operating table. That is, while not being trivial, the finished construction was fairly 
simple – at least in relation to all the other intricate parts of the upcoming surgery. 
It consisted of a few simple parts, a number of straps, a plate, and a stand. It was 
also designed to fit the surgery in question and meant for assembly in a specific 
manner, as described in a user manual (not shown in the pictures below). Addi-
tionally, the surgeon had marked the location and position of the surgical incision, 
which provided further information about how to set up the device.

Talk between the ODPs, however, indicated that the completion of the device 
was anything but given or unproblematic. To complete the assembly, the practitio-
ners had to continuously reassess its current form and function. First, the senior 
practitioner (ODP1) mounted the stand onto the operating table. Then, she told 
her colleague (ODP2) for help with the more complex part of the construction. 
They worked together to put some of the finger straps onto the patient's fingers. 
However, after a minute of work with one of the fingers, ODP2 walked away to 
get an additional strap to provide a better fit. Meanwhile, ODP1 threaded the rest 
of the straps onto the plate and then assessed the situation by levering the plate to 
the stand (excerpt 10):

Excerpt 10a (00:05:18)

651.ODP1: °so:::° 

((3s))

652. sso::: ah 

((..))

653. get the thumb from this side 

((..))

654. from that side- so °°so that’s fine°° 
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((7s))

655. °you can pull some over here° 

((9s))

656. *°now it’s like-°* 
657.ODP2: put it up again
658.ODP1: ((smiles)) nah I think we must let it be on the stretch (.) or  

 they will drop you know (..) it’s like some- is weaker on this  
 side 

659.ODP2: m::: 

((5s))

660. °°(xxx)°° 

((2s))

661. °let’s see° 

((3s))

662. °°likethat (.) we’ll see°°

((they continue for 15s, until one of the straps is loosening up))

663.ODP1: °°damn it°°

((..))

664. °°it’s not okay°° 

((2s))

665. °nah (.) well it could (.) it can stay like that° 

((2s))

666.ODP2: okay

((4s)) 

((parts of the rack fall apart))

667.ODP1: >PRYTTSCH< (.) °hu° *oh but bloody he- ah:::* [((laughter)) 
668.ODP2:           ((laughter))] 
669.ODP1: SHOOT (.) °°a::: its like-°° 
670.ODP2: *strange- like that thick fingers* 

As seen, ODP1 commented on the work of ODP2 and thereby presented the 
order of procedure. She also referred to her own performance, and the joint effort; 
and by the quieter talk (from line 651) and by whispering (from line 654), she in-
dicated a distinction between personal, collegial, and public concerns. That is, 
ODP1 performed several tasks at once. She planned for the event, projected the 
outcome, and (as in line 662) told herself and her colleague to wait for a few sec-
onds to evaluate the result. Her laughter and exclamations (lines 667, 669), how-
ever, also showed that she was frustrated with the outcome – although it was still 
‘laughable’(*xxx*).
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In this nested way of co-operation, they continued working with the device 
for a few seconds until they had an almost finished assembly. When they were al-
most done, however, ODP1 seemed to have some additional concerns about the 
outcome – would the construction really hold together? The other ODP therefore 
went to the nearby counter to find an additional strap, and when she came back 
they started to rebuild the device. ODP1 first took a step back for leverage, but 
shortly afterwards she intervened and assisted ODP2 with the final parts. 

Yet, as they were finished with the new construction, ODP1 whispered:

Excerpt 10b (15 seconds later on)

671.ODP1: °°damn it°°

((..))

672. °°it’s not okay°° 

((2s))

673. °nah (.) well it could (.) it can stay like that° 

((10s))

674.ODP1: °°now let’s see°° 

((5s))

675. THIS ONE 

((..))

676. it looks simple but there’re actually lots of @complicated   
 thing[ies@ 

677.ODP2:    yea:::] I’ve used that one 

((4s, ODP2 goes away for more straps))

678.ODP1: °okay° 

((16s)) 

((shakes her head)) 

((1s))

679. °°now I’m doing a few too many things°° 

((10s))

680. °no:::°  

((2s, ODP2 is back by the patient))

681.ODP2: >looks like some old wasps those ribbons over there<39 

((4s))

682. it should like get- °°(xxx)°° (.) °in this one° °now you can put 
 it far from here° 
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ODP1’s way to indicating upcoming problems, by shaking her head before an 
event, or as mentioned in line 672, could indicate that she expected such difficulties 
to unfold (either from previous experiences or from the situated technical state). 
So, at this point, ODP2 could have addressed what she felt was the appropriate 
way to finish the assembly, or manually assist with the final steps. But, instead, she 
left the patient to get another set of straps that might fit better (from line 677). 
While she was away, however, ODP1 managed to re-assemble the easier parts. So, 
when ODP2 returned, they once again tried to finish the last parts of the device 
with the original straps.

As during the previous attempt, ODP2 had a more passive role, but continued 
to support the assessments of ODP1. After some manual work, ODP1 then made a 
few quiet comments to herself and re-checked the construction by pulling the 
straps. Once again it did not hold properly. Eventually, the ODPs displayed more 
and more frustration about ongoing work, until their predicament attracted the at-
tention of a nearby anaesthetist:

Excerpt 10c (20 seconds later)

682.ODP2:   °°no:::°° ((shakes her head)) 

((5s))

683.   °°nope°°

((shakes her head))

684.Anaesthetist: @oops@ (.) everything’s going fine for you two or
685.ODP1:   NOW I’LL SOON +CURSE+ THIS DAMN +SHIT+ *to say it out  

   loud* [((laughter)) 
686.Anaesthetist:         ((laughter))
687.ODP2:        ((laughter))] *we who are doing so [well (xxx)*
688.Anaesthetist:  ((laughter)) 
689.ODP1:   ((laughter)] 

((..))

690.   yea- (.) like this you don’t want to be (.) @°>not so  
   much (when he’s here)<°@

((they continue silently for 12s))

691.ODP1:   °°(xxx)°° °I’ll sstick this one here° 

((7s))

692.   *now let’s go and have a wash while that one holds on*  
   [((laughter)) 

693.ODP2:    ((laughter))] 
694.   *yes until we are back that is* [((laughter)) 
695.ODP1:             ((laughter))]
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With a sharp rise in volume (line 685), the ODPs addressed everybody pre-
sent in the room, telling them that this was not how they wanted things to unfold. 
Still, this loud display of frustration did not hinder them from reassembling up the 
device a third time. As further seen, while they continued to curse the rack and 
straps, they found a point were they were satisfied with the device (line 691). Then 
again, in the same part of the excerpt, it can be noted that they also imagined the 
possibility that their construction might fail (line 692); so, while leaving the OR 
(after line 699), ODP1 gave the patient’s arm a pull for an additional recheck. 

Teaching and Learning the Anaesthesia Module

Although one might imagine that mundane technical work is designed with little (if 
any) room for individual creativity, the ODPs became openly frustrated with tools 
and instruction – they had to reassemble the device several times before seemingly 
finding an appropriate solution. As seen from the latter part of excerpt 10 above, 
moreover, the success and failure of the situated construction was not exclusively 
between the two ODPs. Right beside them were two anaesthetists, who could have 
been inflicting on the joint performance.

In contrast to the former ODPs, the anaesthetists worked with one of the 
more complex tools in the room – the ‘anaesthesia module’ (also known as the ‘an-
aesthesia machine’). Unlike steel rods and straps, this computerised instrument 
provides information about heart rate, blood pressure, respiration, and anaesthesia 
level. It also supports the patient’s respiration and anaesthesia using a computer-
controlled tubing system, which delivers intravenous analgesia and inhalation 
gases while returning products for medical analysis. That is, the anaesthesia mod-
ule can replace parts of the human life-support, and becomes a literal ‘human-
machine interface’ from which the anaesthetists can obtain vital information about 
the patient. At the same time, however, this ‘module’ is a complex assembly of me-
chanical and computerised components, rather than one piece of machinery. It 
serves many diverse functions, with storage compartments, hooks, instruction 
manuals, gas-level and hear-rate monitors, respirator, injection pumps, and buttons 
and knobs to adjust infusion rates, respiration and alarm settings.

Because of the many mechanical instruments and interfaces, the anaesthesia 
module does not display a unified picture of the patient. Missing from the 
computer-mediated data given are also the patient’s psychological state and direct 
indications of brain activity. The anaesthetists are therefore extensively trained in 
combining computer data with direct physiological indicators such as red lips for 
sufficient oxygen, small pupils for sufficient analgesia, and a dry or warm forehead 
as an indicator of stress levels.
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In the following scene, a teaching anaesthetist and a anaesthetist student had 
just administered the initial anaesthesia gases and were about to prepare for the in-
duction of analgesia. Two substances were used for in this surgery: Leptanal and 
Rapifen; complicating this procedure is the fact that the effect of the gases may be 
‘potentiated’ by painkillers. So, before induction they needed to regulate gas levels:

Excerpt 11a (00:02:17)

((The anaesthetist looks at the student))"

696.Anaesthetist: <do- don’t know how you> (.) >I then give- give the air 
   parameter< like [this 

697.Student:        m:::] 

((1s))

698.Anaesthetist:  do you want a response- like a- four minutes before we  
   go on air

((looks at the student)) 

699.   °no need perhaps° 
700.Student:   this is for something else (.) be- hu- m::: but hm:::

((the anaesthetist looks at the student))

701.    I::: probably haven’t (.) got so much in- (one cable)  
   really 

702.Anaesthetist:  no::: (.) then I’ll go ahead as I like 
703.Student:   you go ahead as you [like 
704.Anaesthetist:              yes] (.) °it’s more like if you  

   (.) more and more >so so< need (.) well 

((..))

705.   e- >@you snooze the panel@<° *[°hm:::°
706.Student:           right] 

((..))

707.   one has got one’s own 
708.Anaesthetist:  °ya:::° 
709.Student:  preferences* 
710.Anaesthetist:  it can be put like that

So, the teacher was asking the student to regulate the oxygen levels, yet she 
stayed in manual control by doing the manual procedures herself. Her request 
could therefore be seen as rhetorical, but it can also be argued that the student’s 
reply were vital to the realised activity. First, the teacher would not make her 
moves exactly as she did without the student’s approval. Second, her performance 
was both operational and educational. By asking the student how to proceed, she 
acknowledged that this was an open decision. That is, the remarks about personal 
preferences (e.g. line 704) may indicate that it was not only a question of making a 
few adjustments. The anaesthetist, as an individual, must commit to these adjust-
ments in relation to parallel and upcoming procedures. 
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On the other hand, the rapid talk and the smiles during the alarm setting,, 
may indicate that the personal preference to ‘snooze the panel’ (line 705) was not 
an official policy. Therefore, it may be difficult for outsiders to conclude to which 
extent the teacher was talking directly to the student or to herself. For example, 
the term ‘you’ (Sw. ‘du’, e.g. line 698) was used to address the student, yet since 
the teacher performed most manual procedures she might have been talking to or 
about herself, or implied a generic ‘you’ (cf. ‘one’ in line 707).

After this episode, the parties returned to the patient to check on his tubing. 
The student was standing at the head end of the patient, assisting the work of the 
anaesthetist. After a while, the anaesthetist sorted out a few cables and catheters 
around the patient, while the student turned to her and asked: 

Excerpt 11b (1 minute later)

711.Student:   What sort of painkiller is [there
712.Anaesthetist:          >it starts now<] (.) oh   

   okay °>you don’t know<°

((..))

713.   right (.) there are either leptanal or rapifen 

((..))

714.Student:   m:::
715.Anaesthetist: okay 

((..))

716.   the leptanal is the- 
717.Student:   m::: 
718.Anaesthetist: rapifen is the one that gives more potency 
719.Student:   m:::
720.Anaesthetist: but u:::m (.) it lasts like just- for twenty minutes 
721.Student:   m::: 
722.Anaesthetist:  so so if you like to rest- 
723.Student:   m::: 
724.Anaesthetist:  or if you then (.) if you then re- repeat this-   

   analyse some value >>just anyone<< 
725.Student:   m::: 
726.Anaesthetist: then you usually want to repeat the rapifen and- 

((..)) 

727.   and like (.) well- >I dunno< (..) but if one say- if  
   when one- if one stands there repeat the blood group  
   right (.) e::: >you don’t know the kind of sedative in  
   the blood 

((Xs))

728.   m::: that is why I go with one #round now# and then (.)
      °some time after it has started (.) @because it should  
    have more effect@ the first time° 

729.Student:   okay

((..))
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730.Anaesthetist : then you ask over here back and forth 
731.Student:   bu- but that depends 
732.Anaesthetist:  ya::: 
733.Student:   that depends some- on value- some on the perspectus
734.Anaesthetist:  ya::: (.) that is how I want to put it

By asking about the infusion of analgesia the student indicated that he was a 
novice in this setting, so the teacher explained this fairly complicated procedure. 
First, the anaesthetist needed to estimate the effects of the drugs and then assess 
the initial medication until an appropriate dosage could be found. At the same time 
she monitored the state of the patient. Again, by using generic pronouns such as 
‘you’ and ‘one’ (Sw. ‘man’) she emphasised local practice or personal preference. 
The ambiguous nature of this discussion was further reflected by hesitations, topic 
changes, and the use of more or less technical or appropriated terms such as  
‘painkillers’ (line 711, Sw. ‘smärtstillande’), ‘sedatives’ (line 727, Sw. ‘lugnande’), 
‘the perspectus’ (line 733, Sw. ‘givarperspektut’).

Some of the ‘appropriated’ terms used in the excerpt have also become stan-
dard terminology within this department, which might be the case in the following 
sequence, when the anaesthetist took a cable in her right hand and said:

Excerpt 11c (9 seconds later)

735. Anaesthetist: then maybe- it’s not certain- (.) I can ask you a   
   debate question about (.) about if you hold this 

((2s))

736.   <an’::: > right like this::: < does the endomerate NOT  
   increase the analgesium

737.Student:   <na okay (.) like a kind of tolerance or-> 
738.Anaesthetist: ya:: >I don’t know< but eh- they get ciproxin at   

   daytime (.) but u:::m you like (.) often do not have  
   the [time 

739.Student:     m::: ((nodding))] 

((..))

740.   bu- but (.) if you find someone who’s infected yea (.)  
   who got- that e can be badly 

741.Anaesthetist:  m::: 
742.Student:   hurt when they cheat with something here 
743.Anaesthetist:  m::: yea 
744.Student:   °an’ sadly it does not turn out as expected 
745.Anaesthetist:  right- right° 
746.Student:  >get something else 
747.Anaesthetist:  ya 
748.Student:  as well< in the visceral 
749.Anaesthetist:  jupp (.) ya one could say that- so you lay that   

   threshold by your own
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Terms like ‘a debate question’ line 735 (‘frequently debated issue’, Sw ‘en de-
battfråga’), ‘the endomerate’ line 736 (‘intake’, from Latin ‘endo’, Sw ‘endomer-
atet’), and ‘the visceral’ line 748 (‘the intestinal canal’, in Latin ‘viscera’, Sw ‘vis-
karalen’), seemed not to be ad hoc innovations but shared between the two. 

Once again, the joint interaction can be seen as a general rather than situated 
learning process, where the senior practitioner was teaching the student how to 
handle everyday tools. It should be remembered, however, that not all parts of this 
conversation were about teaching/learning. They were implementing real anaesthe-
sia. Additionally, there were other personnel working in the room, and who be-
came increasingly aloud (as seen from line 681, in the previous excerpt). At first, 
the anaesthetists did not seem to notice, but 30-seconds later, as she once again ap-
proached the patient, she asked the adjacent workers if everything was going okay:

Excerpt 11d (30 seconds later)

750.Anaesthetist: @oops@ (.) everything’s going fine for you two or
751.ODP1:   NOW I’LL SOON +CURSE+ THIS DAMN +SHIT+ *to say it out  

   loud* [((laughter)) 
752.Anaesthetist:   ((laughter))
753.ODP2:     ((laughter))] *we who are doing so [well  

   (xxx)*
754.Anaesthetist:((laughter)) 
755.ODP1:   ((laughter)] 

 
After ascertaining that there was no immediate problem the anaesthetist continued her 
conversation with the student. 

That is, by addressing the ODPs, the anaesthetist acknowledged that their 
work affected hers. They were engaged in some kind of joint activity that could be 
important to the general course of surgery. While whispering was to some extent 
backstage activity (i.e. hidden from communities of interests), vocal features such 
as raised voices or the sheer amount of talk explicitly informed adjacent practitio-
ners about ongoing work. 
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In other words, as long as they were both needed in the OR, they had to seek 
the support from the other team, even if it was not for the intended reason or in the 
‘right’ way. As in the previous chapters, moreover, we must not forget the practical 
result. Despite the many problems talked about, the practitioners finished the fixa-
tion device in time for the surgeon, and their construction did not fail during intra-
surgery. That is, provided that the excerpts can be linked to a positive outcome, we 
may conclude that the participants demonstrated a successful or sufficient kind of 
inter-professional collaboration. Arguably, the hitches openly discussed were not 
practical or technical hinders, but part of regular practice. Higher pitch (‘@’), in-
creased or decreased speech tempo (‘>xxx<’, ‘<xxx>), raised voices (‘XXX’), 
smiles, laughter, and humorous remarks would indicate the practitioners’ degree of 
certainty in their construction, and to which degree they needed support from by-
standers.

A Virtually Present Technology

The ODPs and ATs in the previous excerpt shared the patient as a boundary ob-
ject and by listening to each they also learned parts of the technical ‘ethics’ of the 
co-located work community. So, the only real problem unfolding throughout the 
excerpts (rather than in an isolated line or talk exchange) was that task-completion 
took a little more time than what explicitly wanted or expected by the participants.

As will be discussed in the final extended excerpt below, however, the tool 
used or talked about does not have to be physically present. Like people, technol-
ogy can be virtually present and can also be planned or designed for future events. 
The following excerpt shows the final passage of the ear surgery (closely examined 
the chapters 4 and 5) and begins when one anaesthesia assistant asked the anaes-
thetist in charge about a well-known usability problem:

Excerpt 11a (01:54:04) 

 
Assistant 2 turns to the anaesthetist and signs a ‘key-gesture’ in an area above the pa-
tient.
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756.Assistant 2:   °if one would enter° the At sign ya- §(xxx) then§  
    which Buttons °are there°

757.Assistant 1:   ((points)) these two furtherst down here (.) ce  
    three or- alt- or- §(or)§

((looks at the anaesthetist, points))

758.Anaesthetist 1: <no:::pe>
759.Assistant 1:   °not°

((BEEP))

760.Anaesthetist 2: <no:::pe>

((BEE::P))

761.Assistant 1:   >not so<
762.Anaesthetist 2: al- alwa- always
763.Assitant X:   I always (enter)
764.Anaesthetist 2: alt alt group (.) alt GR (.) alernative group an  

    then pressing the Two

((points))

765.Assistant 1:    >but (.) one can do that too<

((points))

766.Anaesthetist 2: ya::: but tha- tha- then you're using- (.) §you may 
    take§ ce three (.) (ce) three

((points))

767.Assitant 1:   ya::: 
768.Anaesthestis 2:  control-
769.Assistant 2:    >alt delete<
770.Anaesthetist 2:  >that then< nope ((shakes his head))(.) >then   

    you'll get to another place now< (.) then you have- 
    one buttons too Much

771.Assistant 1:   >§(ya I don't know)§<

((BEEP)) 

772.Assistant 2:   *he*
773.Assistant 1:   >that YOU know<
774.Anaesthetist 2: ya::: uhm but that like
775.Assistant 2:   that’s (to be) careful then-
776.Anaesthetist 2: ya but that’s unnecessary
777.Assistant 2:   ((laughter)) 
778.Anaesthetist 2: an you have like this the control button no   

    function ((points)) (but) you’re pressing it- then  
    it got no- no [function

779.Assistant 1:            >how] do I press on that then<
780.Anaesthetist 2: that- control alt !Dele:::t! (.) when one should  

    start ((takes mask)) when one should start up the  
    computer o:::r (.) coming out [wi:::ht

781.Assistant 1:             >but] it is not  
    Drawn in<

782.Anaesthetist 2: >yea but u:::m it's in several places< (.) control  
    alt an then a third button (.) !dele:::te!

783.Assistant 1:   m:::((gets eye-contact with the anaesthetist)) 
784.Anaesthetist 2:  but it's like alt Group- (.) perhaps uhm control 

alt     then means- (.) alt group then
785.Assistant 1:   bu- I press something like that
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786.Anaesthetist 2: [m:::
787.Assistant 1:    >at]sign<
788.Assistant 2:   °m°
789.Anaesthetist 2: <so perhaps [it is>

The technical issue addressed by the anaesthesia assistant was fairly simple 
and commonly shared by many computer users. She did not know (or rather could 
not remember) how to find the at-key (‘@’) at her computer keyboard. 

The unfolding communicative event, on the other hand was more complex 
and ambiguous. Not the least, since the modifier key ‘alt GR’ (first mentioned at 
line 768) was an improvised term, it seemed difficult to establish a common ground 
or a common understanding of the problem. This modifier key was then renamed 
several times. After being called ‘alt GR’, it was denoted as ‘alt delete’, (line 773), 
‘the control button’ (line 782), ‘control alt !dele:::te!’ (line 784), ‘control alt’ (line 
786), and ‘alt Group’ (line 788). Moreover, as seen from the use of ‘!’ in the ex-
cerpt, it was problematic to determine whether they were using Swedish or Eng-
lish terminology, or some kind of standard technical jargon. That is, they shifted 
between talking about the believed function of the modifier key (and keyboard) 
and the believed naming of the key.40 

So, suddenly, the assistant turned to the researcher behind the camera, who 
was expected to know more about this ‘technological’ issue:

Excerpt 11b (directly after line 793) 
790.Assistant 1:       >do you know<]

 
Assistant 2 turns to the researcher and signs another ‘key-gesture’ in an area above the 
patient.
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791.Researcher:  what you say
792.Asssistant 1:   [at-
793.Assistant 2:   ((adjusts a stool))] >how one gets< at sign on   

    control- one- !com!- uhm- or on- which buttons do I 
     press then

794.Researcher:   at si:::gn
795.Assistant 2:   [ya::: 
796.Assistant 1:     m:::]
797.Researcher:   hm:::
798.Assistant 2:   on the keyboard
799.Assistant 1:   I’m pressing two down THERE
800.Researcher:   you probably don’t need to press TWO u:::m uhm   

    buttons <except u:::m> (.) the at sign is on 
801.Assistant 1:   two
802.Anaesthetist 1: -h but e::: alternative group than two 
803.Researcher:   °<jup>° (..) [should probably u:::m
804.Assistant 1:             °yea°]

((..)) 

805.    >ya::: but then perhaps it’s right §with    
     alternative group§ 

806.Anaesthetist 2: ya::: 
807.Assistant 1:   >but does it work then<
808.Anaesthetist 2: ya:::
809.Researcher:   SHIFT or alt gra:::ph (.) and TWO

((1s, they look at the researcher))

810.Anaesthstist 2: °oka:::y°

((Assistant 2 turns towards the anaesthetist who nods, 2s))

811.Assistant 1:   [(xxx) (.) (xxx)
812.Assistant 2:    now one's] is completely !lost! on [this

((laughter))]

813.Anaesthetist 2: there’re probably more ways
814.Assistant 1:    YA there are

((1s)) 

815.    °>bu- I don't know- what's best [oh well°
816.Assistant 2:             ((laughter))] 
817.Assistant 1:   know what’s doable<° 
818.Anaesthetist 2: °°hup°°

((1s)) 

819.    *>I’ pressing two buttons<

((..))

820.    >you’re pressing [three* 
821.Assistant 1:      three]< [ye:::s
822.Anaesthetist 2:              °three°]
823.Assistant 1:   *>>bu- you know- (I'm) somewhat (trusting) the Two  

    press[er<<
824.Assistant 2:    ((laughter))]
825.Assistant 1:   HIM*
826.Anaesthetist 2: °ya:::h so it is°

((3s)) 
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((Assistant 1 looks at the researcher))

((2s))

827.Assistant 1:   *§is the worst I know§* (°°yikes°°) 

((1s)) 

828.    §(xxx)§
829.Anaesthetist 2: u:::m ya but <if it’s working so:::> ((BEEP))
       look- something happened THE:::re °yes°

 
The anaesthetists removes the intubation, while the assistants monitors the patient’s 
breathing. 

830.Assistant 2:   she doesn’t Breathe [(xxx) 
831.Anaesthetist 2:       yes she does] (.) a bit
832.Assistant 2:   A bit <perhaps>
833.Assistant 1:   ((laughter)) 
834.Assistant 2:   >NOW [yea<
835.Assistant 1:    °ye:::ah]
836.Anaesthetist 2: she’s breathing- >breathing all the time she has<  

    (.) bu:::t °not so much° 
837.Assistant 2:   °m::: nope°

((the Anaesthetist carries the patient to the stretcher outside the OR)) 

The length of the entire exchange illustrates that the technology or technical 
problem talked about did not appear in one instance, form, or utterance. ‘It’ re-
vealed itself, so to speak, moment-by-moment via unfolding talk and interaction. 
During this dialogical process, the participants did not have access to an actual 
keyboard. So, while she was talking to the anaesthetist and the researcher, the an-
aesthesia assistant had the patient’s body as virtual reference. That is, the unfolding 
difficulties may seem as a classic usability problem (keyboards are hard to interpret 
and should be more transparent and to easier to talk about), but no one in the 
room truly used or animated one and the same physical keyboard (a ‘tool-in-use’). 
Instead, they investigated a ‘pretended technology’ (cf. ‘pretended play’) or rather 
some sort of upcoming (planned, designed) technical usage. 
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In other words, if the anaesthesia assistant had been using a real keyboard 
and computer, we might have concluded that a situated technology was problema-
tised by a novice user (one of the assistants proclaimed that technical stuff is the 
‘the worst‘ line 827); while other users, such as the anaesthetist and the researcher, 
were ‘expert users’ with in-depth knowledge about this technology. 

However, the above was a social and intercreative activity. While the @-sign 
can be invoked by pushing the ’alternate graphic’ modifier key (also known as 
‘AltGr’, ’Alt Graph’, or ‘Alt’) and then ’2’41, the current participants verbalised 
likely scenarios, or projected a future usage-situation (cf. ‘pre-use’ Holmlid, 1997), 
with the patient’s body as an index. Moreover, this event must not be discussed 
without the other more pressing task performed. As they were talking about this 
technical problem, they were performing the last part of post-surgery in the OR. 
So, the patient’s body was not only a ‘virtual keyboard’. It served as an object that 
facilitated ongoing and parallel tasks – future use of a PC and post-surgery anaes-
thesia. Hence, no one in the room was just ’making conversation’ or ‘making sense’ 
of a user-situation. Arguably, the assistant choose to bring up this particular usabil-
ity problem because it fitted the other more pressing activity. While they were 
waiting for the patient to wake up, and were using her as an index or keyboard, 
they were able to monitor and feel her breathing and other vital responses. 

Therefore, this part of everyday interaction and tinkering first and foremost 
demonstrates the multi-sited, intercreative, and often ambiguous nature of surgical 
work. The practitioners did not only monitor or modify the concrete form and 
function of local technology (or made sense of the immediate situation), they also 
continually projected the future of many kinds of situations – in social and techni-
cal senses, and whether being of personal use (as in the excerpt above), about the 
official work schedule, or some other kind of distant future.

And, these unfolding discussions could shift or be disrupted just about any 
moment – which happened in line 829, once the patient responded appropriately to 
the anaesthesia treatment.
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Fragmented ‘Crystallisation’ of Intersecting Practice 
Local coinage of new terms and creation of inter-professional workspaces were 
regular parts of surgical talk and interaction – in ORs, in hallways, during coffee 
breaks, etc. Still, the excerpts above ‘merely’ demonstrate selected moments of dia-
logical interaction. Based on these instances only we cannot known if anything 
emergent was ever recognised or utilised by outsiders. That is to say, it is much 
harder to find concrete and lasting intercreative accomplishments between remote 
individuals or communities of interest. Not because the practitioners would be 
technically unaware or because they were creative only at random. On the con-
trary, it is hard to record emergent ‘sparks’ of lasting creations because the partici-
pants only explicitly talk about what is new to them personally.

Only when something was experienced as unexpected, in a technical context, 
it is possible to conclude that some practitioners had detected something emergent. 
For example, in the ear-surgery case it could be noticed how the surgeon explained 
why everything was not going smoothly during parts of intra-surgery: 

Excerpt 12

838.Surgeon: these microscopes do not fit at all for this examination  
  (.) be- they are a (lagro)spectroscope actually 

839.Student 1:a ha ((smiles)) 
840.Surgeon:  so- so everything is wrong (.) that’s why I’m cranky 
841.Student 1:((laughs))

A statement like the one above may result in a decision to replace the ‘spectro-
scope’ or to work on this kind of patients in a different OR. Furthermore, the ob-
vious dissatisfaction with the instrument may result in a redesign of the locale, 
work schedules, or (e.g.) a remote part of the work system, but not necessarily of 
the tool itself. After all, it was not its design that was criticised, but how the tool 
was used in the current workplace and surgical case. Similar negative comments 
were occasionally made about tools, IT systems, the behaviour of colleagues and 
teams, and so fort, were recorded (talked about) in all kinds of surgical cases. 

It was even more difficult to detect positive statements about ongoing work. If 
we focus carefully on the ear-surgery case it was possible to hear that one of the 
anaesthesia assistants liked the way in which the anaesthetist applied a piece of 
duct tape during intra-surgery:

Excerpt 13

842.Assistant 1:  that’s nifty with- where you’ve plastered over the-
843.Anaesthetist 2: <ya:::> 
844.Surgeon:    the pliers
845.Anaesthetist 2: ya::: right
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The latter type of verbalised ‘micro-invention’, especially in the light of open 
encouragement from the assistant, could represent a new way of applying tape dur-
ing surgical anaesthesia. If proven effective, it could be transferred to other de-
partments, settings, or tasks. 

Then again, it needs to be asked where the truly lasting co-creations were at. 
One such example was the way staff dressed during surgery. Although they had 
uniform clothing for clinical reasons (some clothes are more protective), their 
clothes served as social markers. Arguably, a nurse wearing a lead vest to stay 
warm in the OR was not just adapting to a specific room-temperature, but was also 
criticising the temperature chosen for the room in a response to previous discus-
sions about proper room temperature (more active personnel usually prefer a 
lower temperature than those who work sitting down). Likewise, when a surgeon 
chose not to wear his protective mask during select parts of a surgery, he was not 
necessarily demonstrating a lack of ‘surgical discipline’, but just as well demon-
strated that he knew exactly in what situations the mask was effective. 

For a related but more ‘technological’ example, consider the PCs stationed in 
the ORs, which often functioned as strictly surgical instruments, such as when 
digital X-rays were displayed. At other times, however, they were used as general 
information devices, e.g. when staff searched through electronic patient records, 
yet the very next minute they became entertainment devices, exemplified by  
nurses reading online newspapers between stages of surgery.

Likewise, IT-devices (software) were never the only ‘interactive’ or ‘digital’ 
technology available – or the only tools having both mechanical and social sides.  
Just as often, the practitioners manipulated the form and function of hardware. 
That is, surgical instruments and tools functioned as very real ‘add-ons’ or material 
‘alloys’ in or in-between the departments. As illustrated in page 135, many kinds of 
sticky-notes and instructions were regularly put onto electric outlets, computer-
screens, and windows. Similarly, more permanent user-manuals were attached to 
racks, hangers, and cupboards; and work schedules were put up beside the ORs. 
For a few examples, the pictures below includes sticky-notes telling people ‘to not 
pull the cable’, to ‘not use our arm rest’, and that ‘the table should be in high mode’. 
All these instructions were meant to be followed, but only some of them addressed 
truly pressing issues, were signed by its authors (i.e. being official policy), or were 
easily spotted or understood. That is, as any other surgical or medical technology, 
in-house modifications informed practitioners how to act in departments, and be 
discarded, replaced, moved about, or mixed with other instructions or tool.
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Or, let us for a moment consider the doors to the operating rooms (page 137) 
In theory, these doors are ordinary mechanical ‘objects’ with no particular features 
that would make them different from any other kind of doors. In practice, how-
ever, they proved to be quite dynamic, with both hidden and open functionality. 
The doors were normally closed during intra-surgery. Therefore, when in need of 
assistance, staff members could knock on the doors to call attention at the opening. 
Doors and other openings to the ORs thus became synchronous communication 
devices, since the personnel used resonance to attract attention. Likewise, they fre-
quently used the doors as bulletin boards for specific instructions and general mes-
sages; thus, they also functioned as asynchronous IT. 

In other words, the practitioners proactively and continually changed the way 
technology could be used and shared by others. They did this before teams or peo-
ple were expected to be using a particular device (entering a restricted area, etc.), 
or when they needed to work around emerging problems. As a result, social ‘ap-
propriations’ never stopped at situated rearrangements, localised manuals, or with 
an improvised vocabulary – aspects of interaction that would be reversed at the 
end of each surgical case, or when the practitioners and students would learn how 
to handle technology in the proper ways. Instead, doors frequently became bill-
board, stools were used as tables. Handles were continuously made into hangers, 
and so forth. Machines such as the anaesthesia module, were used as conventional 
IT devices in one sense, but at the same time they were mechanical instruments 
and surfaces to shelve or store various tools, instruction lists, chart notes, and other 
papers. Even people were used (in the proper sense of the word) as improvised 
tools in the proximity of others, as for example when staff members stood behind 
colleagues with lead vests during X-rays, or when they were telling their assistants 
to drape sheets or assemble surgical frames.

If anything, it was difficult to find an example of a tool, system, or workplace 
that was not already modified by several practitioners or teams, or which The only 
kind of technology that comes to mind would be medications and other ‘dispos-
ables’ like sheets, sponges, and needles, which were discarded after each surgery. 
But, also these disposables were worn and torn in practice, and they were always 
used in conjunction with more stable socio-technical instructions and tool ensem-
bles. Likewise, when using disposables the personnel demonstrated how or when 
they preferred to apply them, by assembling tools, or putting up informative notes 
and instructions. Hence, as seen in the pictures in this and previous chapters, no 
workplace or room was entirely free from sticky-notes or other kinds of local 
modifications.
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Continuously Re-Constructed Boundary Objects
Many kinds of studies have emphasised that end-users have an important role in 
the design of technology and processes of system development. As sometimes men-
tioned in design research, end-users are those who test or complete the design (e.g. 
Arvola, 2005). Or, as often said in socio-cultural literature, people tend to move 
around or appropriate obstructing tools, and thus make local technology into a 
crystallised memory of a collective past (e.g. Nardi, 2005; Walsh, 1995).

As described above, however, surgical practitioners do not really use or test a 
technology or setting. Consider the first excerpt in this chapter. Here we saw two 
ODPs assembling a fixation device and attach this to the patient’s hand and arm. 
Each participant had access to the patient, various technical items, and a user 
manual, but they had not access to the entire tool ensemble at the same level of de-
tail or at all times. That is, even after using a manual and consulting the surgeon, 
the ODPs openly discussed and evaluated their unfolding technical construction – 
rather than one tool or a given (complete) technical design. Therefore, they did not 
describe the completion of the device as all problem-free; nor they did not say that 
the result was a complete failure (as if there were a single and defined outcome).

In fact, the ODPs above did not exclusively learn or appropriate (reified) 
‘their own’ meaning of technology design. Rather, they continuously assessed the 
current state of their construction in relation to others’ work ahead. Moreover, as 
seen in the following excerpt, they did not work in a social or technical vacuum. 
Directly associated with the two ODPs were a team of anaesthetists, who worked 
with a computerised technology attached to the same patient (the anaesthesia ma-
chine). So, although the work at each side of the patient was different in character, 
they all had the patient and the upcoming surgery in common. The whispering and 
raised voices recorded could therefore be sings of internal problems, but just as 
much be directed towards the other co-present party – or the researcher present.

As seen in the last extended excerpt, technical work may not even exclusively 
concern the ‘main’ tools explicitly seen or talked about. During the final phase of 
the ear surgery case, the participants used the patient’s body as a communicative 
aid (index, boundary object) during collegial discourse – and they used the re-
searcher behind the camera as technical support. Yet, in this process the patient 
was much more than something to point at. With the help of her body they may 
have animated a ‘virtually present technology’ (planned usage of a PC keyboard), 
but more importantly, they also kept on monitoring the patient’s reaction. That is, 
nothing in this excerpt implicated use of a situated tool or design. If anything, it 
was about the continual and parallel creation of common ground.
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Therefore, as displayed in the latter part of this chapter, the participants did 
not give a technology or technical settings ‘situated’ names, or mixed Swedish, 
English and Latin terms, because they were unaware about proper terminology, or 
because they ignored given instructors or manuals. In pages 135 and 137, it was 
possible to see that they approached technical problem from almost any angle, and 
that they had to do this because technology was and had to be in continuous flux. 
We also saw how communities of practice shared general (theoretical) information, 
rather than the nitty-gritty details of events or each tool ensemble. They often initi-
ated joint technical discussion seemingly ’out of the blue’ or ‘to the room’, in a kind 
of ongoing and pro-active condensation or selection of technical means; and it was 
ultimately this selection, not detailed designs or ideas, that was the concrete objects 
used and talked about (in-)between individual participants.

Likewise, in the more concrete sense, everything discussed was related to 
both past and anticipated activities. So, the concrete and lasting result of this eve-
ryday work was never about a single socio-cognitive ‘crystallisation’ (one modifica-
tion, collective memory, cognitive system, etc.). Rather than being engaged in 
timely and well-defined surgical units, members of all departments and communi-
ties found new and ambiguous ways to collaborate – even when there were ‘proper’ 
information technologies available. For instance, we saw that the material form and 
function of surgical doors were quite flexible between surgical practitioners. Like-
wise, although practitioners sometimes joked about their own accomplishments, 
none of the socio-technical outcomes discussed were examples of insignificant ‘side 
activities’, time-taking ‘sense-making‘ of an obstructing tools, or obvious ‘signs of 
design failure’. Rather than being about one local history, moreover, software and 
hardware were fragmented remainders of everyday work. 

That is to say, they were continually anticipating social and technical events, 
which made it impossible to single out one original intention or design that system-
atically elicited a specific situated response. Rather, the practitioners demonstrated 
an openly recognised creative practice, which is more similar to professional tool or 
interaction design than some sort of unselfconscious ‘repair’ or ‘pre-use’ – and, also 
like ‘real’ designing, no individual controlled or knew about everything. This was 
why all workspaces and departments were allowed to be stacked with seemingly 
temporal or problematic technical adjustments. Not because every practitioner 
needed to be reminded of the proper behaviour or use, or because staff members 
constantly abused or ignored critical instructions, but because tools and work-
places were products of intersecting communities of practice.
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9. Folding or Unfolding Everyday Intercreativity
To underscore the first aim of the thesis, the concluding chapter begins with a summary 
of the empirical chapters. As argued in the introductory chapter, however, empirical ac-
counts of everyday intercreativity must be discussed with the second theoretical aim in 
mind. Thus, the empirical summary is followed by a more extensive discussion about how 
analysis of isolated excerpts and pictures may lead to contradictory conclusions for 
workplace research and development.

When All has been Said and Done
The empirical chapters addressed selected examples everyday surgical practice. 
Specifically, the studied practitioners were engaged in a continual process of divi-
sion of labour, between multiple and parallel tasks and communities of practice 
(chapter 5 and 6). They also altered the form and functions of the entire OR; i.e. 
controlled and tinkered with workplace design (chapter 7). In this process, they 
were assessing and (re-)creating ‘alloys’ of different materials throughout the 
workday, such as the surgical frames, anaesthesia modules, ‘paper-pager devices’ 
and ‘bulletin-board-doors’ (chapter 8); or, they functioned as ‘reflective practitio-
ners’ (Schön, 1984) and as ‘reflective communities’ (Fischer, 2005) who were in 
partial control of multiple plans and evolving design materials.

Now, when all has been said and done, it need to be added that much of the 
work presented above was expected by the practitioners and arguably by many 
observers and readers. After all, no one denies that non-automated tasks must in-
volve some kind of interpersonal accomplishment. In general or abstract senses, it 
can even be argued that most – if not all – social descriptions of work recognise 
practitioners as part of overall workplace design. 

However, it can also be said that the concepts of everyday intercreativity and 
dialogical perspectives on technology are anything but expected. This text actually 
began with several non-intuitive or controversial claims. For example, it was ar-
gued that user-centred research can be ‘designer-oriented’, that interactional the-
ory shows open signs of ‘monologism’, and that ‘social constructions‘ can be about 
the core of concrete technical design. Moreover, the first three empirical chapters 
showed something never encountered in academic short papers or practical re-
ports; the incremental progression of ‘entire’ surgeries – from pre-surgery prepara-
tion to post-surgery care.

This final chapter will further explain the practical and theoretical differences 
between monological and dialogical analysis, and discuss why descriptions of ongo-
ing social practice can be, and arguably must be, linked to the ongoing processes 
and outcomes of everyday intercreativity.
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Empirical Aim Revisited – Surgical Interaction as Intercreativity
One designer-oriented way of mapping surgical work is to stipulate a rigid socio-
technical plan specified down to minute constituent activities. This complete design 
is what could be desired if one wants to manage, evaluate, or in particular to auto-
mate the outcome of practice. It may also be seen as a necessity for each individual 
participant, who would have to be able to make sense of and swiftly communicate 
the information provided by instruments and protocols. Strict terminology, usable 
tools, and transparent manuals, in particular, would have to be basic requirements. 
Otherwise, practitioners would not be able to meet hospital requirements, or be 
able to make swift decisions when critical problems emerge.

Yet, in the critical and everyday cases discussed above no part of such a gen-
eral master plan was explicitly enacted in front of the video camera:

In chapter 5 we found no complete plan that could be communicated to, de-
cided by, or shared among all parties. Instead, some participants were responsible 
for some procedures and means, while others observed the general outcome. Each 
‘unimplemented’ decision could be questioned, checked, or reversed (seemingly) at 
any stage of surgery. Even the patient – in spite of her age and condition – was al-
lowed to take part in her own preparation, simply because her provisional prefer-
ences would not determine the entire operation.

In chapter 6 we did not find a coherent way of talking about one and the same 
case-description. Instead people were partially aware and accountable of dialogue 
and actions of others; we saw a fragmentation of discourse, or a linguistic patch-
work (borrowed words, coining of new terms, etc.), in which some things seemed to 
be shared by all, while other things remained uncontrolled by the collective.

In chapter 7 no unambiguous use of OR architecture was detected, as no one 
arrived at a completed workplace or system, with given links between its sub-
components. So, the participants did not co-create one situated structure that was 
equally accessible to all parties. The recorded personnel were creating, maintain-
ing, and dismantling parts of the work environment, as they continually co/re-
created elbowroom and boundary objects, such as the anaesthesia/surgery wall.

In chapter 8, consequently, it was not possible to find a one-to-one relation be-
tween one tool ensemble ‘used’ and the talk or actions produced at the time of us-
age. Instead, there was an omnipresent ad-hoc adaptation of tools – from software 
to hardware, on both smaller or larger scales. As seen in excerpt 11, tools or tech-
niques ‘in’ dialogue may not even be physically present in front of those using it. 
Rather, the departments visited were almost literally glued together with various 
kinds of notes and messages, and other means to remind others about how to – or 
how not to – apply present or virtually present technology.
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Research Questions I, II – a Dialogical and Intercreative Explanation

Critical surgical procedures, which lack workflow and transparency (i.e. design), 
will inevitably appear chaotic to outside observers. Of course, given the seemingly 
inherent complexity of surgical teamwork, individual participants can still be 
treated as technically competent (or treat themselves as being in the know), but as 
a work community in front of critical eyes they would need to collaborate in a more 
sustainable way. Everyday interaction and production, which literally concerns life 
and death, cannot rely on individual repairs or improvisations, but must be pre-
cisely executed. Besides, the practitioners involved had taken part of workplace 
organisation – as technicians, managers, or buyers of equipment – and would 
therefore be expected to know how to co-operate appropriately.

Nonetheless, there is a positive take on these complex and dynamic events. 
According to dialogical theory, fragmental, inter-professional, and multipurpose 
processes and creations are to be expected from virtually any aspect of work – 
even those where safety and time(-ing) are critical issues. That is, while many sur-
gical procedures must be performed in a precise and carefully planned manner, 
overall work practice would depend on unfolding moment-by-moment procedures 
and problem-solving in situ (e.g. Schlegoff 1986). In particular, each practitioner in 
study need not be in complete sync with each and evert other individual at the 
same general practice. Rather, he or she would rely on the personal, social, and 
technical accomplishments of others, and adjust his/her communication and tech-
nical means to others in continual but fragmented boundary work (Wenger, 1998). 
Or, to borrow words from Garfinkel (1967), there can be many good reasons for 
‘bad’ reports as individuals must be engaged in fact-producing in the flight.

In other words, what is emerging between everyday practitioners would not 
be a subsidiary activity taking place before, beside, or after a supposed main per-
formance. From dialogical theory, even critical work as intra-surgery would be ex-
pected to include a partly uncontrolled division of labour, or continuous processes 
of intersubjectivity and alterity, but never just one undisputed flow of information or 
manual procedures. In situated detail (i.e. running video, everyday rhythm of life), 
this means recognising that each practitioner, regardless of official label or role, 
must mix ordinary language with technical terminology. Just as (s)he has to know 
more than others about some aspects of work and technology, while knowing less 
than others about other ongoing processes. No workplace terminology or technol-
ogy can therefore be made to fit or mimic one individual’s thinking or action. To 
participate in surgical tasks, the individual practitioner must be socially and tech-
nically active and make him-/herself accountable for how (s)he affect the thinking 
and actions of others.
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In fact, as demonstrated in the empirical chapters, this ongoing dialogical 
‘pulse’ between individuals or teams was both open and concrete. Unfolding in 
front of bystanders – and the video camera – were continual ‘centripetal movements’; 
moments of strengthening convergence or intersubjectivity between individuals 
and teams, when all participants were closing in on each other and the patient. At 
other times, and in parallel, there were opposing ‘centrifugal movements’; moments of 
divergence or alterity, when spatial and technical gaps widened. Thus, staff mem-
bers were either facing the surgical patient and parts of co-located teams, or they 
were not facing the patient and turned towards other tools or staff members. In the 
long run, accordingly, the same practitioners were always on their way to – and 
from – remote teams or places; just as tools could be used to either join people or 
teams, or to keep them apart. (See page 145 below.)

Thus, the general answer to the first research question (What are the determi-
nant processes of intercreativity between co-located parties?) would be that the only truly 
stable and common (democratic, synchronous) intercreative phenomena among all 
participants were the acts of watching over others and the patients in some general 
or technical senses. That is, practitioners, patients, and outsiders may ‘entangle’ 
each other at certain times and places, but they also make technical decisions pro-
jected towards the future of individual or collective practice. So, individual partici-
pants may experienced that ORs were closed and opened at a specific phases of 
situated practice (e.g. at the same times as the patient’s body was opened and 
closed). Yet, through continual condensation and selection of what can be said and 
done (stay or not stay, etc.) in everyday work, no technology or workplace/-space 
was completely inaccessible – someone, somewhere was always on the move or 
planning ahead, and thereby questioning or crossing socio-technical barriers.

Likewise, to answer to the second research question (what kinds of concrete and 
lasting creations emerge among surgical communities?), technology (in-)between con-
tinually intersecting communities of practice was manifested as ambiguous ‘bound-
ary objects’ or loose ‘entanglements’ of collective and continual practice – rather 
than situated (personal) tools and thinking, complete structures, or tight socio-
technical ‘knots’ made in consensus. That is, individual’s thinking may be tightly 
intertwined with more stable socio-cultural values or rules (the social system if you 
will), but no practitioner can be in complete sync with a single technology or set-
ting. Or, put differently, as products of ongoing everyday practice, surgical tech-
nology would never be ‘orchestrated’ to manifest or frame individual cognition. 
Rather, each tool or tool-ensemble is deliberately maintained as multi-sited and 
multi-functional means, or as very real alloys of social and material forms.
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Theoretical Aim revisited – Monological and Dialogical Perspectives
The above, of course, was only a summary of selected recordings and findings from 
the surgical departments studied. Much more can be said about each individual as-
pect of surgery discussed. In particular, many things can be said about how or why 
the previous intercreative explanation differs from mainstream theory. For exam-
ple, one obvious objection to the current endeavour would be that the excerpts that 
were analysed and presented need not be seen as particularly ‘creative’. Indeed, 
more controversial examples of local creativity were seen and discussed in the de-
partments. Several of these were creations resulting from quite specific circum-
stances and therefore more difficult to document as overtly recognisable social 
phenomena. Another objection may be that the fragmented nature of surgery was a 
direct artefact of the recording technique and the researcher’s personal perspective. 
In this study practitioners were moving back and forth in front of a stationary 
camera, rather than being individually shadowed as they moved from task to task.

In other words, all kinds of ‘monological’ modelling do not need to be openly 
one-sided or reductionistic (at least not superficially). Rather, it is a necessary part 
of the monological world view to end up with ‘complex and dynamic’ descriptions 
of what is predefined as a ‘complex and dynamic’ practice. Therefore, it can easily 
be argued that the current choice of framework was not empirically motivated and 
that the conclusions above will emerge in any kind of workplace study. After all, 
monological and dialogical theories are conceptually related, so any single excerpt 
discussed could be interpreted in either monologist or dialogist terms.

As discussed in the theoretical chapters, however, mainstream theory tend to 
create a consistent and noninclusive sample from ‘situated’ or ‘interactive’ practice. 
That is, rather than unfolding long-term and functional accomplishments, between 
or in-between practitioners, researchers tend to be fault-finding as they try to ori-
ent towards expected designer needs. Or, as outlined by Norman (e.g. 1993), they 
act as user advocates who informs the ‘real’ designers about unexpected user mis-
takes or other signs of design failure. Therefore, to further explain how and why 
the overall long-term findings and conclusions above resonate with a dialogist 
theorisation only, we need to address the second aim of the thesis – to explore how 
dialogical theory may facilitate the investigation of everyday intercreativity. The 
following part of this chapter addresses a more detailed discussion about how the 
general descriptions and conclusions above depend on whether we treat social co-
herence and prototypical settings as norms for empirical research, a monologist 
approach, or if we acknowledge dialogical processes of social and technical creativ-
ity as ubiquitous parts of surgical work.
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A Designer-Oriented Excursion

Let us first reexamine a likely monologist interpretation on what transpires in the 
recordings. As mentioned, hospital surgery can be precisely the kind of critical ‘set-
ting’ that should leave no room for stray processes or improvised technology. 
Based on a well-tested and institutionalised system, the primary surgeon must in-
stead plan each individual case, after which nurses and anaesthetists implement 
certain subtasks in a timely fashion. In formal and informal interviews, moreover, 
several practitioners in the current study confirmed this monological and designer-
oriented way of describing ‘practice’. That is, although I personally looked for 
creative accomplishments, many staff members acted like typical ‘end-users’. Some 
of them openly argued that no task or tool should be altered in surgery, or that it is 
essential to follow as many standards, rules, and instructions as possible.

One way to exemplify what could have been the overall designer-oriented 
analysis of the above excerpts is to focus on the most apparent signs of social and 
technical errors. Despite acknowledgement of structure by the personnel, the em-
pirical excerpts hardly lacked for tension, hitches, or other signs of design failure. 
On the contrary, the recordings demonstrated extensive and explicit accounts of 
when and where critical tasks were problematised and which individuals faced 
what kind of situated problems. The extended excerpts of talk specifically uncov-
ered how tasks and technology were discussed among participants. Paralinguistic 
signs such as pauses (‘(xs.)’), emphasis or shouting (‘XXX’), whispering (°xxx°), 
changes in pace (>xxx<, <xxx>), etc., could signal how information and technolo-
gies were exchanged – or hidden – between official decision-makers and unofficial 
groupings, or that the individual participant misunderstood critical information. 

If such is the case, the first empirical chapter uncovered a substantial lack of 
inter-professional transparency in peri-operative decision-making. Not only were the 
STs, ATs and ODPs separated by timetables and instructions, to a large extent 
they seemed to wilfully maintain this separation. Many decisions were made out of 
sight from others, rather than in the presence of colleagues or ‘co-workers’. For in-
stance, in excerpt 3e (page 61), the practitioners never came to terms with the 
surgery-in-progress. Instead, several repeated deadlocks and conflicting statements 
could be seen as the practitioners continuously ‘pushed’ decisions forward to pre-
sent or absent. The surgeon and the anaesthesiologist, the official decisions-
makers, could thereby be made accountable for critical activities or decisions even 
when they were not physically present or when it was not expected that they 
would control the practical outcome.
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In considering the details of patient-centred talk, the next chapter would fur-
ther uncover a substantial lack of open common ground. Specifically, the STs and 
ATs may not have been hiding information from each other, or deferring decisions 
to others. Rather, from the onset they did not share a case description. The surgeon 
and the two anaesthetists seemed to have worked with different tasks already from 
the beginning of the case. Even if they, at two distinct occasions (excerpt 6a page  
84, and excerpt 6c page 86), openly shared same kind of case-description, they 
continued to deliver specialised details to bystanders and co-workers.

As seen in chapter 7, discussions and hitches could also be linked to how the 
room itself was divided into spatially and functionally separated work stations. In 
pictures 1 to 7, a highly obvious and concrete barrier was the wall of instruments 
and draping built to maintain a sterile work environment around the surgical site. 
When combined with radio music and dimmed lighting, it seemed impossible to 
observe or interrupt the other side. Of course, this separation in mid-surgery was 
necessary to prevent contamination of air flows, yet one result was that it became 
even more difficult for the teams to communicate. Only after the wall was disman-
tled at the end of intra-surgery they resume a more open form of communication. 

The last empirical chapter similarly showed that socio-spatial boundaries be-
tween teams or individuals could appear and be maintained without a physical wall 
at place. In excerpt 10 and excerpt 11, it was possible to see how a surgical rack 
and an anaesthesia module were discussed in the same OR, around the same pa-
tient. Yet, although the ODPs and the ATs were working side by side, only se-
lected information was exchanged across team boundaries. Many important issues 
surrounding patient set-up, including the risk of fixation device failure at a later 
stage, were thereby excluded from joint discussions. 

All these situated events would thus be open signs of user-/designer failures. 
One of kind of adjustment, however, stood out as a clearly creative and as essential 
for the positive outcome of each case. As for example displayed in the latter part of 
chapter 8, the practitioners took considerable time to inform each other about 
emergent gaps between teams or individuals. Actually, practitioners from all teams 
and departments needed to continually inform each another about what functioned 
or did not function in certain workplaces/-spaces. In particular, they all made use 
of temporal sticky-notes to inform about apparent socio-technical issues. They also 
applied various in-house manuals to override original instructions and other kinds of 
tool-ensembles to frame or change the technical setting. These ‘improvised’ socio-
technical appropriations thus helped to consolidate or finalise workplace interac-
tion and design. Arguably, were it not for these swift user-driven workarounds, the 
conditions for inter-professional work would have even more problematic.
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Research Question III, IV – the Dialogical Take on Recordings of Everyday Practice

In contrast, let us now return to a dialogical interpretation of the recordings. This 
analysis would be based on the fact that routine activities require problem-solving 
in situ and continual movement – a kind of polymorphic or multimodal interaction. 
So, looking at selected excerpts from surgical work, ‘pulsic’ patterns of unfolding 
intersubjectivity and alterity appear. Single excerpts of interaction would therefore 
never determine the course of other activities taking place at the same time. In-
stead, all individuals will find themselves in the loop at one stage and out of the 
loop at the next, just as they may begin the workday with individual (separated) 
tasks and then transition into inter-professional (joint) activities. 

Consider the first empirical chapter. As people and tools moved between or 
in-between different work settings, the recordings never revealed a general plan, 
which was openly exchanged, appropriated, or (mis-)understood. Recorded talk 
and paralinguistic signs, as volume, pace, or amount of talk, unfolded multi-
directionally, in different ways for different teams or individuals. In excerpt 3a 
(page 54), for instance, several decisions were made and communicated approxi-
mately at the same time – concerning everything from manual tasks as the unpack-
ing and passing of instruments, to what the anaesthetist was supposed to do (‘intu-
bate’) and a general working order (first ‘abrasio’, then intubation). 

All the other chapters seemingly demonstrate forms of continuous boundary 
work. Throughout chapter 6, there was never really one ‘patient-in-surgery’. The 
patient was discussed in parallel or as several boundary objects; just as ‘she’ re-
mained a multifunctional object throughout pre-, intra-, and post-surgery. In chap-
ter 7 the entire OR was in flux. For example, if there ever were something like a 
single ‘wall’ between the STs and ATs, it was not as consistent or opaque as it may 
appear in a selected excerpt or picture. Rather, from the first to the last part of sur-
gery, the OR remained partially shared or an evolving ensemble of boundary ob-
jects (i.e., picture 1 to picture 7). Likewise, in the last empirical chapter, individual 
tools or ensembles unfolded as doubly contextual or interobjective artefacts. In ex-
cerpt 10, for instance, personal and joint focus changed by shifting adjustments or 
statements, or as the two nurses reassessed and tested their construction. Some-
times these changes were performed overtly, other times tacitly. At one point they 
appeared to be finished, while the very next they were about to begin again. 

As seen at the end of chapter 8, accordingly, local(-ised) technology was not 
just represented by archaic fixes to past or situated needs, or in the minds of indi-
vidual participants. A concrete and lasting result of boundary work was that all 
parts of the departments included modified instructions and tools; and judging 
from their presence and patina, many of them were repeatedly applied.
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Therefore, and as illustrated in page 151, from a dialogical perspective the 
practitioners provided information and support for each other without openly striv-
ing for, or preserving, one and the same understanding of situated activities. 
Moreover, even if the individual observer or practitioner may argue that one cen-
tral tool or structure (e.g. the surgery/anaesthesia wall) blocked out information 
during specific phases of surgery, not every interaction process was hindered. Be-
fore, during, and after any divided passage – even the most restricted ones – some 
practitioners could reorganise spaces or places, simply by turning on the lights, 
turning off the music system, or (e.g.) by using pagers or the intercom. 

Of course, these examples of unfolding intercreativity do not imply that there 
were no true hitches or barriers in the recordings. As discussed above, there were 
many potential or ambiguous signs of socio-technical hitches. In addition, there were 
strict timelines and rules to follow, and most, if not all, practitioners involved had 
to attend more than one surgical case during a day’s work. Nevertheless, in con-
trast to the monological idea that the mere existence of ambiguous technical dis-
cussions or adjustments would involve an underlying design critique, the dialogical 
interpretation points out that any of these ‘hotspots’ can be related to continual and 
necessary intercreativity. In contrast, the monological and designer-oriented excur-
sion, merely singles out a few exceptional breaks (repairs, improvisations, etc.) 
against a backdrop of pre-designed or systematic structures and workflows.

So, as a general answer the third research question (What makes the dialogical 
approach different from mainstream ‘monological’ theories on everyday surgical interaction?), 
dialogical theory proposes a different meaning and role for workplace research. 
The dialogically-minded researcher cannot start from instances of apparent breaks 
or hitches – not even when participants explicitly curse ‘this shit’ (page 149), or 
when a sticky-note is put on a critical machine (e.g. page 135). Dialogical theory 
underlines that conceptual gaps (misunderstandings, mishearings, divergence, etc.) 
are necessary parts of everyday life. Thus, the mere existence of emerging prob-
lems (not to be conflated with real accidents!) cannot be an empirical conclusion. 
Nobody follows or breaks every aspect of an elaborated socio-technical design. 
Records of whispering, self-talk, or ambiguous jargon must rather be seen as inten-
tional ways of performing work away from co-located or virtually present parties. 
Therefore, it is quite understandable that some research participants had a hard 
time describing past or ongoing cases. Although they were expected to know much 
about surgical/medical theory and practice, technology is always (in-)between 
people of different perspectives. Likewise, while some technical solutions may 
emerge in serendipity (i.e. randomly), participants may deliberately choose to de-
scribe regular tasks and outcomes in innovative or ‘problematic’ ways.
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Finally, this dialogical analysis reveals something more concrete; something 
other than distributed cognition or local jargon. Considering the sheer amount of 
real or potential hitches uncovered, the workplace researcher could have had 
strong support for suggesting major changes to the visited departments. For in-
stance, there could be a need for better or more user training, to avoid the need for 
temporal reminders such as in-house manuals and sticky-notes. As user advocates, 
we may also conclude that training alone will never solve more underlying prob-
lems. That is, rather than extensive training programmes, it seems advisable to im-
plement a new ‘interactive’ hospital architecture. For example, dividing the ORs 
into sub-departments, so that specialised pre- and post-surgical activities can be 
conducted without disturbance from other teams; and then, complementing this 
hardware-solutions with an ‘intelligent’ IT-system that would be ‘aware’ of all on-
going activities (see e.g. Bång, 2004).

However, without an assumed or explicit master-plan for practice there would 
not be one given architecture, system, or flow to improve or replace. Instead, sur-
gical work concerns and results in several work communities and tool-ensembles, 
which have to be just as functional and sustainable as any other socio-technical 
means. Or, put differently, the concrete and lasting outcome of everyday intercrea-
tivity is much more than a few fragmented adjustments or in-house instructions 
(notes, labels, etc.). As seen in the all pictures above, and in page 153 below, tech-
nical innovations may start small, as distributed or disparate sparks (tries, proto-
types), but eventually they will result in concrete, shareable, and usable forms – 
which, for good and bad, will be re-used and re-defined by others. 

Accordingly, the last research question (Can the dialogical approach change the 
way we view the long-term processes of workplace development?) cannot be answered by a 
list of the most apparent social ‘appropriations’ detected by the external observer. 
Although such a general typology may give insights about the concrete outcomes 
of work, it would confirm the monological notion that work practice includes a lim-
ited number of breaks from what is identified as a single socio-technical structure. 
Instead, if the intercreative ‘pulse’ of working life is to be taken seriously, any ob-
server (bystanders, administrators, and researchers alike) have a choice to high-
light a few instances of intersubjectivity or alterity; and simultaneously, to disre-
gard parallel or opposing events. So, anyone trying to go beyond mainstream HMI 
must recognise social and technical progression of work. Then, the everyday work-
place is not a gigantic puzzle to be filled with more usable tools, or a ‘theatre’ be-
tween people who pretend to be creative. On the contrary, already institutionalised 
processes of intercreativity made it possible to overtake others’ activities and to 
avoid being stuck with one setting or design for perpetuity.
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Concluding Remarks
Few parts of surgical work are completely improvised. Surgery is implemented by 
trained professionals and relies on well-tested technology. For practitioners this in-
stitutionalised work environment means that there are numerous instructions to 
follow and that they have external demands to minimise time-consuming side-
activities. Likewise, any external party trying to introduce new tools or techniques 
must follow pre-existing standards set by others. Understandably, technical col-
laboration between user and designer communities has often been described as 
problematic. In the age of increasingly advanced surgical procedures and systems, 
it can be dilemmatic to comply with the preferences and regulations of all parties.

However, before using technical hitches as ground for introducing even more 
‘sociable’ technology, the one-sided basis of mainstream HMI needs to be recog-
nised. As demonstrated by this text, unfolding technical hitches can be highlighted 
although the cases examined were implemented roughly as planned and in ways 
that assured that the patients would not retake the same kind of surgery. The study 
also shows that moments of tension can be related to multiple examples of unfold-
ing worker creativity, continually changing the form and function of technology. 
That is, eventually, the tools and systems discussed will be replaced with new tech-
nology that makes workers less dependent on present-day design or regulations.

The examples above, of course, were selected from one special kind of work-
place. Few regular procedures involve so many practitioners and tools in only a 
day’s work. Therefore, this text has not been an attempt to make general recom-
mendations for all kinds of social or technical purposes, nor has there been a nor-
mative aim to define what constitute a truly original accomplishment. Besides, al-
though being relatively elaborate, the current examples have only addressed a frac-
tion of what goes on in hospital surgery, and even the most extended excerpts 
above have not given justice to the ‘true’ complexity of surgical communication.

In conclusion, however, no regular practice involves of one worker, team, 
technology, or setting only – not even workplaces such as the cockpit or the as-
sembly line. So, both general and detailed conclusions above should be of interest 
for many kinds of work communities. Especially, in the light of the empirical study, 
everyday and critical work (not only ‘creative professions’) may be investigated for 
continual condensations and selections of technical means. That is, rather than 
modelling complete socio-technical work systems, researchers may keep documen-
tation ‘thick’ and account for emergent or emerging technical accomplishments. 
Above all, it needs to be questioned if a unidirectional workflow ever can be found 
– if not even co-located practitioners maintain one community, why would a stable 
socio-technical ground be found among people of remote or opposing practice?
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Appendix – Example of Swedish Original
Excerpt 11 (01:54:04.07)

846.Assistant 2:   °om man ska sätta in° snabelA a- §(xxx) sen§ vilka  
    Knappar °e de° 

       °if one would enter° the At sign ya- §(xxx) then§  
     which Buttons °are there°

847.Assistant 1:   ((points)) dom här två längs ner (.) se tre el-  
    allt- eller- §(eller)§ 

       ((points)) these two furtherst down here (.) ce  
     three or- alt- or- §(or)§

((looks at the anaesthetist, points))

848.Anaesthetist 1: <nä:::e>
       <no:::pe>
849.Assistant 1:   °inte°
       °not°

((BEEP))

850.Anaesthetist 2: <nä:::e>
       <no:::pe>

((BEE::P))

851.Assistant 1:   >inte de<
       >not so<
852.Anaesthetist 2: allt- allti- alltid
       al- alwa- always
853.Assitant X:   ja (sätter) allti
       I always (enter)
854.Anaesthetist 2: allt alltgrupp (.) alltGR (.) alternativ grupp å  

    sen trycker på Tvåan 
       alt alt group (.) alt GR (.) alernative group an  
     then pushing the Two

((points))

855.Assistant 1:    >men (.) man kan göra så mä<
       >but (.) one can do that too<

((points))

856.Anaesthetist 2: a::: men de- de- då använder du- (.) §du få ta§ se  
    tre (.) (se) tre 

       ya::: but tha- tha- then you're using- (.) §you may 
     take§ ce three (.) (ce) three

((points))

857.Assitant 1:   a:::
       ya::: 
858.Anaesthestis 2:  kontroll-
       control-
859.Assistant 2:    >allt delit< ((smiles))
       >alt delete<
860.Anaesthetist 2:  >den då< näe ((shakes his head))(.) >då kommer du  

    till ett annat ställe nu< (.) då har du- ett   
    knappar för Mycke
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       >that then< nope ((shakes his head))(.) >then   
     you'll get to another place now< (.) then you have- 
      one buttons too Much

861.Assistant 1:   >§(a ja vet inte)§<
       >§(ya I don't know)§<

((BEEP)) 

862.Assistant 2:   *hö*
       *he*
863.Assistant 1:   >de vet DU<
       >that YOU know<
864.Anaesthetist 2: ja::: e men de asså
       ya::: em but that like
865.Assistant 2:   de e (vae) nogrann då- ((smiles))
       that’s (to be) careful then-
866.Anaesthetist 2: a men de e onödigt 
       ya but that’s unnecessary
867.Assistant 2:   ((laughter)) 
868.Anaesthetist 2: å har du liksom den här kontrollknappen ingen   

    funktion ((points)) (men) trycker du på den- då har 
    den ingen- ingen [funktion

       an you have like this the control button no   
     function ((points)) (but) you’re pushing it- then  
     it got no- no [function

869.Assistant 1:          >hur] trycker ja på den då<
            >how] do I press on that   
     then<

870.Anaesthetist 2: de- kontroll allt !Dele:::t! (.) när man ska starta 
    ((grips the mask)) när man ska starta upp datorn  
    ell::: (.) komma ut [me::: ((points))

       that- control alt !Dele:::t! (.) when one should  
     start ((takes the mask)) when one should start up  
     the computer o:::r (.) coming out [whi:::t

871.Assistant 1:        >men] den är inte Utritad<
            >but] it is not Drawn in<
872.Anaesthetist 2: >jae men e::: den finns på fler ställen< (.)   

    kontroll allt å sen en tredje knapp (.) !deli:::t!
       >yea but u:::m it's in several places< (.) control  
     alt an then a third button (.) !deli:::t!

873.Assistant 1:   m:::((gets eye-contatct with the anaesthetist)) 
874.Anaesthetist 2:  men de e alltså allt Grupp- (.) kanske e kontroll  

    allt som betyder då- (.) allt grupp då
       but it's like alt Group- (.) perhaps em control alt 
     then means- (.) alt group then

875.Assistant 1:   me- ja trycker sådär nånting ((points)) 
       bu- I push something like that
876.Anaesthetist 2: [m:::
877.Assistant 1:    >sn]abela< 
       >at]sign<
878.Assistant 2:   °m°
879.Anaesthetist 2: <så kanske [de är>
       <so perhaps [it is>
880.Assistant 1:       >vet du<]
          >do you know<]
881.Researcher:   vassaru
       what you say
882.Asssistant 1:   [sna-
       [at-
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883.Assistant 2:   ((adjusts a stool))] >hur man ska få< snabela på  
    kontroll- en- !com!- e- eller på- vilka knappar  
    trycker ja då

       ((adjusts a stool))] >how one gets< at sign on   
     control- one- !com!- em- or on- which buttons do I  
     push then

884.Researcher:   snabela:::
       at si:::gn
885.Assistant 2:   [a:::
       [ya::: 
886.Assistant 1:    m:::]
887.Researcher:   hm:::
888.Assistant 2:   på tangentbordet
       on the keyboard
889.Assistant 1:   JA tycker på två DÄR nere ((points at the patient))
       I’m pushing two down THERE
890.Researcher:   du behöver nog inte trycka på TVÅ e::: eö knappar  

    <ut över e:::> (.) snabela ligger väl på 
       you probably don’t need to push TWO u:::m em   
     buttons <except u:::m> (.) the at sign is on 

891.Assistant 1:   tvåan
       two
892.Anaesthetist 1: .h men e::: alternativ grupp så tvåan
       -h but e::: alternative group than two 
893.Researcher:   °<japp>° (..) [borde antagligen e::: 
       °<jup>° (..) [should probably u:::m
894.Assistant 1:             °jah°]
             °yea°]

((..)) 

895.    >a::: men då kanske de är rätt §me alternativ   
    grupp§< 

       >ya::: but then perhaps it’s right §with    
     alternative group§ 

896.Anaesthetist 2: a:::
       ya::: 
897.Assistant 1:   >men funkar de sen<
       >but does it work then<
898.Anaesthetist 2: a:::
       ya:::
899.Researcher:   SKIFT eller allt gra:::f (.) och TVÅ
       SHIFT or alt gra:::ph (.) and TWO

((1s)) 

((they look at the researcher))

900.Anaesthstist 2: °ha:::P°
       °oka:::y°

((Assistant 2 turns towards the anaesthetist who nods)) 

((2s))

901.Assistant 1:   [(xxx) (.) (knegen)
       [(xxx) (.) (xxx)
902.Assistant 2:    nu är man] är ju helt !lost! på de [här
        now one's] is completely !lost! on [this

((laughter))]

903.Anaesthetist 2: det finns nog flera sätt 
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       there’s probably more ways
904.Assistant 1:    A de gör de
       YA there are

((1s)) 

905.    °>me- ja vet inte- va som e bäst [men ja°
       °>bu- I don't know- what's best [oh well°
906.Assistant 2:          ((laughter))] 
907.Assistant 1:   °vet va som funka<°
       know what’s doable<° 
908.Anaesthetist 2: °°happ°°
       °°hup°°

((1s)) 

909.    *>ja trycker på två knappar< 
       *>I’ pushing two buttons<

((..))

910.    >du trycker [på tre*
       >you’re pushing [three* 
911.Assistant 1:      på tre]< [ja:::
          three]< [ye:::s
912.Anaesthetist 2:            °på tre°]
              °three°]
913.Assistant 1:   *>>me- vet du- (ja) (litar) lite på Tvåknappar   

    [en<<* 
       *>>bu- you know- (I'm) somewhat (trusting) the Two  
     push[er<<

914.Assistant 2:    ((laughter))]
915.Assistant 1:   HAN* ((nods towards the researcher))
       HIM*
916.Anaesthetist 2: °a:::h så e de° ((smiles))
       °ya:::h so it is°

((3s)) 

((Assistant 1 looks at the researcher))

((2s))

917.Assistant 1:   *§ä värsta ja vet§* (°°usch°°)
       *§is the worst I know§* (°°yikes°°) 

((1s)) 

918.    §(xxx)(lisp)§ ((laughter))
       §(xxx)§
919.Anaesthetist 2: ä::: amen <om de funkar så:::> °°((self talk))°°
       u:::m yabut <if it’s working so:::> 

((BEEP))

920.    se- de hände något DÄ:::r °ja°
       look- something happened THE:::re °yes°
921.Assistant 2:   hon Andas inte [(xxx)
       she doesn’t Breathe [(xxx) 
922.Anaesthetist 2:      jo då] (.) lite
           yes she does] (.) a bit
923.Assistant 2:   Lite <kanske>
       A bit <perhaps>
924.Assistant 1:   ((laughter)) 
925.Assistant 2:   >NU [jo<  
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       >NOW [yea<
926.Assistant 1:    °jo:::h°]
        °ye:::ah]
927.Anaesthetist 2: hon andas- >andas hela tiden har hon gjort< (.)  

    me:::n °inte så mycke°
       she’s breathing- >breathing all the time she has<  
    (.) bu:::t °not so much° 

928.Assistant 2:   °m::: näe°
       °m::: nope°

((the Anaesthetist carries the patient to the stretcher outside the OR))
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